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(i) Observational studies

We have successfully identified from satellite observations a
connection. between Pacific tropical diabatic heating anomalies and
extratropical circulation system over the North Pacific from East Asia to
the continental North America. This teleconnection is strongly correlated
with tropical Pacific sea surface temperature anomalies during ENSO.
Shorter period fluctuation ( 40-50 day period) in the atmosphere also
shows some .signature of the above teleconnection pattern suggesting the
presence of a multi-equilibrium climate state realizable both in the
intraseasonal and interannual time scale. The above observations have led
to the development of a stochastic-dynamical theory of ENSO, now being
pursed by one of the Co-PI's (KML).

(ii) Theoretical/Modeling studies

Based on the results of an earlier theoretical investigation showing
the presence of unstable coupled air-sea interaction in the tropics, a
coupled atmosphere-ocean model has been developed. Various versions of
this model and parameterization of air-sea coupling have been tested, and
experiments performed. Results show that the sea surface temperature (or
thermocline) anomalies have profound effects on the air-sea system
producing both stable and unstable coupled modes. The temporal evolution
of ENSO anomalies, in particular the 82/83 ENSO, appear to be the fairly
well described by the presence of the unstable coupled modes. These
results will be reported in a series of forthcoming papers.
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Osclatlons in. a Simple Equatorial Climate System

KA-MINO LAU

Department of Meteorology, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940

(Manuscript received 4 September 1979, in final form 14 October 1960)

ABSTRACT

Coupling between large-scale atmospheric and oceanic equatorial Kelvin waves is shown to be relevant
in the climatic time scale related to equatorial ocean/atmosphere processes. The present analyses show that
the inclusion of air-sea coupling into the linearized shallow-water equations can result in two types of
dispersion relations for the Kelvin waves. The first type (Mode 1) has fast phase speed and is mostly
manifest in the atmospheric response. This mode is relatively unaffected by air-sea coupling. The second
type (Mode 11) has slow phase speed and is the predominant mode in the time-scale of the ocean. A resonant
stationary wave is shown to exist as an intrinsic mode in the coupled system, the length scale of which is
determined by the strength of the coupling and the magnitude of the damping. The positive feedback
mechanism shown to exist between these coupled Kelvin waves in the Mode 11 regime is suggested to
play an important role in relation to observed low-latitude teleconnections.

Results of the numerical experiments using the coupled model show that an El Nifto-type oscillation
can occur in a baroclinic ocean-atmosphere system as a result of a prolonged period of strengthening and
subsequent weakening in the barotropic component of the wind. The weakening and the eastward shift of
the rising branch of the Walker cell, identified as the atmospheric component of a coupled quasi-stationary
Kelvin wave, during El Nifio provide a positive feedback favoring warm water formation in the eastern
Pacific and contribute to the large amplitude of the oscillation.

1. Introductio Pacific and increases the east-west sea level slope.
Following the relaxation of the surface easterlies,

In the study of the interannual fluctuations in the the pressure gradient from the enhanced sea slope
ocean-atmosphere system, the El Nifo and associated will drive back water toward the east leading to a
events have attracted growing interests and concern rise in sea level and deepening of the warm surface
among meteorologists and oceanographers largely layer along the eastern border of the Pacific.
because of the scientific importance as well as the In equatorial oceans, Godfrey (1975), Hurlbert
far-reaching economic ramifications'that have been el al. (1976) and McCreary (1976) showed that the
attached to the phenomenon. Accompanying the El eastward movement of the water mass as a result of a
Niflo anomalous SST changes are numerous ob- relaxed surface easterly wind stress is likely to occur
served changes such as the weakening of the trade in the form of an eastward propagating equatorial
winds, intensification of the equatorial countercur- Kelvin wave originating from the western boundary.
rents, rapid rising sea level in the eastern Pacific The phase speed of this wave is -2 m s- 1 which
and falling sea level to the west (Ramage, 1975; means a time of approximately two months for the
Wyrtki. 1975, 1977). The interrelationships between wave to travel across the span of the equatorial Pacific
these various parameters and the causes of their Ocean. Such a time scale is consistent with the
changes are widely debated (Barnett, 1977). At pres- time lag between the relaxation of wind in the west
eat the leading contender of the various theories and first occurrence of warm water in the east ob-
regarding the origin of El Nifto is perhaps the one served during El Nifto. Study of the baroclinic re-
due to Wyrtki (1975). He maintained that the sudden sponse of the ocean by Cane and Sarachik (1976)
onset of El No is only a signal of the dynamical also confirmed that the internal Kelvin mode plays a
response of the entire equatorial Pacific Ocean to decisive role in determining the initial response of a
atmospheric forcings. Because of the observation disturbance originating from the western part of a
that a prolonged period of increased surface east- meridionally bounded ocean as a result of a sym-
eries alwiys occurs in the central and western Pacific metric weakening of zonal winds. They showed that
prior to the onset of each major El Niflo, he proposed as a Kelvin wave moves from west to east along the
that these increased easterlies increase the strength equator, water mass is continually built up ahead of
of the westward flowing South Equatorial Current the wave and an equal amount depleted behind it.
which tends to pile up water in the warmer western At the coastal boundaries the reflection of the waves

1~~~-
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produces, among others, equatorial-trapped Rossby upwelling were studied using a domain-averaged
waves whose phase speeds are about three times air-sea interactive model.
smaller than that of the Kelvin wave. In the absence
of other external forcings, a relaxation in wind stress 2. The model
will result in an oversimplified manner, in a seiche-
like oscillation across the ocean basin made up of For the purpose of elucidating the basic mech-

fast eastward traveling Kelvin waves and slower anism involved in the coupling of large scale oceanic
westward propagating Rossby waves, and atmospheric Kelvin waves, we use the following

On the other hand, in the equatorial troposphere simple model.
Webster (1973) showed that the Walker circulation
may be viewed as a stationary wave set up by reso- a. The atmosphere
nant excitation forced by the semi-permanent heat Since the equatorial Kelvin waves are character-
sources in the tropics, and this east-west overturn, ized by a qatorial el oc hracer-

ing favors the largest zonal scale. Chang (1977) we may write the linearized equations governing the

further demonstrated the importance of viscous Kelvin mode for a layer of incompressible fluid of

damping to produce the correct phase speed and homogeneous density with a free surface under hy-

vertical scales in the observed low-frequency Kelvin- drostatic balance, as

like oscillations of the forced equatorial waves. The

variabilities in the amplitude and positions of the au+O+D F (1)
* Walker circulation are then manifest in the response 7"i

of stationary waves to slow variations in heat sources
and sinks controlled, in part, by the change in sur- 00
face conditions over the ocean. -" gH + D,.0i Q, (2)

There are many El Niuo-like events in the ocean-

atmosphere system which exhibit dynamic similari- where u. and 46 are the perturbation zonal velocity
ties to the above but with different intensities and and geopotential; H. the equivalent depth, Do the
time scales (Wyrtki et al., 1976). In particular, the linear damping coefficients and F,, Q. the coupling
time scale of the theoretically predicted equatorial and forcing functions to be specified. Although ()-
oceanic waves is of the order of months, while the (2) represent the so-called barotropic equations, they
observed time scale of the fluctuations is of the order can be interpreted as the baroclinic component of a
of years. It is reasonable to suggest that the coupling two-layer system in which u. and 6b are defined by
of the ocean-atmosphere system may introduce addi-
tional important time scales. In view of the largely U 2 Ual - Mal, 0 = - 0 (3)
independent observations and hypotheses described where subscripts 2 and 1 refer to the upper and lower
above, there is a great need for studies to bring layer, respectively. The phase speed of the internal
together these different hypotheses so that a coherent gravity wave in such case is given by c. = (gHa)"2
picture may hopefully emerge. This paper represents = [S(Ap)/21', depending on the static stability S
a first step toward this goal by using a simple coupled and thickness Ap between the two levels. Therefore,

* two-component (ocean/atmosphere) model which (1) and (2) are also valid for internal mode of motions
includes most of the elements of the physical proc- provided the velocity is taken as a wind shear and the

. esses discussed above including the interaction be- geopotential replaced by the thickness or the mean
tween the two components. The study is aimed at temperature of the layers (Matsuno, 1966). In fact,
the large-scale spatial and temporal response of the (1)-(2) can have a more general interpretation ap-
coupled system to free and forced conditions, with plicable to continuous, stratified fluid. In such a case
emphasis on seeking closed cycles, if any exist, un- the equivalent depth H would have arisen as the
der certain given causal sequences. separation constant or eigenvalue of the vertical

In Section 2 the model equations are developed structure equation in equatorial p-plane theory.
and in Sections 3 and 4 some propertes of the analyti- However, because the emphasis of this paper is on
cal solutions, in particular those related to the mech- the ocean-atmosphere coupling mechanism, the study
anisms of the coupling are discussed. Sections 5 and of the vertical structure is not pursued.
6 are devoted to the results of several numerical

* experiments designed to further elucidate, in terms b. The ocean
of the results of the previous sections, the role of
the air-sea coupling, in particular those related to The governing equations for an ocean compatible
El Niflo, fAcluding the effect of diabatic heating. with our simplistic atmosphere model are the linear
This study parallels a recent paper by Lau (1979) in shallow water equations (e.g., Lighthill, 1969). The
which the changes in Hadley-type circulations in one-dimensional form of these equations linearized
relation to local changes of wind stress and oceanic about a state of rest and uniform stratification are6

S- -~.---~----- -- *..*-. .... ... ...
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0a a
F

FMo. 1. Schesmatic diagram showingthe structure of the coupled ocean-atmosphere
system. See text for definitions of symbols.

given by the forcing functions and coupling terms. We assume
the following simple forms, i.e.,

+ :' + + Dom= F, (4) F. -0,., " " " Fffi0,Qafo7' h+Qe'1

Oh uO 910o - = 0
+(5) FHo pL +, Q 7 )W xpoD,

where u0 denotes the zonal current, h the deviation where I V, I is a typical wind speed at the ocean sur-
of the thermocline depth from its mean value, g the face: p., po the density of surface air and water,
acceleration of gravity, Do the linear damping respectively; CD the drag coefficient, u. the zonal
coefficients. The forcing functions Fo and Q0 which wind at the surface. The symbol Po represents the
appear on the right-hand sides of (4)-(5) am projection of the oceanic Kelvin mode onto the at-
the projections of the atmospheric forcing into mosphere Kelvin mode and 90 vice versa. Here,
the baroclinic mode of the ocean with equivalent we have neglected the direct effect of the oceanic
depth H9 which is of the order of 0.5 m or less in the drag on the wind field (Fa = 0) as frictional effects
equatorial regions (Moore and Philander, 1977). Eqs. are included in the internal linear drag term. Also,
(4) and(n) describe the time dependence of the Kelvin because the effect of the atmospheric heat flux on
wave mode with a nondispersive phase speed given the ocean cannot be properly represented without
by c, = (gHo)"2 . In a two-layer formulation the vari- some kind of explicit oceanic mixed-layer dynamics,

,f ables u and h can be identified with a baroclinic we have assumed Qo = 0 and concentrate only on
zonal current and a depth-averaged temperature, re- the wind stress effect. If we assume that the baro-
spectively (Godfrey, 1975), i.e., tropic component or the external mode of the wind

S-+in a two-layer model is given byu. = i., - a,.,; h = o(D,9, + D, 9,), (6)

where subscripts 1, 2 refer to the top and bottom (U.) + U., (8)
layers, respectively, 0 is the departure of the layer and that the wind at the surface is taken to be that of
tempe.-ature from some mean value, a the coefficient the lower layer, then by (3) and (8) we have
of thermal expansion of water and D the depth of ., ( - u,). (9)
the oceanic layer. The dual nature of the thermocline
depth h as a measure of pressure (gh) and depth- The form of the forcing F, in (7) implies that the ef-
averaged temperature [by (6)] allows a simple physi- fect of the surface wind stress is to act as a body
cal interpretation of the response of the model in force uniformly distributed over the upper layer of
relation to the real ocean. In this paper we shall depth D1. Assuming the change in temperature of
refer to h as the thermocline depth, sea level or the ocean is much larger in the upper than in the
SST where appropriate. The schematic structure of lower layer, the first term in the right-hand side of the
the coupled model is shown in Fig. I. heating function Q. represents a measure of the heat

flux from the ocean surface. We further assume
3. Soblits of th e opled eqtikm that the perturbation heat flux H, from the ocean is

~ given by the form
In order to solve the coupled shallow-water equa-

tions (1), (2), (4) and (5), the first task is to specify H. - PCDC, IVle, (10)

ti ~"01
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where C, is the specific heat of air. Using (6) and where we have defined 71 - gh, co - (gHo) 1 , o-
(10) and the hydrostatic relation, the coupling con- - a' o/lg,
stant o' will be given approximately by PCDI V. I

_,2gRp.CaIV. 2p D,o" = , (!01)2pD

paD, an (11)
ep, is the surface pressure and R the gas con- Fourier transform of (12), (13) in space and timewher p.is he srfae pessue ad Rthe as on-yields

• :" "stant. The second term Q,'in the heating fuinction AX = Y, (16)
" ... Q, represents the effect of diabatic heating from wherecumulus convection. Thus the form of the forcing

functions (7)gives a system where the ocean is driven A (-iw + D,) + c,'k2  iko
by the wind stress and the atmosphere by heat flux A +
from the ocean and heating from cumulus convection.

Next, we determine the projection coefficients u(oj,k) ( -kQ '(w,k)
! 7)(w,k) -ico kFo (o,k)] "
meridional scales of motions in the ocean and in the
atmosphere. The meridional structure of the uncou- Solution to the homogeneous part of (14) is given
pled Kelvin waves in an equatorial 0 plane has by a vanishing determinant of the matrix A, which
the form gives a quartic equation in the frequency o of the"'. free modes

(u 6 ) - exp(- iy.f') d

(u0h) - exp(-;yo3) , (12) [(-i(. + D.)- + c.2k 2][(-ia, + Do) 2

where y. = #1'2(gH)-14', Yo = p112(gHo)-' 1 4y. + co2 k'] = rje2kco', (17)

When the ocean forces the atmosphere, the ap- where the coupling frequency o is defined by
propriate projection is We (icc)" 2 .

+ To illustrate the change of the dispersion relation
PO = 1-2 exp(- y2 ) exp(-y1/2,y) dy with variation in the strength of the coupling we

consider two separate cases-with dissipation and( 2 (1) without dissipation.

+ (1 a. Zero dissipation

where y = (HIHJ)"s is the ratio of the uncoupled By putting D. = D 0, the homogeneous solu-
phase speeds of the oceanic to the atmospheric tion to (16) can be obtained analytically. The fre-Kelvin waves.Keina wes. tquency equation (17) yields two solutions for the

* ~Siilarly, when the atmosphere forces the ocean,phssedofteculdm e:
the coefficient is phase speed of the coupled modes:

(c"'")' = %(cOS + c. 2) t %[(cG2 - C62)2

:-.." ."f = a"'* exp(-Jhy) exp(-%ys)dy + 4celo~ek-]" 18

2 112 The superscripts I and II are used to denote the plus
+- (14) and minus roots which correspond to a fast mode and

a slow mode, respectively, with eigenfrequencies

In the following we seek the solution of the basic given by w" u = kc .n. As the phase speeds c., c. are
equations for some simple cases. Eliminating 6 and both real and provided wk c kco the phase speeds of
ue from (1)-(5) yields the coupled modes c' and c must also be real. The
.ocoupling frequency .o is nonzero only if K, o are both

+ D, 2 [(C. e' + o nonzero. From (18) we see that the coupling favors
•& e+ the large scale and approaches zero as the zonal

wavenumber increases. When ok - 0, the phase
OQc' speeds reduce to those of the uncoupled modes with
e -cc.,c = co. Usingthe valuesp. - 1.25 kg M-3 ,

(15) 10-, p.- 10, kg m-2 , IV.| 5 m s-', Co
+ D.)1 - ce =l.25x l0-s-, D,-500m and a 2x 1-4

L.U+ "*C - ,, we. obtain K -2.16 x 0O and o -1.91
x 10-4 s- 1. This results in a typical value of co,
-cOam) 1 2 - 2 x 10- 4 s-. From the typical values of- Ox c. - 15 m s- (Madden and Julian, 1972)andc, - 2

:L 8
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b. Nonzero dissipation

As we have seen in (i), stationary condition (lc"
..50 I = 0) occurs at w, = w,,. in the inviscid case and we

na2 n-3 nf4 shall see in Section 4 later, when this occurs the
I Mode II amplitude becomes infinitely large. In our

100- linear analysis finite amplitude at resonance is pos-
I Isible only in the presence of frictional dissipation.

I I To see the effect of frictional damping on the growth
50 = I rates and frequencies of the eigenmodes of the sys-

I Itern (16), we consider the complete solution to (17)
n z with nonzero dissipation terms. The values of the

"-- ----- i dissipation coefficients used are D. = 2.3 x 10-
0 7 n-6 I" s-' and Do = 2 x 10- 1 s' corresponding to dissipa-

0 5 10 15 20 tion time scales of 5 and 60 days for the atmosphere

€------- 0and ocean, respectively. The large value of D. can

w be justified in terms of the effect of cumulus frictionFlo3. 2. Transit tige for the slow (Mode 11) coupled waves to (e.g., Chang, 1977). However the value of D" ap-
cross an ocean basin of width L - 10 000 km for different wave-
numbers k. - niwlL as a function of the coupling frequency propriate for the baroclinic modes in the ocean is
(. (101 s-). The dashed vertical lines represent the values of the less certain. As shown below, within specific ranges.
critical frequency w, - ks.e on the abscissa. the behavior of the solution will have the same quali-

tative features. By introducing a new variable X
- iw, Eq. (17) can be transformed into a quartic

m s-' (McWilliams and Gent, 1978), and a horizontal equation with real coefficients, where the complete

scale of the width of the equatorial Pacific, the phase set of roots can be obtained by numerical methods.

speed of the coupled modes are c 15.04 ms- Thus the real part A, of the eigenvalue A gives theand c a  1.6 m s- . The phase speed of the fast growth or decay rate and the imaginary part A, theand u 16 ms-1 Th phae seedof he astoscillation frequency of the coupled mode.
mode c', therefore, is not very different from those Tio greqe of th c m od
of the uncoupled atmospheric mode, whereas that of The graphs of ,. = X,.(wb), as = i ,(Fis) for dif-
the slow mode c" is significantly reduced from the ferent wavenumbers are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b.
uncoupled values. For different zonal wavenumbers The most interesting results are seen in the Mode II
n, Fig 2 shows the times T" = Lic" required for the response (see Fig. 3b). As in the inviscid case the
slower of these coupled waves to cross an oceanic eigenfrequencies i decrease from an uncoupled

basin of width L = 10 000 km. It can be seen that value at w, = 0 to zero (stationary condition) as w,

these transit times are substantially prolonged by approaches a critical frequency (a,,. and as long as

increasing coupling especially at low wavenumbers. (o, :Q w,, for a fixed wavenumber n. the damping
The effect becomes increasingly prominent as ,- time scale X,. is independent of ,. As (cat increases
w., - k.c.[k, = n(rr/L)l for which cases the cou- beyond w,., the solution first bifurcates into two
pling is unrealistically large and T" tends to infinity, stable non-oscillatory modes (Ar < 0). One of thesepThne isuneliticlly ar andch cu ts ytnotr modes, with X,. increasing, soon becomes unstableThe frequency w,, at which cu = 0 has yet another (A,. > 0) as wue further increases. Comparison of Figs.

* interpretation. For fixed K and a the condition oc- (

curs when k - (soa)11/c, wherein the free-traveling 2 and 3"b shows that the stale region (w < Oer) is
waves become stationary with respect to the earth. increased as a result of the stabilizing effect of fric-
In the real system the presence of such modes are tiona damping. For a coupling time scale of 4-6
likely to be important in determining the character days (w, - 3 - 2 x 10- s-a) the frequency of the
of the resonant response with respect to stationary largest (n = 1) coupled waves is in the range which
forcinps from topography and differential heating. corresponds to a transit time of 75-90 days across
From the values of K, a and c. given above, the a longitudinal span of L - 10 000 km. At this cou-
length scale of the stationary mode is 8000 km, which pling frequency, the effect on the frequencies of the
is of the same order of scale (-104 kin) found in waves with n < 3 becomes negligible. For Mode I
some observed low-latitude zonal pressure oscilla- (Fig. 3a) the eigenvalues indicate-damped oscilla-
tions. However, this scale is modified by the pres- tions (A, * 0 and Xr < 0) with damping time scale
ence of friction as we shall see in the next section. and oscillations frequency virtually independent of
Further indrease of w, beyond k.c, will render the the strength of the coupling.
system unstable with respect to that particular mode. In the stationary limit w - 0, the frequency equa-
Thedetailed stability properties of the solution will tion (17) can be solved for the stationary wavelength
be discussed in the next section. k., yielding

q/
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FiG. 3b. As in Fig. 3a except for Mode If.2 2 (_!L'
k.12 1 c- ](i _ 

+  
( - C. Regime III: wlc .> D ./c . + De/co. This regime is

2 CO c, dominated by the positive feedback effect of the

22

+ (0DoTi (oes coupling with k = 0 and k, > 0. As the coupling in

Sa co Ce creases the stationary wave is undamped and its

-d - i . (19)

It can be shown from (19) that k, is imaginary, com- 2 1

plex or real depending on the magnitude of the cou-
pling. Fig. 4 shows the variation ofcr ea Re(k,) and
A, efm(k,)in Mode as a function of the coupling h "
strength (o, Three functional regimes are immedi-ooh
ately obvious. They are (also from Eq. (19)] given
by the following:

Regime 1: toelc, < DIc,, - D9/co. Here k. = 0
and k, > 0. The solution represents pure damping of
a Kelvin wave toward the east (positive x direction),

as a resut of the relatively overwhelming effect of ss
dissipation. 10Regime 11: D./c. - Deco < (& /c, < D,/c, + De/co.
In this range. k, > 0, kf > 0. The solution consists of 2

awave part with an exponentially damped component 40E

toward the ast. As the coupling increases, the rela- o 0 __; I a 3

tive effect of the damping diminishes reflecting the
increasing impo'tance of the positive feedback (see FI. 4. Zonal scales of the stationary wave as a Rhnction of tho
Section 4) effect of the coupling. coupling strenth. Abscissa is in units of 10"4 s-'

10
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Because the case with nonzero friction does not
admit simple analytic solution, we consider the prob-
lem only for the inviscid case. The case with nonzero
friction will be dealt with numerically in the next
section. The eigenvectors corresponding to the eigen-
values wol and j" in the inviscid case are

Z (ik°a) and Z" ( )
Iwhere

0 40 a0 1 0 o 200
DAY jS"" = (C~l - c02)k 2

-- Y[(c.2 - co2)2k4 + 4co2kW, 2]t 2. (20)

The general solution to the free mode of (16) in
terms of a truncated Fourier series have the form

(t)U(x) ) \ba(t))ekZ (21)

where
b. b p k. = nirlL,
0 40 80 120 IO

DAY (a:(0) = C, z ZX exp(-iw.1t)

b(t) C1. x Z1 exp(-iw1,t). (22)

In (22), C'. and C1 are complex constants which
can be determined from initial conditions. To see
the relative amplitudes of the two modes and their
temporal variations, we consider the simple case in
which the coupled system is initially in steady state,
i.e.,

a. st' b3(O =) = a.( = 0 (23)
0 40 80 D ,0 14o 200 Fig. 5 shows the time variations of the Fourier

coefficients a(t), b(t) of the longest wave (n = 1)
Fto. S. Time variation of the Fourier coefficients a(t) for the for different values of w,. The most noticeable fea-

zonal wind and b(t) for the sea level of the longest wave (n - 1 tures are the two-time scale variation in the surface
(a) Weak coupling (a'. - 1- s '): (b) normal coupling (%,. - 2
x 10-4 s-'):and(c)strobgcouplins(u - 4 x 10-' s-'). Ordinate wind, a(t) and the Mode II dominated slower varia-
is in arbitrary units. tion of the sea level b(t). Comparing the three cases

in Fig. 5 it can be seen that as the coupling is in-

The zonal scale of the wave and its decay length, creased the period of the Mode II response is pro-

for typical values of the parameters used previously longed and its amplitude becomes larger.
are approximately 15 000 and 800 km, respectively. Next, we consider the structure of the coupled
aree pproxiately 1500 arn 8000rdincetie. waves at the stationary limit. This occurs for strong
These length scales are in accordance with some copig rsml aeubs.Dfngobserved zonal teleconnections in the equatorial oupling or small wavenumbers. Defining
oceans and atmospheres (Julian and Chervin, 1978). =w - () w"d - ((20))

4. 1W value problhm S1 -- -cosk~'. S" - kc.2 J
To illustrate some basic properties of the coupled The solution remains stable provided f < 1. In the

system, we consider a simple initial value problem. stationary wave limit (f -* 1) wu -- 0, it can be
shown that (22) can be written in the form

alt) = a(O) - ki-k.-- (-- $1 exp( -iai) + 'r'' f + ko-'' exp(-iwt)

Ia iko'b(0) I-a)I y (1- " iko( (25)

b(t) - b(O) e(l - e')"Y' - ia(O) - -? exp(-iat) + b(O) + ia(O) -1 7), exp(-mo t)

II
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FIG. 6. Schematic of the coupling mechanism between the atmospheric and
oceanic Kelvin waves in the Mode 1I regime.

It is clear from (25) that the most important effect of mation for all ranges of (, and k which give stable
the increasing coupling on the ocean is to increase solutions. The positive feedback between the oceanic
the time scale of the purely oceanic mode and to and atmosphere Kelvin waves implied by (29) can be
enhance the amplitude of the Mode II response by a illustrated as follows. Fig. 6 shows the structure of
factor of(I - ),". Resonance conditions occur at the coupled waves in the Mode i regime. In the
the Mode II response both in the wind field a(t) ocean a high (H) will denote a high sea level (baro-
and the sea level b(t) at = 1. Since the fast mode clinic pressure) or high SST. Since these are Kelvin
(Mode I) in the oceanic response b(t) is of the order waves the pressure gradient perpendicular to the
%0 (-?), they only provide a negligible contribution equator are in geostrophic balance. The upper layer
of not more than 1% of the total variation. Physi- flow therefore is eastward as a result of which warm
cally, this is reasonable to expect because the large water is removed from the west of the high and built
inertia of the ocean compared with that of the at- up east of it, causing the wave to move eastward.
mosphere (y-I )> 1) makes it unlikely for the fast Since the dominant mode has the atmospheric wave
mode to develop there. /4 wavelength ahead of its oceanic counterpart it is

To see the dependence of the coupling on the scale always in a position to assist in the building up of the
of the disturbance in the limit I 1 it can be shown oceanic high which provides increased heat input
using the definition of f and (25) that into the atmosphere thus reinforcing its circulation.

Apparently, the larger amplitude of the reinforced
(a(t)) (l(k'c 2 

- az)-"'k- ) exp(-a"t), (26) oceanic wave makes it more difficult for the wave
() i(kco2 - WC -T" S ] to be displaced eastward thus increasing the transit

which means that for a fixed coupling frequency time of the wave. For a given suitable coupling
w (<kc.) stronger amplitude is favored for smaller these Kelvin waves in the two media can becomevalues of wavenumber, locked in with the correct phase in a stationary mode.
A further result of the coupling is to introduce an

additional phase factor in the Mode II time variation S. Numerical experiments

of b(t) given by' In this and the following sections we study the

t a(O)ry 1 behavior of the coupled system, i.e., the variations
ob = tai='L~kl b(0)k ),, (27) of the amplitudes and phase of the coupled waves,and see how a model El Nifio can evolve given cer-

On the other hand, the phase of the Mode II re- tain external forcings. As the coupled response of
sponse of a(t) is given by the model is biased toward ultralong waves and long

r k" b(0XI - f2 2 time scales, the spatial domains of the model for
t -' OXc-1 - .2)yfl (28) numerical experimentations are designed along the

same bias. The large longitudinal extent of the
It is interesting to note using (27), (28) and the defini- response requires that the variables change slowly
tions of ' and 'e that the phase difference between over large east-west distances. As a result they
the dominant waves in the two media is a constant should be adequately described by the so-called low-
given by resolution models (e.g., McWilliams and Gent, 1978).

-r/2, (29) Here we choose the model domains so as to co-
incide with the bulk regions of the western, central

i.e., in the Mode II re" - the oceanic thermocline and eastern Pacific Ocean (see Fig., 7). Using a
response always lap f the surface wind by domain-averaging technique similar to that of Web-
one-fourth of a wave ster and Lau (1977), the momentum equations in

This condition for tne )nase difference of the Mode (1)-(5) are averaged over each domain and the spa-
II waves can be shown to be a very good approxi- tial derivatives in the height equations are approxi-

12
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WESTERN CENTRAL EASTERN in accordance with the observation that the oceanic
PACIFIC PACIFIC PACIFIC Kelvin waves are associated with eastward propa-

gation, rising and falling sea level in the East and

11 Ir & West Pacific, respectively, and that the phase speed
of the gravest Rossby modes is approximately

ATMOSPERE one-third of that of the Kelvin waves (Cane and
-. Sarachik, 1976).

- 2 3 4 - 5 In the tropical atmosphere, an important source
U0 . I0.2 U0 .3  U.' 4  U0 .5  U0. 6  of energy that maintains the east-west overturning

.... is in the diabatic heating from latent heat release in
? '7 -73 cumulus convections. Therefore, the interaction pic-

0.1 0U.2 .3 U0.4 U
0 5  Z. ture will not be complete without including this

OCEAN important effect. Here we assume the following
simple form of condensation heating, viz.,

14OE SOW sE, 81 -_ 0

FiG. 7. Schematic representation of model configurations for the Q 0, 8. = 1,5 (32)

numerical experiments.
where 81 = (la. - ' a.,) is a measure of the upper
level divergence between adjacent domains and e a

mated in terms of the domain-averaged quantities- scaling constant, chosen to be 3 x 10- m s-1 which
The basic equations become gives a heating rate comparable to that due to adia-
c batic effects. The parameterization in (32) will crudely

+ (b _ t|_,)(Ax)' + Daa. = 0 take into account the convective heating in the rising
Ot branch (positive divergence aloft) of the overturning

motions.
- + C (1a.1+1 - ai)(Ax)-' Experiments were performed by numerical inte-

Of gration of the coupled ordinary differential equations
a (30) 10 days for the ocean. In the following sections we

8MU +( present results for two experiments to study I) the
O response of the model to sudden relaxation of im-

posed surface wind stress, 2) sensitivity of the model
+ D0F0., + Kfi.t = P.. to changes in various parameters.

- + 0(0., - fj.)(Ax)-t + Domh = 0 6. Resultsat
In the past, a number of ocean spin down experi-

where the overbars denote domain-averaged quan- merts (e.g., Godfrey, 1975, Huribert et al., 1976)
tities, Ax is the longitudinal extent of each domain have been done using fixed atmospheric boundary
and the i index for 7 and iA are staggered with respect conditions. The following experiments, however,
to the domain index denoted by Roman numerals. are designed to elucidate the role of the coupling
We have taken into account the conditions u. = uo mechanism in the light of the development of the
= 0 at the boundary by setting f,., to = -f,*., u,.6 previous sections. They are not aiming at any
= -a,., 4,.1 = -Go. and 4.1 = -fio 1 on two imagi- realistic simulation. Such effort will require more
nary domains outside the boundary. Although the sophisticated model structure and physics. For our
coupled equations cannot model explicitly the re- purpose on El Niflo will mean an anomalously high
flection of the equatorially trapped waves at the SST or equivalently a high sea level in the eastern
boundaries, we can still mimic the time scales of Pacific (domain IV).
such process by including the following conditions
on the phase speed such that a. Wind relaxation

CK (-2 m s-9 if 0 In this experiment the coupled model is first spun
& -up with constant mean easterly surface wind (a,)

Co a76"  (31) = -6.4 m s-i in the western domains (I and I1) and

and (31) - -4 ms-' in the eastern domains (III and
t IV). These values are obtained as averages from the

otherwise 25-year surface wind stress of Wyrtki (1975). After
the steady state is reached the spindown phase for

13-
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140 E sO W 140 E so W

0 0-

3 3-

4 4-

a b
FIG. 8a. Longitude-time section of the sea level during spin- FIG. 8b. As in Fig. 8a except for the surface current. Contour

down for INT. The time axis is in units of years with year 0 interval is 0 cm s0 with the eastward flow shaded.
denoting the start of the wind relaxation. Contours are in 5 cm
intervals with negative deviations shaded.

mospheric Walker-type circulations whereby the
the interactive ocean-atmosphere system (INT) is wave speed is reduced. The times for the coupled
initiated from the steady-state conditions by suddenly waves to be effective in the basin are approximately
turning down the mean wind over the western por- 3.5 and 10.5 months, respectively, for the Kelvin
tions of the Pacific (domains I and II) to -2 m s-'. and the Rossby waves giving a periodicity of -14
The same procedure is then repeated with a non- months forthe coupled sloshing motion. Observa-
interactive atmosphere (NINT) kept fixed at the tions in a number of El Nifio's in the past (Wyrtki,
steady-state conditions. At the end of three simulated 1975) showed that anomalous conditions were re-
years in the spinup phase a steady state is reached peated in succession - 12-15 months apart, and that
with a strong westward equatorial current (-30 cm the onset of SST and sea level anomalies, in general,
s-) in the central Pacific and generally increasing occurred faster than its decay over a large extent
thermocline depth toward the west. The atmosphere of the equatorial Pacific. Also, of interest is the re-
is dominated by a single Walker cell with strong sponse of the interactive atmosphere (Fig. 8c). Dur-
upper level westerlies in the central Pacific, rising
motion in the west and sinking motion to the east. 14o E so w
Figs. fa and 8b show the longitude-time section of
the sea level and surface current during the spin-
down phase. Immediately following the wind relaxa- o-
tion in INT (Fig. 8a) a rapid equalization of the
east-west pressure gradient occurs as a Kelvin wave
progresses toward the east and eventually causes
the sea level gradient and the current to reverse
(Fig. 8b). A seiche-like oscillation follows and be-
comes strongly damped at the end of the third year
after spindown. The model El Niflo is marked by a
rapid rise (fal) in sea level in the east (west) fol-

* lowed by a less rapid reversal reflecting the larger
phase speed of the Kelvin waves compared to those t3-
of the Rossby waves. Here the triggering of oceanic
Kelvin waves causes rapid reversal of pressure gra-
dient and velocity field in about 2-3 months. Hurl- 4
bert et al. (1976), however, tbund in a similar oceanic
spindown experiment that current reversal near the C
equator occurred in only -50 days. The difference FIG. Sc. As in Fig. Sa except for the upper level wind. Contour
is most likely due to the interactive role of the at- interval is I m s-'. Region of easteries is shaded.

I' .
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140 so W at the air-sea interface. A slackening of surface
easterlies in the west will cause h to decrease (in-
crease) in the west (east), decreasing the zonal SST

o- contrast which in turn weakens the Walker cell. As
the SST continues to increase in the central and
eastern domains, the zonally oriented overturning
motions become centered over the centra and east-
em Pacific, thus further diminish the surface east-
erlies in the west.

It can be seen in this experiment, the large-scale
zonal SST gradient is the primary driving force of the
Walker cell which in turn enhances the oceanic
response and prolongs its time scales. The key point

3  to note here is that in this coupled system an oceanic
Kelvin wave has to be first triggered before the posi-
tive air-sea feedback can enhance its amplitude. In
our model the triggering is achieved by relaxation

4- from a period of sustained easterlies in the baro-

a tropic component of the wind. While this suggests
that the ocean anomaly is caused by the atmosphere,

FiG. 9a. As in Fig. 8a except for a non-interacting it does not contradict the fact that the Walker cell is
atmosphere NINT. controlled by the large-scale SST gradient. What is

manifest in this experiment is the strong baroclinic
ing the spin-down the atmosphere is coupled closely response of the coupled system in the presence of
to the sloshing motions of the underlying oceans- positive feedback as a result of a change of its baro-
an essentially Mode I] response superimposed on tropic wind component. The reversal of the zonal
which is a fast (Mode I) response characteristic of wind after the maximum sea level in the east also
the atmosphere. In a matter of less than a month agrees with the observational study of Newell and
or so after the maximum thermocline depth in the Weare (1976) which showed that in some cases at-
east (El Nifto) has been attained, the upper level mospheric changes are preceded by SST changes in
zonal winds are all reversed to easterlies, signaling the equatorial region.
a weakening or even a reversal of the Walker cell.
The change in wind over domain II is -4 m s-I which b. Parameter tendencies
agrees somewhat with the observed averaged 200 mb There are eight important parameters used in the

-wind change of -6 m s- 1 over Canton Island during model viz., c., co, Du, Do. CD, K, OY and e. Typical
periodic anomalous warm waters in the eastern Pa-
cific (Julian and Chervin, 1978). At the end of the
integration period, the ocean/atmosphere settles 140 E sow
down to a steady state with much weakened wind
and current fields. An important difference between
the final and the initial steady state in the atmosphere o-
is in the extent and the apparent eastward displace-
ment , of the upper level westerlies. This displace-
ment will imply an eastward shift of the ascending
branch of the Walker cell whose weakened intensity i-
is then consistent with the reduced large-scale east-
west gradient of SST. The effect of the Walker cir-
culation to accentuate the initial perturbation in INT .
is evident by its much larger response amplitudes
compared to NINT (Figs. 9a and 9b). Here the model
El Nitro does not produce the second peak in sealevel and surface current-as in INT. By comparing

Figs. 8 and 9 it can also be seen that larger spatial
scales, in addition to longer time-scale oscillations 4
are preferred by the interactive mode. In the present 4
coupled system positive feedback between the large-
scale atmospheric and the oceanic waves is made b
possible by the exchange of heat and momentum F'a. 9b. As in Fig. 8b exeept for HINT.

Is.
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values of the first five of these parameters can be TABLE lb. Same as in Table Ia except for the zonal wind (m s-').
obtained from the literature and have been listed in

2 Section 3. Only the last three are new parameters. " 4 Ad ' Aan aia4Y

The larest uncertainties in c and o according to 0
their definitions (Section 3) are in the uncertainty of 0 0 0 0 (W, K a 0)
determining the depth of the wind-driven upper layer 2e. 0 0 0 0
of the ocean. However, their values are restricted to
within 20 of the values used to give a realistic 0 -1 -1.6 -1.1 -0.4w -1.1 -5.0 -3.6 -1.4 (w " = )coupling time scale of the order of months. The 2% -4.7 -7.0 -5.6 -1.8
parameter e governing the convective heating in (32)
is the only free parameter in the model. It is therefore 0 -2.6 -5.1 -3.8 -1.4
desirable to determine the sensitivity of the model . -4.5 -8.1 -5.8 -2.1 (wk - 2ae )

with respect to this parameter. A series of nine 2% - - - -

separate model runs are made each similar to that
described in Section 6a. In each of these runs the
coupled model is spun up from rest with the same negative, indicating a weakening or reversal of the
wind forcing as in Section 6a and then relaxed after Walker circulation with decreased (increased) east-
steady state is reached with the condensation erlies below (aloft). The maximum sea level drop is
heating parameter e = 0, ea, 2c. (eo = 3 x 10-5 m s-2) in the west as a result of coupled oceanic Kelvin

t under conditions of zero (o, = 0), normal (, = 2 waves leaving the western boundary and the maxi-
* ." x 10- s:') and strong (o - 4 x 10-6 s-) coupling, mum wind change is over the western central Pacific.

The sensitivity of the model with respect to this This pattern is not changed by a ±- 100% change of e
parameter is evaluated in terms of the amplitudes of from its reference values co. It is clear that the
the sea level changes and atmospheric wind changes amplitudes of the oscillations are enhanced by
between each generated model El Nifio and its increased coupling and by increased condensation
corresponding initial steady state. Given that the heating. The blanks in the tables for the case of
coupling mechanisms and the convective heating strong coupling [o, = 2o'] and strong heating
parameterization are valid approximations, the (e - 2eq) correspond to an unstable situation and
result of these experiments will provide further suggest that the model is more sensitive at these
insight into the relative importance of these limits. As shown in Section 6a, the convective heat-
processes in the real system. ing also causes wind fluctuations in the fast time

Tables Ia and lb show the amplitude of the changes scale. Thus the heating contributes both to the
in sea level Ah and zonal wind Afi. during the Model amplitudes of Modes I and II. The Mode II
El Nifto. For the wind changes, it should be remem- contribution, however, is only possible in the
bered that Au. is the change only of the baroclinic presence of coupling. For the case of zero coupling,
component. The total change is obtained as the av- there is no change in the barocinic component of the
erage of A4. and the change in the barotropic com- atmosphere and the amplitude of the sea level
ponent A(fi,), i.e., -4.4 m s-1 in domains I and II oscillation is much smaller. The case with normal
and zero in domains III and IV. In all cases the coupling and heating gives a realistic change of
distribution shows that the sea level drops in the Aa. = -5 m s-1 in the western central pacific
west and rises in the east and that Afi, is everywhere (domain II) and AA = -40 cm in the extreme west.

The latter will correspond to a SST change of ap-
proximately -4.5°C over upper layer ocean depth of

TABLE Ia. Anomalous sea level Chans (Cm) at different east- 400 m-a typical amplitude of the anomalous SST
west locations of the model Mi Niho for different convective change in El Nifio.
heaing, parametem and diffeant deees of i-sea coiptiig, It is important to note that in this model there are
with___-_3_x________-2_and___-_2__1"_0.two sources contributing to the diabatic heating of
*, , A , IA, Ah, , the atmosphere, viz., the condensation heating given

0 1by (32) and the heat input directly from the ocean
0 -10 -5 2 2 6 which is proportional to the SST. The foregoing
24 -10 -5 2 2 6 ( ,- ) analyses show that the former contributes both to

the fast and slow responses whereas the latter affects
0 -21 -15 2 8 10 essentially only the slow time scale because it is
. -40 - 30 28 related to an oceanic variable. However, physically2. -55 -4 8 30 38 the distinction of the two forms of heating is not

* -43 -21 9 21 2 mutually exclusive, as the heat input from ocean to
go -35 -28 11 28 33 ( &e24")
2. - - -... atmosphere has to ,be realized in some type of

condensation processes.

'I'
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7. Summary ad concluding remarks in the barotropic component of the wind stress.
Specifically, the antecedent strengthening and en-

In this paper we have studied the response of a suing relaxation of surface easteries in the central
simple two-component ocean/atmosphere system and western Pacific and the subsequent triggering
applicable in the equatorial regions to free and forced of a coupled Kelvin wave lead to a rapid onset of
conditions. The heuristic model employs four basic El Nifto conditions in the equatorial Pacific. This
equations, governing the zonal momentum and the is a simple verification of Wyrtki's (1975) hypothe-
temperature variation for the atmosphere and the sis. The large amplitude in the oscillation is a result
ocean, respectively. Within each component, the of the coupling through exchanges of heat and mo-
equations are the shallow-water equations with sim- mentum from the ocean surface. The weakening and
plifying assumptions based on the observed proper- eastward shift of the rising branch of the atmos-
ties of large-scale equatorially trapped waves in pheric Walker cell during El Nihio provides a posi-
relation to short-term climatic time scales. In prac- tive feedback favoring warm water formation in the
tice the model can be compared to the internal mode eastern Pacific. In the experiment, the warm SST
of a two-level baroclinic system of equations within development is checked by the reflection at the east-
each component. The equivalent depths are chosen em boundary of westward propagating equatorial
to correspond to the dominant baroclinic modes in trapped Rossby waves. In practice, the warm water
the atmosphere and ocean respectively. In the ocean, likely will be dispersed poleward as well as west-
provided the lower layer has large stability, the ward along the equator by a combination of Rossby
solutions can be regarded as vertical standing modes and Yanai wave modes (Godfrey, 1975; Cane and
(Philander, 1978). In the atmosphere Chang (1976) Sarachik, 1976).
showed that tropospheric forced wave has no verti- Results also showed that the basic driving force of
cal propagation within the troposphere. In the pres- the equatorial Walker cell is the differential diabatic
ence of frictional damping a mode exists with large heating which is derived mostly from the largescale
vertical wavelength and strong vertical trapping SST contrast. The recent theoretical study of the
(Chang, 1977). Therefore, the present atmospheric zonally symmetric circulation in a coupled airsea
solution can be identified with this viscous mode. system by Lau (1979) and the observational study by
The energy exchange between these oceanic and Cornejo-Garrido and Stone (1977) showed that
atmospheric modes are then effected by the coupling indeed there is a high correlation between condensa-
in surface wind stress and heat flux. tion heating and SST. However, the present findings

Our analyses show that the inclusion of air-sea differ significantly- from those of Cornejo-Garrido
coupling into the linearized shallow-water equations and Stone (1977, hereafter referred to as CGS) to
can result in two types of dispersion relations for warrant a more careful discussion. CGS indicated
the Kelvin waves. The first type (Mode I) has fast that while SST may be important in determining the
phase speed and is mostly manifest in the atmos- initial response of the Walker circulation, it only
pheric response, being relatively unaffected by air- plays a minor role in maintaining the circulation.
sea coupling. The second type (Mode 11) has slower They suggested that the release of latent heat is the
phase speed and is the predominant mode in the primary driving force of the Walker cell, but the
equatorial climatic time-scale. The time-scale and source of the heating is derived not directly from
the amplitude of the latter mode is substantially in- evaporation from the ocean, but largely from dy-
creased by increasing air-sea interaction. Because namical moisture convergence. As indicated above,
of the widely differing response time of the ocean evaporation and dynamical convergence are included
and the atmosphere the effect of the coupling is to in our model. Both are found to be driving forces for
superimpose on the fast variation of the latter, a the Walker cell. Yet in the time scale of interest, i.e.,
variation of a longer time scale relevant to oceanic the oceanic time scale, our model shows that the
processes. Most important is the existence of a circulation is controlled strongly by the heat
positive feedback between the atmospheric zonal contribution directly from the surface evaporation

* - circulation and the large-scale ocean circulation which is proportional to SST. The two apparently
in the equatorial plane, leading to the resonant contradictory views can be resolved by the fact that
excitation of a stationary mode within the coupled the mechanisms discussed in this paper allow
system. It is plausible that this mode is related to transient structure to exist such that the forcing
the quasi-stationarity of low-latitude teleconnec- functions, i.e., the wind stress and the oceanic heat
tions in the real system. flux are functions of the phenomenon itself and not

The resylts of the numerical experiments using merely boundary conditions. The heat budget studythe simple coupled model show that an El Nifio of CGS assumed time-averaged conditions and

type of oscillation can occur in a baroclinic ocean- therefore is expected to give only steady-state results.
atmosphere system in the form of trapped equatorial In the time scale of our study the oceanic time scale
waves as a result of a prolonged period of weakening becomes important and the stationarity assumption

II,
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is no longer valid. However, as stated by CGS, due REFERENCES

to the presence of cloud cover, the evaporation over Barnett, T. P.,. 1977: An attempt to verify some theories of
regions of high SST can be significantly reduced, El Niio. J. Phys. Oceanogr.. 7, 633-647.
thereby reducing the effectiveness of the coupling Cane, M. A., and E. S. Sarnchik, 1976: Forced baroclinic ocean
and our result may be significantly changed by in- motions !1. The linear equatorial bounded case. J. Mar. Res..
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ABSTRACT

The linearized shallow-water equatorial $-plane equation was solved for a subset of approximate solutions
applicable to thermally driven large-scale tropical circulation. In particular, the heat-induced monsoon
circulations during Southeast Asian northeasterly cold surges are investigated. It was demonstrated that
the response of the tropical atmosphere to a localized heat source consists of forced Rosby waves propagating
westward and Kelvin waves eastward along the equator away from the region of forcing. In general, for
any source/sink distribution, the heat-induced motion can have the characteristics of a Walker-type (v
- 0 at the equator) or a Hadley-type (u = 0 at the equator) response or a combination of both, depending
on the latitudinal location of the forcing. Away from the equator, a forcing corresponding to the sudden
imposition of mass at the lower layer, or equivalently in our model a rapid cooling of the lower troposphere.
produces a sudden local surface pressure rise and strong anticyclonic flow to the west of the forcing. Strong
NE-SW tilt in the axis of the anticyclone is observed and can be understood in terms of the dispersion of
the various wave modes excited. The low-latitudce response is, as expected. dominated by Kelvin and the
gravest Rosby wave modes.

Coupled with an equatorial heat source, the sudden cooling of the lower troposphere over a localized area
in the subtropics gives rise to a northeasterly wind surge and large-scale Walker and Hadley circulations
reminiscent of periods of strong cold surges over East Asia. Finally, the effect of the presence of a mean
wind is shown to modify the spatial extent of the equatorial circulation with a mean easterly wind favonng
the formation of equatorially trapped Walker cells.

1. Introduction asymmetries of these circulations arise as a result of

It has long been known that a large part of the land-sea thermal contrasts which determine the heat

tropical circulation is thermally driven. The observed source/sink distribution, these heat-induced motions
lrge-cale si ation ay h zonally asymmetric mo- can essentially be regarded as part of the planetary-large-scale quasi-stationary oscale monsoon circulation. In particular, during the
tions derive most of their energy from diabatic heat- Northern Hemisphere winter, the diabatic heat
ing processes within the tropics (Ramage, 1968; source over the Borneo-Indonesia region is by far
Webster, 1972). Major condensation heat sources the strongest of the three tropical heat sources (Ra-
within the tropics are found to be over the three srge s of The three trpal heat ew(Raconinets tradlig te euatr, c.,Souh A er- malge, 1968). The large thermal contrast betweencontinents straddling the equator, i.e., South Amer- this equatorial heat source and the immense cold
ica, equatorial Africa and the "maritime continent" s e ror heat sourc and the i ese
of Borneo and Indonesia (Krishnamurti et al., 1973: source over northern China and Siberia provides the
Krueger and Winston 1973, 1975). Although these major driving force for the East Asia winter mo-• het surcs ae rlatvelyconine sptialythe soon, which is one of the most energetic wintertime
heat sources are relatively confined spatially, the circulation systems in the tropics. The understanding
motions that they drive are of planetary scale. Lon- of the dynamics of this circulation is crucial to fore-
gitudinally localized meridional circulations (local casting the weather in this part of the world.
Hadley cells) extending to midatitudes and equa- Although observational work on tropical large-
torially trapped rast lwest oriented circulations scale circulations is abundant (e.g., Krishnamurti et
(Walker cells) covering half of the globe emanate al., 1973; Krueger and Winston, 1973, 1975; Mu-from thesesource regions and constitute a major part rakami and Unninayar, 1977; Murakami, 1980ab;
of the tropical general circulation. Since the zonal and many others), theoretical studies aiming at dy-

namical interpretation of these circulations are ml-
'On leave from Singapore Meoo"ogical Servi atively few. The pioneer work of Webster (1972)

0027-44 182/050336- 180.30
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" suggested that the Walker circulation may be re- where u, v are the zonal and meridional velocity lin-
garded as rotationally trapped Kelvin waves in re- earized from a basic state with constant zonal wind
sponse to diabatic heating. However, Webster did U, 0 is the geopotential, e, t' the Rayleigh friction

S, ! not provide an explanation for the observed east-west and Newtonian cooling coefficient, respectively;
asymmetry in his results. Further, the vertical struc- = 20 /a, where 0 is the angular frequency and a the
ture of his Kelvin wave did not agree well with ob- radius of the earth; Q the forcing (mass sink orservation. Chang (1977) showed that in the presence source) term, and h an equivalent depth for the trop-
of frictional damping and Newtonian cooling, the ical atmosphere. Although (i )-(3) are the so-called
forced Kelvin wave indeed has the correct phase divergent barotropic equations, their validity as
speed and vertical wavelength. In a recent study Gill representing a particular baroclinic mode corre-
(1980) addressed the zonal asymmetry problem by sponding to a specific structure in a continuous strat-

* pointing out that the steady state response of the ified atmosphere or as a two-layer atmospheric
tropical atmosphere to an isolated heating function system has been demonstrated by Matsuno (1966)
concentrated at the equator consists of planetary and Gill (1980). Here we prefer the two-layer in-
Rossby waves to the west and Kelvin waves to the terpretation, whereby heating means increasing the
east of the forcing. All these studies point to the fact mass of high potential temperature fluids or equiv-
that at least to a first approximation, the tropical alently transferring mass from a lower to an upper
large-scale circulation, including the monsoons, can layer, and the reverse situation occurs for cooling.
be regarded as being driven by local heat sinks and Because of the limited degree of freedom in the shal-
sources, provided they are related realistically to the low-water system, the implied upper and lower flows
actual land-sea distribution. However, for more de- have to be exactly opposite in order to maintain con-
taileu and accurate descriptions the effects of orog- tinuity. We should point out that, in the subsequent
raphy and lateral coupling with midlatitudes will discussion, when a mass source is referred to in the
have to be included, surface layer, cooling of the troposphere is implied,

In this paper we seek simple solutions appropriate and when it is referred to in the upper layer, heating
to thermally-forced long waves in a divergent bar- is implied.
otropic equation in an equatorial $-plane. Here, we The eigenfrequencies w of the free modes of the
stress the planetary-scale aspect of the heat-induced system (1 )-(3) are given by the dispersion relation
motions with a particular solution relevant to thermal for
forcings during the winter monsoon period. As the = (w, - Uk) + hi. (4)
model is highly idealized, we do not attempt to make as
detailed simulation of every nuance of the monsoon
circulation, but rather we aim at the physical inter- - Uk) 2  k2Vgh
pretation of the large-scale dynamical processes in-
volved. In Sections 2 and 3 the model is developed 6 g/'
and general solutions applicable to all heating func- k
tions are obtained. Section 4 focuses on the char- + = (2n + 1) (5)
acteristics of the response in the Hadley and the )
Walker regimes. In Sections 5 and 6, we start with
a brief discussion of the East Asian monsoon and i and
relevance to thermally-forced circulations. Solutions
using specific forcing functions are then obtained and
results analyzed. In Section 7 we examine the crucial where k is a wavenumber.
effect of a mean zonal wind on the structure and The dispersion relation (5) for the Doppler-shifted
intensity of the Walker circulation. frequency (wi, - Uk) depicted in Fig. I shows that

for large-scale waves (small k) only the Kelvin wave

2 am" and the Rossby waves have small frequencies. For
an equivalent depth of 40 m the fundamental phase

The basic equations are the shallow-water equa- speed of c - Vgh is 20 m s', close to that observed
tions in an equatorial P-pla. for Kelvin wave-like oscillations in the tropical tro-

a u posphere (Chang, 1977). At length scale greater than
- + x -- yV +! + eu - 0, (I) 4000 kin, the gravity waves and the mixed Rosby-ax' gravity wave all have frequencies corresponding to

!+ Ou + + v -0, (2) a time scale of lea than day, which is too short
+ y to be of significance for planetary-scale motions of

the monsoonal time scale. Therefore if we emphasize

+ U- + - + Q, (3) the slow and large-sale waves (stippled region in
a ax x 6~y) Fig. I), the dispersion relation (5) for these waves,
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WOM11. ITTTo solve (8)-( 10), consider the following expan-
3 sions:

(4, x, v, Q) (4,- x,,, v,. .)D.(y), (0 1)
I 3 9

where D.(y) are parabolic functions of order n. For
GM.-o small values of e, these functions are approximate
S, eigenfunctions to the system (8)-(0) and have the

following properties

D.(y) = (-l) exp(V49) -- exp(-/2y), (12)

-- 4 a . 2 1 as
..-., ..-,4,4__..1 D.(y)D , (y)dy = in!6.4. (13)

W"S soft. (o~ 3 kIand

Fio. I. Dispersion relation for the real par of the eigenfrequency dD. (14)
and the wavlengthS in an equatorial A-plane. The region within dy
which the lotagwave approximation remains valid is indicated by
stipping. dD.

.D_ _yD. = -D,. (15);= .. dy

... to a very good approximation becomes Using ( d (11ng(I), (14) and (I5), after solving for ,

k /= (2+l) (6) v. and x. (8)-(0) can be written as

W, - Uk do + (U+1) - o + o = Qo, (16)
The "long wave" approximation expressed by (6) Ot +  + x

had been shown (Lighthill, 1969) to be equivalent o U, + _ U I ____

to assuming geostrophic balance in the zonal direc- it 2n + I ax
tion, which is a fairly accurate assumption for large-
scale Roesby- and Kelvin-type waves. We shall show _+_ ,• (17)

in the following that such balance does lead to the (2n + 1)
dispersion relation (6). Following a procedure similar 0
to Gill (1980), we non-dimensionalize (1)-(3) in =
terms of the basic equatorial length, time and veloc- 2(n+ ) o)4.+, [(n + I)Q.+, - Q._1
ity scales 2n + I ax 2n + I

r L = (20)'1/2 (gh)'1 4 , T = (20)-112(gh)-14  Po -Q

and C = ij.,and
nX, I (n + )4.. 1, for n;0 1. (19)

and define two new non-dimensional quantities, It is readily seen that (16) represents a Kelvin

*, - # + u, X - - u. (7) wave moving eastward with unit phase speed and

For large-scale waves and small friction parameter, (17) represents Roesby waves moving westward with

the non-dimensional equivalence of (1 )-(3) is the phase speed (2n + I)-' both relative to the mean

followinig sn owind U. Notice that in this approximation the Rossby
wave speeds, are independent of the east-west wave-

0* !) + A..-° number as predicted by (6) and that the high-fre-

-- + + (U + 1x (8) quency gravity modes are completely filtered making
possible the separation of the large-scale Kelvin and

+ + (U - 1)- + - + y Q, (9) Rossby modes in a very simple manner. Given the
ix a y space- and time-dependence of the forcing Q, the

0*functions *, x and v can be determined from (16)-
+ %Y + - YX - 0, (10) (1 9) and the velocity and geopotential fields can then

be obtained from (7).
where (10) represents the zonal geostrophic condi-
tion. The non-dimensiona frictional parameters for Tinitial rain problem
wind and opotential are assumed to be the same In this section we consider the general solution to
in (8) and (9). a simple switch-on forcing. The solution for arbitrary

21

4..
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time-dependence can then be obtained by convolu- and
tion. While the choice of the switch-on time depen-
dence may not be entirely consistent with our as- VW_ ex2U-
sumption of slowly varying modes, because of the
thigh frequenies contained in such function, we note 2(2n + I )a(U - c.)

" . that the "long wave" approximation we used filtered
all these fast modes or transients in our problem. The E u F - E f
solutions obtained are only a subset of the total so- 14 2n(U -, (25,

* lution. Nevertheless, this is an important subset, be-
cause in reality we expect that the largest uncertainty where
in the response of the tropical atmosphere to heat-
induced forcing is due to the large variability of these 0 = sgn(U + !), ur = sgn(U - c.)
fast, gravity-like modes arising from even slight var- and

* iations in the temporal and spatial distribution of the 1
forcing. The degree of sophistication in our present 2n + I
model does not warrant a detailed description of
the these rather complex variations. However, all and Erfc(z) is the complimentary error function de-
these responses share common characteristics which fined by

" are most likely carried by the slowly-varying modes. 2 "
: If we look at the average response over a large num- Erfc(z) =-J exp(-t:2 )dt. (26)

ber of cases with similar but slightly different forc-

ings, as in composite methods used in observational The cases of (U + I) = 0 and (U - c.) = 0 represent
studies, these fast modes would be expected to cancel stationary resonant situations and require special
out as "background noise." Therefore, for the pur- treatment. They are considered in a later section. It
pose of this work, the use of the simple time-depen- is clear that for non-resonance the solutions (22) and
dence in the forcing is not in conflict with our sim- 3) have a stationary component and a transientplifying approximation used for the solutio. (

utions. component which move away from the source region
Consider a forcing of the form with non-dimensional phase speed I and c. to the

Q.(x, t) = q. exp(-aIx2 )H(t), (20) east and west, respectively. The magnitude of the
damping depends on the friction coefficient and the

where H(t) is the Heaviside step-function given by propagation speed. For the case of no mean wind

{11 for t>01 (U = 0), the ratio of decay distances to the east and
H(t) = 0 for t <0 (21) west for the strongly trapped or the lowest-order

mode is 3 to I, implying strong zonal asymmetry in
and a' is the east-west scale of the heating function. the east-west direction.
Eqs. (16)-(18) are then easily solved by transform To solve the complete problem for a specific hor-
methods. The solutions are given by, for the Kelvin izontal heating distribution, the next step is to de-
wave termine the expansion coefficients q. in (20). These

ex "coefficients are most simply obtained for the case

5, when the forcing distribution is also Gaussian in the
( (U + l)J y-direction. Consider a general forcing function of

X {Go(x) - Go[x -(U + I)t]} (22) the form

and for the Rossby waves Q(x, y, )

tx) - exp(-(y - yj)2 X'] exp(-'x 2 )H(I), (27)
(. e U-( c, where y, is the center and X-' is a measure of the

X {G.(x) - G.[x - (U - c.)tJ}, (23) width of the Gaussian function in y. The coefficients
of the heating function in (20) are given bywhere

G4 o 1'x)" 2 fV j exp[-(y - y,)2XJD.(y)dy, (28)

2a(U + 1) which has a recurrence relationship of the form

X rfc ) ]} (n+l)( + 4)q, 4, ( (
o 2a(U + i)24) . 4,\yq. + (I - 4\)q,, , (29)

iAIL
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with flow trapped about the equator with u * v. The u
21(1 + 4\) and 0 fields are symmetric and the v field antisym-

o 2 + )exp[-y 2 /(4X2 + 1)1 metric with respect to the equator. Close to the equa-

and tor the flow is dominated by a Walker-type circu-
lation. The amplitude of the Hadley-type component

q, = 2"2( I + 4Q)- 3/12y,4Xz exp[-y,),/(4X' + 1)]. is relatively small in this case. A different perspective

Given a general forcing function of the form (27), of the response of the system can be obtained from
or. a combination of several of these functions with an examination of the vorticity equation appropriate
different geometric shape factors y,, X, a, the initial to the system (1)-(3) for U = 0
value problem is completely solved using (22)-(25), (8+ _ S
(28)-(29). In the latter case, the solutions for mul- a +  -,7' ) -2
tiple mass sources and sinks can be obtained by linear gh

superposition. where r is the relative vorticity. It is readily seen that
for a symmetric heating function with positive Q at
the upper level (heating), a vorticity sink/source pair

4. Special solutions is produced on opposite sides of the equator. For the

a. Symmetric heating function (30), these sink and source maxima, ob-
tained by differentiating the function S with respect

The properties of the solutions (22)-(25) are best to y, are at a distance of 2 times a Rossby radiusexamined by considering a heating function of the of deformation away from the equator. At the equa-
following form tor, however, vorticity generation is zero and the flow

Q(x, y, t= exp[-4(ia + y)JH(t), (30) becomes strongly divergent. These features are rep-resented very well in Fig. 2.
which corresponds to a circular heat source concen-

trated at the equator with radius equal to one equa- b. Asymmetric heating
torial Rossby radius of deformation (y, = 0, X - a
= ). From (29)-(30), we see that all qX's except Here we consider the solution for the case in which
qo(= 1) are zero. The only non-zero components from the heating function is of the form
(22)-(25) and (18) are Oo, Xo, vi, 42. The geopoten- Q(x, y, t) y exp[-V4(y 2 + x2 )JH(t). (33)tial and velocity fields are given by In (33), they-dependence is just that of D,(y) from

/10 \(12). By the orthogonality relation (13), the only
S 2 Do(y) non-zero coefficient is q1(= 1). Using (22), (23), and

(17), the pressure and velocity fields can be shown

A 0) to have the following form

V 0 () . ([4' 3D,(y) + X:D(v)1)
= tfiy) - x D (y)]

Kelvin mode vD 2(y )

Rossby mode (n = 2)((2D2(Y) + UAW°()) ,,()

( 2+ - xDO,)). (31)
+ (42D2(y) - xoDo(y)) 01 X 411y

• \ voDo(y ) f(34)

vD(y) / mixed Rossby-gravity mode (n 0)

Roisby mode (n - 1) As voDo = -exp((y 2 + x1)] from (18), the n = 0
mixed mode in this case represents a purely local

Fig. 2 shows the upper level response to the heating response. The pressure and zonal wind fluctuation
at the end of two, five, and nine simulated days. The of the mixed mode are in fact zero because P, - 0
solution approaches the steady state at the end of by (17).
nine days. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the imposed Fig. 3 shows the evolution of model response at
heating generates Kelvin and Rossby (n - 1) waves the upper level for days 2, 5, and 9 respectively. Here
which emanate to the east and west with different no Kelvin waves are excited and the response consists
phase speeds and markedly different horizontal of a local component plus a slowly westward-prop-
structures. Most noticeable is the strong zonal out- agating component with phase speed cl - 0.2 (-4

&I
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Fto. 2. Upper-level wind and geopotential response to a heating function of the fom
Q - exp(-(,x + ?)/41 at days 2. 5. 9 with the friction coefficient a - 0.5.

In s-1). The presence of strong cross-equatorial flow tions. In this case from (32), two upper-level vorticity
with anticyclonic centers on the opposite side of the sinks are produced at a distance of twice the Rossby
equator is evident of the' antisyinmetric nature (with radius of deformation on opposite sides of the equa-
respect to u and 0) of the response. Such features tor, and as the zonal pressure gradient vanishes at
are characteristics of strong Hadley-type circula- the equator the zonal flow is zero there.

5Ile
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Fio. 3. Sam as in Fig. 2 except for a heating function of the Form Q -y expl-4(x2 + y')jII(a.

Summing up the two cases, it is clear that a sym- gime, symmetric mode Rossby and Kelvin waves are
metric forcing concentrated at the equator will pro- responsible for propagating disturbances to the west
duce a symmetric (Walker-type) response. (Kelvin and east of the source region, respectively. Con-
waves are excited only if qO i 0.) Likewise, an an- versely, in the Hadley regime, only the antisym-
tisymmetric forcing will produce only an antisym- metric Roasby modes are important and an implied
metric (Hadley-type) response. For the Walker re- north-south overturning to the west is set up con-
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necting the mass source and sink on opposite sides WO Aw EM AM

of the equator. In the real atmosphere, the distrib- , srea Saws
ution of diabatic heating is rarely perfectly sym-
metric or antisymmetric, so that a response is gen-
erally made up of a combination of the Hadley and
Walker regimes. In the next two sections we shall
discuss the relative roles of these two regimes for ----- .-- - --- ...... tc W
some heating distributions generally believed to be ' ------- struV"
important during the northeast monsoon season.

5. East-Asian omoon surges /I /
a The phenomenon

During the winter season of the Northern Hemi-
sphere, an intense high pressure system develops over
central Asia and Siberia. The build-up of this huge - -- Wav-y-- -W ... ..
Siberian High is known to result from excessive ra-
diative heat loss over the Asiatic land masses, rein-
forced by the blocking effect of the Himalayan massif S
to the west. Although the Siberian High appears as
a quasi-permanent feature during the winter mon-
soon season, it is subject to large fluctuations in in-
tensity and variations in structure. Migratory anti-
cyclonic cells often break away and move eastward
or southeastward, causing widespread outbreaks of
cold continental air. As the cold air spreads south-
ward, strong subsidence occurs in the lower atmo-
sphere and surface pressure over southeast China
rises rapidly (Danielsen and Ho, 1969; Ramage,
1975). When the cold air reaches over the southeast /
China coast, northeasterly winds strengthen rapidly
over an extensive area downstream. Chang and Lau Fia. 4. Schematic diagram showing a plausible sequence of
(1980, 1982) showed that a monsoon surge can some- events during a typical cold surge cycle (adopted from Chang and
times lead to an intensification of convective activity Lau, 1980).
in the maritime continent area of Borneo and In-
donesia. This increased convection, in turn, causes 4) The confinement of the Hadley cell to the Ion-
planetary-scale divergent outflow in the upper tro- gitudes of the "cold source" region over central
posphere, enhancing the Walker and Hadley circu- China and the "heat source" region over south Bor-
lations. Fig. 4 (adopted from Chang and Lau 1980) neo; the trapping of the Walker cells in the equatorial
illustrates schematically the sequence of events be- region and the marked asymmetry on the eastern and
lieved to take place in a typical surge cycle, western sides of the source region.

To make possible comparison of the model solution
with observations we concentrate only on the follow- b. Response to forcings during monsoon surges
ing specific large-scale features:

In this section we present two solutions which iso-
1) A large influx of surface cold air from the very late the effect of the latitudinal location of the forcing

cold region of Siberia into central and southeast on the large-scale response of the model. To simulate
China, causing a rapid cooling of the lower tropo- the sudden influx of cold air from polar into sub-
sphere and a rapid rise in surface pressure there. This tropical latitudes during monsoon surges, we use a
is followed by a rapid establishment of northeasterly forcing function of the form
to northerly surface flow over the South China Sea.

2) A strong local Hadley circulation with sinking Q(x, y, t)
motion over the cold contine it and rising motion just = exp[-(y - yj)2 ';2 ] exp(-ax2)H(t). (35)
south of the .quator over the maritime continent.

3) Intense Walker-type circulations with ascend- representing a mass source at the surface layer (cool-
ing motion over the maritime continent and subsiding ing) with a - X and y, corresponding to forcing
motions eastward over the central Pacific and west- centered at (a) 35ON and (b) 27*N. The two cases
ward over the Indian Ocean and Africa. are chosen to correspond to the rapid rise in surface

, 'V
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pressure often observed between these latitudes dur- to the pressure perturbation rapidly with strong an-
ing the winter monsoon cold outbreaks over the Asian ticyconic outflow from a gradually-developing high
continentL Figs. 5 and 6 show the time sequence of pressure center. At the end of day 9, a steady state
the low-level response for days 2 5, and 9 after the is attained with the anticyclone well developed on
switch-on of the pressure perturbation for came (a) the western margin of the cooling center. Such aand (b), respectively. In both cam, the flow adjusts feature is commonly observed for quasi-stationary

27I
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anticyclones (Wexler, 1951; Ramage, 1975). An out- not surprising because the higher Rouby waves,
standing feature in the time evolution is the appear- which account for most of the amplitude of the re-
ance of a northeast-suthwest tilt in the wind and spouse away from the equator, have smaller west-
pressure fields. In the steady state, the phase tilt be- ward phase speed. Therefore, they tend to remain in
comes very pronounced, especially for cas (b) where the vicinity but to the west of the source region.
the forcing is located at the lower latitude. This is Conversely, the lower-order modes (n - 1, 2), which

28
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FIG. 7. Divergence of the lower-level wind field as a result of the mass source at 27°N.
The letters C, D denotes convergence and divergence respectively.

have large amplitude close to the equator, propagate In reality, the duration of a monsoon surge period
with relatively fast phase speed toward the west. In is highly variable. Typically, a surge can last for 3
other words, the dispersion of the various modes ex- or 4 days, although the occurrence of substained
cited creates the appearance of the northeast-south- surge periods made up of two or more successive or
west phase tilt. The same tilt was noticed in the nu- overlapping surges are not uncommon. Therefore, in
merical- simulation of heat-induced tropical motion Fig. 6, while the flow field at day 2 which depicts a
by Webster (1972, 1981) and also in the observa- strong northerly component is typical of the initial
tional study of Krishnamurti et al. (1973). Although development for a single surge case, the flow at days
there are certain similarities in the responses for the 5-9 can be compared to that during a sustained surge
two cases there are important differences. In case period.
(b) (Fig. 6), the gravest equatorial modes have larger Also of interest is the low-level horizontal diver-
amplitudes and propagate further downstream, thus gence associated with these flow fields (Fig. 7). As
giving the appearance of a more pronounced north- expected, an intense positive divergence area indi-
east-southwest tilt. Also obvious in case (b) is the cating subsidence is found near the source region.
presence of an eastward-propagating Kelvin mode The divergence center is, however, on the southeast
which becomes strongly developed at day 9. quadrant of the source region. This can be under-

If
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stood by the following vorticity consideration. In the after a cold surge as defined by a surface temperature
approach to steady state, the principal balance in the minimum in Hong Kong. A surface pressure rise at
vorticity of the flow away from the equator is given -25-30°N, however, preceded the Hong Kong tern-
by perature minimum by I -2 days.

.6v + fV. v 0. (36) Fig. 8 shows the time sequence of the low-level
flow in response to the forcing (37). It should be

Because the anticyclonic center is displaced to the compared with Fig. 6 where the equatorial forcing
west of the mass source, Ov is negative on the east is omitted. At day 2, where the equatorial heat source
side of the center. As a result the local vortex line has been turned on for 12 h, the inflow into the low
has to shrink (V. v > 0) in order to achieve the bal- center joins with the northeast winds from the mon-
ance. Equatorwards, since f decreases, the same bal- soon surge, thus extending the northerly flow into the
ance has to be achieved by a stronger low-level di- Southern Hemisphere convergence region. As the
vergence, thus creating a divergence maximum on equatorial disturbance becomes fully developed at
the southeast side of the mass source. day 9, the equatorial inflow becomes more zonal and

The same arguments explain the presence of low- more extensive in the east-west direction, as a result
level convergence areas found to the west and the of the excitation of Kelvin modes with surface
south in the near-equatorial regions of the Southern easterlies to the east and Rossby modes with surface
Hemisphere. Further experiments (not shown) with westerlies to the west. Because of the proximity of
different latitudinal locations of the forcing indicate the heating to the equator, the equatorial response
that the equatorial responses have significant ampli- shows the characteristics of a Walker-type circula-
tudes only when the forcing is placed at sufficiently tion. The steady-state situation agrees well with the
low latitudes (27°). This is consistent with the ob- observed mean winter low-level circulation over the
servation by Riehl and Somervell (1967) that rapid Borneo-Indonesia region (Newell et al., 1972).
surges in the northeast trade winds over the South The extent and horizontal structure of the Walker
China Sea are often preceded by a high-pressure sys- and Hadley circulations and the associated vertical
tern moving out to sea along the southeast China motion is best visualized by considering the total low-
coast at 20-30°N. The low-level convergence in- level divergence field.
duced at the equatorial region implies rising motion
ahead of the subsiding monsoon outflow air and thus a Hadley cells
could favor the development of convection there.

The strongest Hadley-type overturning is concen-
trated about the longitude of the forcing (Fig. 9). In

6. Emtorial rpo1m contrast to the southeastward displacement of the
While there is increasing evidence to suggest that divergence center with respect to the forcing, the

near-equatorial disturbances intensify as a result of convergence center is almost coincident with the
the incursion of monsoon air into equatorial latitudes, equatorial heat source. This is expected because of
the mechanism(s) leading to the intensification is not the decreasing effect of rotation with decreasing lat-
apparent. At this stage, it is not unreasonable to spec- itude. In the equatorial regions, the main balance is
ulate that the induced low-level convergence in the between the diabatic heating and the adiabatic cool-
equatorial regions may provide an environment con- ing generated by the upward motion expressed here
ducive to the enhancement of convective activity, by

Given the connection between the increased con- V - Q(gh). (38)
vection at equatorial latitudes and the occurrence of
a monsoon surge, we can study the equatorial re- As a result of this latitude difference in dynamical
sponse by specifying the following forcing functions: balance, the axis of the Hadley cell has a slight north-
Q(x, y, ) - H) exp[-(y - y,)2Xl - ] east-southwest tilt.

Compared with Fig. 7, the divergence centered at
* -bH(t- I")exp[-(y- y.)YX2- a2x2 ], (37) -1SON is enhanced by the inclusion of the equa-

torial heat source. Within the tropics the induced
' where we use A - a -' , b y , Y- - 2.7 and y, Hadley circulation also leads to the enhancement of

- 0.6, corresponding to a low-level mass source the northerly wind component (Fig. 8). However, this
(cooling) at 27N and a mass sink (heating) at 6°S. feedback does not extend far enough poleward to
The lag timer is set at 36 h for the switch-on of the have any significant influence in higher latitudes.
equatorial heat source to simulate a delayed equa- This, however, may not be true in reality because at
torial respdnse after the abrupt pressure rise at 27*N. higher latitudes the equatorial 0-plane is no longer
The time lag is chosen to agree with the following a valid approximation. The numerical experiments
observations. Chang and Lau (1980) showed that the of Webster (1981) using a spherical model showed
equatorial response followed immediately (C1 day) that the effect of a diabatic beat source in the tropics

36
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can indeed caue wave energy to propagate into lation - -30° west of the longitude of" the forcinp~.
higher latitudes, given suitable men zonal wind dis- This secondary cell has a reverse polarity compared
tributions " with the primary cell and 8 pronounced northeast-

An interesting and somewhat surprising feture southwest tilt, evidence of forcing by Rosaby waves
in the tim evolution of the divergence ild (Fig. 9) emanating from the source reions. The presence of

is the genertion of a secodary Hadley-type circu- a similar "reverse local Hadley cell" had been sug-

so" 3
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Plo. 9. As in Fig. 3 excep for the low-level divergence field.
C and D denotes convergence and divergence, respecnively.

gested by Chang and Lau (1980), although their ward branch of the cell possesses a larger horizontal
reverse cell is found '-600 west of the forcing region. extent, the total low-level mass inflow is considerably
Because of this discrepancy, even if the reverse cell less than the westward branch. In other words, a
arises by the mechanism suggested here, other fac- steady equatorial forcing will exert more infiuqnce
tors such as the effect of the mean zonal wind and/ to the west than to the east. This agrees with the
or effects of midlatitude origin may be necessary to findings of Krueger and Winston (1973) that a large
account for its observed locations, part of the mass outflow from the Indonesia-Borneo

convections is carried off towards the west over the

b.nWalketecells Indian Ocean. However, observations (Krishnamurti
et al., 1973) showed that the two east-west cells on

The presence of divergent/convergent centers to each side of the Indonesia- Borneo region are ap-
the west of the source regions imply the presence of proximately equal in extent. with the westward
two east-wes cells at the latitudes of the sources. branch crossing Africa into the eastern Atlantic and
For the equatorial branch, widespread subsidence is the eastern branch ending near the mid-Pacific -re
alo induced to the east (ee also Fig. 8) by Kelvin Sion.
waves. It is clr that judging from the strength of A clue to the possible cause of the discrepancy
the divergent/convergent centers that while the eat- may be found in the effect of the zonal mean wind
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on these circulations because the Indonesia-Borneo 7. FfIect o( zoaal menwn
region is dominated in the wintertime by a broad
region of upper level, easterlies of 5-10 rn s-' Going back to the solutions (22)-(25), it is ap-
strength, covering a large part of the east-west extent parent that they become indeterminate at the sta-
of these zonal circulations. This leads us to the sub- tionary resonant condition, i.e., U. + J = 0 or U.

i ject of" the next section. = c .Usingl the asymptotic expansion

.s_ .
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SErfc(z) --(Vz)" exp(-z 2 ). (39) .,(x, t) - 1_ - exp(-et)] nq1+ + g--,

Sthe resonant solutions of (22)-(25) are given by × exp(-alx2 ), i, ;, I. (41)

io(x, t) - - [! - exp(-0J)qo exp(-a x2 ), (40 As expected, the resonant responses become corn-
Epletely localized since they no longer propagate. For

3100
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small e, (40) and (41) become reproduced using a "long-wave," shallow-water ,-
plane model with time-dependent forcings. These

o qo ex(-a 2x2), - (42) features can be interpreted in terms of basic char-
nqn+~ I4- qm. Iacteristics of equatorial Rossby and Kelvin modes.

t n + I exp(_axz), (43) Responses to the west of the source regions are forced
Rossby waves and to the east at low latitudes, Kelvin

i.e., the amplitude of the resonant mode grows lin- waves. Results show that there are two basic regimes
early with time. in which the tropical atmosphere can respond to spe-

Figs. 10 and II show the effect of the mean wind. cific diabatic heat sources. The Walker regime,
on the upper level flow for U = +0.3 and U = -0.3, which is excited by heating symmetric about the
respectively. To illustrate the effect on the various equator, is identified with the Kelvin and the gravest
modes, we use a forcing centered at the equator but symmetric Rossby mode (n = I) and is characterized
with a y-scale of 1.5 times the equatorial Rossby by a strong equatorially-trapped response with u
radius. At day 2, when the response is still somewhat v. In contrast, the Hadley regime, which is excited
localized, the effect of the mean wind is not very- by antisymmetric heating, shows strong cross-equa-
prominent, but further developments at days 5 and torial flow and is a manifestation of antisymmetric
9 show large differences in the structure and ampli- Rossby modes. In reality, the geography of the
tude of the response between the two cases. In the Asiatic continent including India and the adjacent
westerly regime (Fig. 10), the local response is very oceanic regions provide heat sources and sinks some-
strong, because the gravest resonant mode, which has what antisymmetric about the equator and therefore
westward phase speed of I/i, is close to resonance at can support a strong local Hadley-type circulation.
U = +0.3. While there is no disturbance to the west, In the winter monsoon season, when the equatorial
the Kelvin wave to the east propagates further down- heat source is located at --6eS over the Borneo-In-
stream, giving the appearance of an elongated but donesia area, substantial energy also goes into the
much weakened circulation. Some indication of east- Walker-type of symmetric mode, so that the Hadley
ward propagation of the higher-order Rossby modes and the Walker circulations both appear strong. The
can also be envisaged, eastward propagation of a Kelvin wave mode in our

In contrast, in the easterly regime (U = -0.3), the solution is particularly interesting in view of the re-
wind becomes increasingly zonal (u > t) on both cent findings by Williams (1979) which showed the
sides of the source regime, with the "Pacific Walker possibility of an eastward-propagating disturbance
cell" appearing more concentrated and more intense trapped near the equator originating from an en-
than in the westerly regime. The longitudinal extents hanced equatorial heat source following a cold surge
of the two branches are now approximately equal. event.
The above results. therefore suggest that for a given An important result from this study is that a
equatorial forcing, the establishment of equatorially- steady heat source near the equator exerts consid-
trapped circulation is favored by the presence of erably more influence to the west than to the ast.
a mean easterly wind. Bennet and Young (1972) However, while this result agrees with the observa
showed that a basic zonal flow moving westward rel- tion of Krueger and Winston (1975), it does not belie
ative to a midlatitude wave disturbance will inhibit the importance of the eastward branch or the Pacific
the wave from penetrating the tropics because of Walker circulation. The earlier works on equatorial
energy absorption due to resonance. Our result shows Planetary-scale circulation (e.g., Krueger and Win-
that a reciprocal relation may also hold, i.e., an ston, 1973, 1975; Krishnamurti, et al., 1973) showed
equatorially-forced disturbance will remain trapped that alternate heat sources and sinks exist along the
more readily in an easterly than a westerly zonal entire equatorial belt. The much stronger and more
mean wind, extensive oceanic heat sink over the central and

In reality, the effect of the mean zonal wind on eastern Pacific than that over the Indian Ocean will
the eat-west circulation is expected to be more con- contribute to a stronger Pacific Walker cell than
plicated because of the presence of horizontal wind- predicted here. Further, our results demonstrate that
shear which would alter the properties of the basic the presence of a mean easterly wind favors the for-
equatorial modes (e.g., Boyd, 1978). But if we focus mation of equatonally-trapped Walker-type circu-
on the large-scale circulation close to the equator lations.
where the local mean wind shear is small, the above Finally, it should be pointed out that the use of
analysis may provide a clue to the observed extent a shallow-water system to study tropical motions
of thesn lo latitude circulations. may be criticized as being overly simplified, because

most tropical systems are not barotropic in nature
Coa, cmeem and generally involve complex diabatic processes

such as cumulus convection. However, to some extent
Many large-scale features of the thermally driven this problem has been alleviated by taking the view

calculations in the tropical atmosphere have been of a two-layer baroclinic system for the shallow-I 3S
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water equations (Matsuno, 1966). This approxima- Kriahnamurti, T. N., N. Kanaritsu, W. J. Koss and J. D. Lee,
tion is justified because it had been shown that in a 1973: Tropical east-west circulations during the northern
tropical barochnic atmosphere, the effect of cumulus winter. J. Atmos. Sd., 30, 78o-787.Kruegr. A. F., and J. S. Winston. 1973: A comparison of the flow
friction tends to alter equatorial wave behavior such over the tropics during the contrasting circulation regimes.
that the vertical scales of the low-frequency modes Mon Wea. Rev.. 31. 358-370.
is comparable to the depth of the troposphere - . 1975: Large-scale circulation anomalies over the tropics dur-
(Chang, 1977). The next logical step is to extend this ing 1971-72. Mon. Wea. Rev., 103, 465-473.

Lighthill. M. J.. 1969: Dynamic response of the Indian Ocean tostudy to truly baroclinic models. Such work will pro- oem of the southwest monsoon. Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lon-
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ABSTRACT

Objectively analyzed 200 mb winds of four winters are used to study the short-term (several days)
teleconnections between planetary-scale circulation components over the monsoon region. The composited
structures suggest that during very active northeasterly monsoon (surge) periods, the midlatitude and tropical

*circulation components vary in a coherent way. The jet streak and local Hadley circulation over East Asia,
the divergent flow over the maritime continent, and the equatorial Walker.circulations over the Pacific and
Indian Oceans all strengthen steadily, while the secondary jet streak over West Asia weakens. During
inactive (break) periods the midlatitude circulation components all exhibit reversed changes, while the
variations in the tropics are less coherent, although still showing reversed tendencies. The results basically
verify the short-term teleconnection model proposed by Chang and Lau (1980). but more complex processes
in the acceleration of the midlatitude jet streaks are indicated. In addition, the contrast between the very
active and break monsoon periods suggests the relative importance of tropical versus midlatitudinal forcings
in different regions of the monsoon circulation.

1. Iarodueom 3) Immediately after a cold surge the convection
associated with pre-existing synoptic-scale distur-

Ramage (1971) suggested that the occurrence of bances in the equatorial South China Sea intensifies,
cold surges off the South China coast is related to causing the East Asia local Hadley circulation to
an intensification of the local Hadley circulation over reach its maximum intensity and also strengthens
East Asia. Motivated by his observations, in a pre- two east-west (Walker) cells along the equator.
vious case study (Chang and Lau, 1980; hereafter 4) Shortly (<I day) after the surge the increased
referred to as CL) we carried out and presented pre- large-scale ascending motion over the equatorial
liminary results which suggest that several compo- South China Sea, due to the continued strong con-
nents of the planetary-scale circulations over the vective activity, contributes mainly to a further in-
winter monsoon region may vary coherently on a time crease in the intensity of the two Walker cells.
scale of several days to about two weeks. The vari-
ations encompass a vast area of both the tropical and re Pu y usiresent wor ata e .te n
midlatitude parts of Asia, as well as the equatorial previous study by using a much larger data base. In
Pacific and Indian Oceans and may be described by this paper (Part ) a omposite study of the strongestt ifollwing seund ceaofvnts : my dcirculation variations in four winters is carried out.The variations include eight abnormally active pe.

1) The East Asia local Hadley circulation riods of the northeast monsoon winds over Southeast
strengthens prior to a cold surge on the South China Asia and five abnormally inactive periods, each pe-
coast. This strengthening is accompanied by an in- niod lasting 5-8 days. The active periods are mani-

J tensified jet stream maximum centered over Japan, fested by occurrences of very strong cold air surges
which is apparently a result of the upstream accel- off the South China coast in the lowest 1-2 km of
eration by the Coriolis torque of the upper-level pole- the atmosphere, while the inactive periods are char-
ward flow. acterized by unusual occurrences of sustained south-

2) The jet stream maximum over Afghanistan- erly surface winds over the South China Sea. The
Pakistan vqries inversely with the eastern jet maxi- former will also be referred to as the surge periods
mum and appears to be related to a West Asia me- and the latter as the break periods of the monsoon.
ridional circulation which becomes thermally indi- A contrasting comparison of the planetary-scale cir-
rect prior to the surge. culation in the two periods brings out the salient
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TABLE 1. Area-averaged parameters onal (v) velocity components at 200 mb are also used
to compute the vorticity, divergence, streamfunction

Circulation ( ) and velocity potential (x) according to the fol-
Param- component lowing equations:

eter Data and area represented
U. 200 mb zonal wind over East Asia jet streak V 24,= r = 1 a cosoi1

Japan and vicinity cosoy sec

U, 200 mb zonal wind over West Asia jet streak o - (u oy coso)
Ildi-Afganis-ta au - + 0 s-yj/seco. (2)

Uw 200 mb zonal wind over Western Walker
equatorial Indian circulation where the horizontal coordinates in the Mercator
Ocean projection are

U, 200 mb zonal wind over Eastern Walker [1 + sino
equatorial Pacific circulation X = aX, y = a in 1+sn

VN 200 mb meridional wind Southerly flow south
over East Asian of the East Asia jet Here a is the radius of the earth, and X and 0 are
coastal region and streak longitude and latitude, respectively. To solve (1) and
weseru Pacific (2), we use a method similar to that proposed by

D 200 mb divergence over Large-scale deep Hawkins and Rosenthal (1965) by assuming x = 0
maritime continent or convection in the at the lateral boundaries (400S and 60 0 N) and de-
equatorial Pacific major heat source riving the boundary values of # after compositing the

region X field.

vs Surface meridional wind Surge and break Time series of seven area-averaged motion param-
over northern South index eters are constructed to study the time variation of
China Sea the various circulation components. Table I lists

these parameters and the circulation components

features of the coherent interrelationships between they are used to represent, and Fig. I shows their
the various components of the circulations as well as respective areas. Because a considerable change in
some important questions. In a subsequent paper the mean position of the upper tropospheric outflow
under preparation (Part II), data from the 1978-79 is observed between the early and late winter, the
Winter Monsoon Experiment (Winter MONEX) area over which the divergence parameter is aver-
will be composited to study the cold surge cases in aged is changed from D for November-December
detail. The surges during the Winter MONEX are to D' for January-February in accordance with the
mostly of only weak to moderate intensities, but ap- seasonal patterns. Moreover, for the 1978-79 winter
parently due to interannual changes the circulation the area further shifts eastward into the equatorial
regime is somewhat different in 1978-79 compared Pacific area of Dx apparently signifying interannual
to 1973-76. This difference plus the much improved planetary-scale changes in the tropics.
data available during MONEX sheds additional The area-averaged northerly component of the
light on the short-term planetary scale teleconnec- surface winds over an area just off the southern
tions during winter. China coast (18-20*N, 110-120°E), Vs, is used as

an index to determine the timing of the major cir-
2. Dab id pcede culation changes, both for the active monsoon surge

periods and for the break periods. Due to the highly
The periods of study are the four winters (Novem- aperiodic and variable nature of the cold surges

ber-February) of 1973-74, 1974-75, 1975-76 and (Chin, 1969; Murakami, 1979), the choice of a time
1978-79 (Winter MONEX). The winters of 1976- reference with respect to a cold surge occurrence for
77 and 1977-78 are excluded because of the relative! the purpose of compositing can be difficult. Coin-
weakness of their northeast monsoons resulting in pounding this problem is the generally marginal
the absence of any strong cold surges. The 1978-79 quality of the upper air data over tropical Southeast
winter monsoon was also weaker than normal but it
was slightly more developed than 1976-78 according I

to our surge criteria. -,
The data used are the surface and 200 mb winds to

obtained from the global band objective analysis pro-
duced by the Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center
(FNOC). These winds are available twice daily on 2tX we IoE m ow mb
a 49 X 144 Mercator grid between 40°S and 60N FMo. I. Map showing different areas over which the parameters
around the tropical belt. The zonal (u) and meridi- indicated are averaged. (See text and Table I for details.)

36/
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Asia and the adjacent oceans. Therefore our corn- s

posites of the active periods include only the surge -a em,
cases which are both strong and sustained. Since CL
suggests that the FNOC objective analysis is capable -

of revealing physically meaningful large-scale fluc-
'* tuations, selection of these strong cases assures that

the equatorial responses will give the most identifi-
able signals that can be clearly distinguished from -,o
the inherent noise levels in the data.

Using the time series of our index Vs, an active FiG. 2. Time series of composited Vs for the active (surge) cases.
surge period in this paper is defined by the following: All quantities shown are deviations from their values at day 0.

1) an increase in the area-averaged northerly surface The overbar denotes time-averaged value within the period day

wind of >5 m s- over 12-24 hours, and 2) a period 0-8. The abscissa is time (days). The unit for the ordinate is same
as the unit of the averaged value.

of three or more days over which the increased north-
erly wind speed attained in 1) is r7 m s'. A break
period is defined by: a) a decrease of the northerly to the onset of the surge is exhibited. From day 0
wind to 42 m s' (often leading to southerly winds), on, both the East Asia jet streak (Uj) and the tropical
and b) a period of six or more days over which the convective-area divergence (D) intensify steadily, the
change in a) is sustained. The criteria for the surge former by 18 m s' lasting over six days and the
are more stringent than those defined by the First latter by 3 X 10- s over five days, respectively.
GARP Global Experiment (FGGE) Implementation The West Asia jet streak (U,), on the other hand,
Operation Plans (World Meteorological Organiza- weakens by 10 m s-' over four days. The upper level
tion, 1978). southerly wind south of the East Asia jet streak (V,)

With the above criteria for surges and breaks, re- also increases steadily by - 15 m s', but the starting
spectively, eight strong surge cases (two in 1973-74, time lags the onset of the surge by approximately
four in 1974-75, one in 1975-76 and one in 1978- one day. The two Walker cells also both show
79) and five break cases (one in each winter except strengthening tendencies beginning from the surge
for two in 1974-75) over the four winter seasons are onset, -as indicated by a westerly acceleration of UE
chosen. A time series of each parameter (i.e., Uj, U, (Pacific cell) and an easterly acceleration of Uw
UE, Uw, V.., D) is then constructed for each case (Indian Ocean cell). The total speed increase is -4
starting from 48 h prior to the occurrence of a surge m s-' for both cells, but the rates of acceleration are
or break, until the end of the particular period. The different, with the former at a more gradual rate
composited series are then obtained by simple av- lasting over five days, and the latter at a faster rate
eraging of all surge cases and break cases, respec- lasting only two days.
tively. Also prepared are the composited charts of The foregoing results during the active periods are,
the 200 mb velocity potential and streamfunction for in general, consistent with the model of a short-term
different stages of the surge and break periods. teleconnection suggested by CL, with one excep-

tion-the slightly delayed increase of VN. A possible
3. Results explanation for this is that the southerly winds may

increase due to the meridional circulation-inducing
a. Active (surge) periods mechanism in the entrance region of the jet streak

(Uccellini and Johnson, 1979). This mechanism may
Fig. 2 shows the composite time series for the index become important after the jet strengthens, thus

Vs over the eight active or surge periods. As in all causing a slight time lag in the increase of VN. To
time series to be shown later, all quantities shown investigate this possibility, we examined the 200 mb
are deviations from their values at day 0, the onset meridional wind changes south of the East Asia jet
of the surge. The averaged actual value for the period streak region by constructing composite v series av-
from day 0 to day 8 is also indicated beside each eraged over five 5*-latitude bands between 0-25°N
time series. Note that from our definition, the north- and 100-140°E. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
erly wind speed can be small at the start of a surge Here it is seen that the slightly delayed southerly
provided the acceleration is large. This may differ acceleration is well correlated down to 100N, coy-

, considerably from some other surge criteria which ering a much larger latitudinal span than just the
are based on pressure rises or temperature falls. .immediate vicinity of the jet entrance. Thus the in-
(Chin, 1969). The sharp initial increase in northerly crease of the 200 mb southerlies is unlikely to be just
wind speed of -7.5 m s" over two days is therefore a result of the jet entrance region mechanism. Fig.
a result of the choice of our surge criteria. 4 also shows that the increase of the upper-level

In Fig. 3, a coherent change in the time series of southerly flow in the equatorial latitudes starts al-
all the composited 200 mb parameters with respect most immediately with the onset of the surge, co-

" 3q
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Fia. 3. As in Fig. 2 except for Uj, U, VN D. UE and Uw.

inciding with the increase of the divergence over the composite inappropriate. The seven surge cases in-
tropical convective area (D). This equatorial increase cluded are divided into three periods by averaging
therefore is likely a manifestation of the intensifying the winds over five synoptic times centered at days
local Hadley circulation. The magnitude of this in- 0, 2.5 and 5, respectively, in order to reduce noisy
crease is on the order of 5 m s-', in good agreement fluctuations especially over the tropics. The resultant
with the -5 m s' increase in the divergent com- composite 0 and x fields for the three sequential pe-
ponent of VN (not shown). Thus only about one-third riods are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5 the coin-
of the total increase in VN over the composited active posite zonal wind isotachs of 45, 55 and 65 m s' are
period can be attributed to the strengthened local also indicated. It is evident from this figure that after
Hadley cell, and there is no time lag between this the surge onset there is a continued acceleration and
strengthening and the onset of the active period. The an eastward extension of the jet core over East Asia
other two-thirds of the increase in VN is in the ro- and the western Pacific. A slight southward move-
tational component and is of midlatitude origin. This ment is also indicated.
also implies that it is the decrease in this midlatitude Composites of the geopotential height field pro-

' rotational component prior to and at the beginning duced by FNOC's Northern Hemispheric analysis
of the active periods that causes the delayed increase at 500 and 200 mb are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, re-
of VN. spectively. At both levels, the existence of a fairly

To provide a horizontal perspective of the up- broad trough northwest of the East Asia jet streak
per-tropospheric flow changes, we composited the causes the jet core to orient from west-southwest to
200 mb strqamfunction and velocity potential fields east-northeast. This geometry results in a significant
for all surge cases except the one during Winter southerly rotational component which is part of the
MONEX. The latter is excluded because the inter- VN parameter at 200 mb. The trough remains north
annual change of the tropical divergence pattern, i.e., of 40°N without any apparent movement at 200 mb
the shift from D to Dx, makes its inclusion in the even though the accelerating jet streak extends east-

4-0 q~7
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Fio. 4. As in Fig. 2 except for composited 200 mb v component averaged
over five 5' latitudinal sections between 0-25°N and 100-140°E.

ward (Fig. 5). On the other hand, at 500 mb the ment of the convergence center near 30°N and the
trough extends deeply into the subtropics and moves relative stationarity of the tropical divergence center.
eastward with time. The latter causes the local Hadley cell to remain

In the tropics, the main anticyclonic 1 center over upstream of the East Asia jet core. In the vicinity
Southeast Asia (Fig. 5) also moves eastward by of the West Asia jet streak, no discernible systematic
-20 ° from the Indochina Peninsula to northern change of the divergent wind is detected.

Philippines, signifying an eastward movement of the The eastward movement of the East Asia jet core
motion systems encompassing a large tropical and suggests that there should be an eastward progression
midlatitude area of East Asia. of the acceleration of the 200 mb southerly winds

The West Asia jet streak, which is the secondary if the jet entrance region mechanism is important in
(and much weaker) local jet maximum in the sea- increasing the meridional circulation. We therefore
sonal mean field, is not apparent in Fig. 5 because separated the VN parameter into five equal-area Ion-
the jet over Pakistan-Afghanistan is weaker than its gitudinal sections and omposited the five section-
mean throughout the active monsoon periods. Nev- averaged v series with respect to the onset of the
ertheless, a slackening of the zonal flow over this area surges. The result (not shown) indicates a well cor-
from period I to 2 can be seen, in agreement with related variation of the v series with largest coherent
the U, time series shown in Fig. 3. fluctuation in the central three sections, and there

Fig. 6 gives a two-dimensional view of the in- is no discernible time lag between the different Ion-
creased intensity and organization of the upper-level gitudinal sections. This again indicates that the in-
divergence over the maritime continent from period creased southerly VN is not due to the jet entrance
I to 3 during the surges. Also, from the positive and region mechanism.

_ . negative centers of X, one may infer the areas of
upward and downward motions, respectively, and b. Inactive (break) periods

* therefore the location and intensity of the local Had-
lay and Walker cells. The strengthening of the East The composite time series for Vs over the five
Asia local Hadley circulation and the two Walker break periods are shown in Fig. 9. In contrast to the
circulation4 on either side of the maritime continent surge cases, our choice of the "onset" of the break
is indicated by the increased gradient of X. The local (day 0) is not the exact time of the beginning of
Hadley cell changes its orientation from southeast- changes. The relaxation of the northerly surface wind
northwest to south-north due to the eastward move- over the northern South China Sea actually starts

4
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S.TRERM FUNCTION RT 200 MB
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Fio. S. Time sequecec of the cornposited 200 mb streamnfunction for the active (surge) case. Each
period is a time average of Bye synoptic times centered at days 0. 2.5 and 5, respectively. Dashed lines
indicate zonal velocity isotachs of 45, 55 and 65 m s-'.
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VELOCITY POTENTIAL AT 200 MB
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Fio. 6. As in Fi. 4 except for the oompasited 200 mnb velocity potential.

Hatched area indicateax> 12 x 10 m's-'.
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5 except for the 500 mb geopotential height. Values shown are
departum from the standard atmosphere (5574 in). Intervals are 100 m.

about 36 h prior to day 0. The average decrease from (D, UE and U), on the other hand, are more noisy
day -1.5 to day 2.5 (the time of minimum northerly, and less suggestive of a trend. Moreover, the dis-
or maximum southerly, wind) is -6 m s'. After day tribution of the individual cases is also more scattered
2.5 the decrease does not continue, but the composite than that during the active periods. Nevertheless,
surface wind remains southerly through day 8. both D and Uw exhibit an out-of-phase relationship

The time series for the six 200 mb parameters for with the surge casef (Fig. 3). The tropical convective-
the break cases are shown in Fig. 10. The three mid- area divergence weakens from day 0.5 to day 3, and
latitude parameters (U,, U, and VN) all show reversed the Indian Ocean Walker cell weakens from day
trends compared to the surge cases. The slackening -2 to day 1.5. Afterwards both reverse their ten-
of the East Asia jet streak and the upper return flow dencies in a way similar to that during the surge
of the local Hadley cell both appear to begin at least periods. For D the decrease during the break period
36 h prior to day 0, in phase with the southerly ac- is less than half the increase during the surge period,
celeration of the surface wind over the northern but for Uw they are comparable. Overall, however,
South China Sea. In general, the changes of the the changes in the tropics are much less systematic
midlatitude parameters during breaks are not as than the changes in the midlatitudes.
steady as during surges. The decreases of U, and VN Figs. 1-12 show the time-averaged distributions
pause at day 0.5 for 3 and 1.5 days, respectively. The of the composite 200 mb streamfunction and velocity
parameter U, increases from day 0 to day 1.5, then potential, respectively, for the three sequential pe-
decreases for three days before resuming the in- riods centered at day 0, 2.5 and 5 for the break cases.
crease. Nevertheless, the changes through day 8 of The Winter MONEX case is again excluded. The
the break periods for all three parameters are com- zonal wind isotachs of 45, 55 and 65 m s' are again
parable to (but opposite of) the changes during the superimposed in the streamfunction diagrams. Corn-
surge periods, pared to Figs. 5 and 6, a reversed change in the

The changes in the three equatorial parameters midlatitude motion components can be seen even

" " " . . . .. I' "
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FIG. S. As in Fig, 5 except for the 200 mb geopotential height. Values shown are
departures from the standard atmosphere (I1 784 m). Intervals are 100 m.

though the changes are less well defined. The East ghanistan disappears after period I, causing the
Asia jet core shows a dramatic weakening through- southerly divergent wind exiting the divergence cen-
out the periods. The area enclosed by the 55 m s' ter in the equatorial Indian Ocean to extend into the
isotach (hatched) retreats westward from period I main break-period convergence center near 40*N.
to 2 and breaks up in period 3. In contrast to this This southerly divergent wind further increases from
is a continued intensification and eastward progres- period 2 to 3, making the local Hadley circulation
sion of the West Asia jet streak. stronger throughout the break period over West Asia.

In Fig. 12 the midlatitude convergence center over
northern China diminishes from period I to 2, while 4. liscusion and concluing remarks
a convergence center near 40*N, 60*E increases
through period 3, becoming the main midlatitude Our composite result for the surge cases basically

iconvergence center. The equatorial divergence cen- reaffirms the schematic model of CL during the ac-
sW, %s the other hand, decreases from period 1, to tive periods of the northern winter monsoon, with
2, then increases afterwards, as can be expected from some modifications. In the beginning of an active
the D series in Fig. 10. In addition, a divergence
center appears in the equatorial Indian Ocean, al-
'most exactly south of the tip of the Indian subcon- V..,,
tinent. This divergence center is not evident during
the active monsoon periods (Fig. 6). In East Asia
these changes indicate a weakening local Hadley
circulation and cause the southerly divergent wind
component in the tropics and subtropics to decrease.
steadily from period I to 3. In West Asia, a conver-
gence center situated near 20°N over Pakistan-Af- Fio. 9. As in Fig. 2 except for the inactive (break) caes
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FiG. 10. As in FiS. 3 except for the inactive (break) cases.

period, many components of the planetary-scale mo- onset of the surge, cold air advection over the north-
tion complex "spin up" almost simultaneously, in- ern latitudes is very intense throughout most of the
cluding the eastward movement of an upper level troposphere. The increased baroclinicity is accom-
trough, the onset of a cold surge off the South China panied by the eastward passage of a wave trough,
coast, the enhanced divergent outflow over the trop- northwest of the jet streak in the middle troposphere.
ical convective area, and the strengthening of the This may cause an acceleration of the westerly wind
Pacific and Indian Ocean Walker cells. The upper at 500 mb by the residual Coriolis torque, due to the
tropospheric southerly winds that form the return southerly wind ahead of the trough, if the pressure
flow of the local Hadley cell over East Asia also gradient associated with the trough is insufficient to
strengthen, but the increase of the meridional veloc- balance the Coriolis force. In addition, the wave pas-
ity is evident only in the equatorial latitudes where sage will cause a coupled anticyclogenesis-cyclo-
the meridional velocity is mainly in the divergent genesis at the surface that appears to trigger the cold
component. The primary jet streak over East Asia air surge.
and the much weaker jet streak over West Asia vary At 200 nib, the southerly wind in the vicinity of
inversely, with the former intensifying and the latter the East Asia jet streak actually starts to decrease
weakening as the active period develops, about one day prior to the surge onset, when the jet

The upper-level southerly acceleration in the jet streak starts a westerly acceleration. This decrease
streak area occurs about one day after an active pe- is due to a decrease in the rotational v component
riod begins. From that time on, the enhanced south- which overshadows the increase in the divergent com-
erly winds.over a broad latitudinal span appear very ponent. Assuming that the rotational component is
likely to contribute to a continuous acceleration of largely balanced by the pressure gradient, the in-
the jet streak throughout the active period, as hy- creased divergent v which represents a strengthening
pothesized by CL. The mechanism for the initial of the meridional circulation should contribute to the
acceleration, however, is not as obvious. Before the acceleration of the jet streak. This strengthening of

4.'
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the local Hadley circulation may be due to either an clinicity which is due to strong cold advection; thus
enhancement of the midlatitude baroclinicity or an tropical forcing is not required to initiate the surges.
increase in the tropical convection and condensation The fact that the oscillations of the equatorial pa-
heating, or both. As the former is a process mainly rameters are more prominent and coherent with
occurring in the region near and north of the jet core, midlatitude events during the active periods than
the simultaneous increase of the divergent v across during the break periods, therefore, seems to suggest
a broad latitude band, from the equator to the jet that the tropics are initially forced by the midlati-
latitude, suggests that the latter plays an important tudes, rather than vice versa, at least over East Asia
role. and the Pacific. The feedback of the intensified trop-

In addition to the strengthening of the local Had- ical convection via a strengthened local Hadley cir-
Icy circulation, a convergence of eddy momentum culation seems to be a subsequent development. On
fluxes at the 200 mb level will also accelerate the jet. the other hand, the development of an upper-level
In fact, this mechanism, if operating on a zonally divergence center in the equatorial Indian Ocean
symmetric jet, will induce an indirect circulation during break periods, which is apparently the main
across the jet (Holton, 1979) and cause a decrease cause for the strengthening of a local Hadley cell
of the southerly wind. However, the strong and pri- and the jet streak over West Asia, seems to indicate
marly zonal cold advection northwest of the jet, can a tropical forcing of the midlatitudes over West Asia
alone increase the temperature gradient normal to and the Indian Ocean. There is no obvious indication
the jet to maintain a thermal wind balance without of any initial triggering mechanism from the mid-
requiring an indirect circulation. Thus the secondary latitudes in this region.
circulations due to the cold advection and the eddy In summary, this study provides strong evidence
momentum flux convergence, whose influences are of the short-term planetary scale teleconnections in
both limited to the immediate neighborhood of the the midlatitude and tropical monsoon region during
jet streak, will tend to offset each other. Therefore winter. However, several important questions remain
the time variation of the divergent v component may unanswered. The most intriguing one is, why does
not reveal the relative importance of these two mech- the equatorial convective activity increase simulta-
anisms at all. Quantitative calculations will be neously with the onset of the surge. CL suggested
needed to resolve this problem. that the surge causes low-level convergence which,

The hypothesis of sustained jet streak acceleration in turn, enhances tropical convection. In a theoretical
due to the enhanced local Hadley circulation is in- study of the surge motions in the tropics, Lim and
directly supported by the jet behavior during the Chang (1981) also showed that cyclogenesis occurs
break periods. Over East Asia the tropical and sub- in the equatorial trough region downstream of the
tropical southerly divergent wind at 200 mb weakens surge forcing, due to a Rossby-wave group response,
in consonance with a deceleration of the jet streak and due to the equatorial beta-effect the time scale
there, while over West Asia the reverse is observed, is given by a modified gravity wave phase speed
This is further evidence that the Coriolis torque of rather than by an advective speed. In the real at-
the broad-scale tropical-to-midlatitude meridional mosphere this cyclogenesis will be associated with
circulation provides the changes of the zonal mo- enhanced convective activity. However, the near-zero
mentum. Since the East Asia local Hadley circula- time lag between the equatorial and midlatitude de-
tion is immediately related to the tropical convective velopments is still difficult to explain adequately,
activity, a short-term teleconnection between the even in view of the short time-scale implied in the
tropical and midlatitude circulations is established, modified gravity-wave speed. Another question is the
This teleconnection covers a particularly broad Ion- relative importance of baroclinic secondary circula-
gitudinal span in the equatorial latitudes where the tion due to cold advection and that of the eddy pro-
Pacific and Indian Ocean Walker cells respond di- cesses in the acceleration of the jet streak. A third
recly to the tropical convective activity, question is the significance of the apparent out-of-

The contrasts between the active and break periods phase relationship between the oscillations of the
point to the existence of distinctively different plan- East and West Asia jet- streaks, which are quite re-
etary-scale circulation regimes during the two peri- mote from each other. These questions and several
ods. The difference exists both in the mean basic other aspects of the present results, such as the vari-
state as well as the short-term variations of the cir- ation of the rotational component of the meridional
culations within each period, the latter of which are wind which is related to the upper-level trough, the
almost totally reversed. The largest contrast is in development of the 200 mb divergence center in the
midlatitudes, where the variation tendencies are Indian Ocean during break periods, as well as the
clearly opposite and the magnitudes are comparable, overall cause and effect, if any, of the various com-
It is generally believed that cold air surges are prob- ponents of the planetary scale oscillations, must be
ably a result of the enhanced higher-latitude baro- studied further with more detailed data analysis.
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A Simple Model of Atmosphere-Ocean Interaction
During El Nifio-Southern Oscillation

Recently McCreary (1982) showed that feature is the east-west asymmetry. As a con- Q(x.V.or Q0 [1 + off(o')jexp
the 2-7 year time scale in the occurrence of El sequence of the 3-to- I ratio in the theoretical I - akv 2 + (x - H(o, jx, 2)J (2)
Nifo-Southem Oscillation (ENSO) can be phase speed between the Kelvin wave and the
simulated by including the effect of air-sea lowest order Rossby wave. the eastern branch where Q- = K( - ).

coupling in the closed ocean basin. In this note of the Walker cells spans a longitudinal extent Q = C/. + / -h

we describe formulation of a simple coupled about three times larger than its western coun- and a = (Q - Q - )IQ _
model using the shallow water equations, and terpart.
an experiment to illustrate the role of atmo- For the ocean, we used a nonlinear sys- with f h dxdy
sphere-ocean interaction in generating El tern of shallow water equations (Busalacchi
Niho-like events. and O'Brien. 19801 driven by wind stress of

In the atmosphere. the distribution of the the form and ie h dxdy.
meridionally averaged zonal wind induced by X1e J

local heating was computed analytically and T = r, + r, + -r, (I) The areas of the western and eastern regions of
depicted by a streamfunction representation in the ocean are denoted by .1. and A

the x-z (zonal-vertical) plane (Gill. 1980; Lau where -r, is the observed annual and semi- respectively. K is a coupling constant, h0 is a
and Lim. 1982). To obtain the solution shown annual component of the surface wind stress, reference thermocline depth at midlatitudes. xc
in Figure 1. a linear vertical dependence was r, is the interactive component as obtained is a longitude corresponding to the dateline.
assumed for the zonal wind. The most striking from the atmospheric model and is a function and Hunr) is the Heaviside step function. We

of the thermocline depth. and -r, denotes all have made the heating function QrQ.) a
other stresses external to the coupled systems linear function of the large-scale sea surface

CONTENTS and effects not explicitly represented by ir or temperature anomaly (SSTA) longitudinal

LAU-A simple model of atmosphere- TV imeridional) gradient. Equation 12) shows that
ocean interaction during El Nin6- Observational studies (e.g.. Rasmussen the surface wind stress on the ocean switches
Southern Oscillation and Carpenter. 1982; Lau and Chan. in prepa- from the cold to warm SST regime and vice

RAMAGE-Observations of surface ration) indicate that the tropical atmosphere- versa whenever a changes sign.
wind bse ion s f uran ciae ocean circulation system exhibits a biomodal In a preliminary expenment with no
wind speed in the ocean climate climatic state corresponding to the two ex- seasonal effects (r, = 0). the ocean-almo-

DONGUY-A climatic scenario in the treme phases of ENSO. The two modes are sphere system was spun up with a uniform ex-

western Pacific associated with El represented schematically in Figure 2. Refer- ternal surface wind cr, = -5 m s- ii for R0

Nifto events ring to the sea surface temperature (SST) in days and then the wind was abruptly relaxed

MEISNER-More accurate estimates the eastern Pacific, the two modes correspond over the western part of the ocean basin to set
of El Nifloranfall anomalies in the to the cold SST for pre-EI Nino and warm SST the coupled system in the pre-EI Niiio mode.

central Pacific for El Nifio. In the coupled model the two situ- Two cases were run: one with a non-interac-

DICKEY AND VAN LEER-Obser- ations are represented by an atmospheric heat- live atmosphere (NINT. , = 0) and one with
vations and simulation'of a bottom ing distribution (Q) in the zonal (x, positive an interactive atmosphere (INT. -r, i 0) In
Ekman layer off the coast of Peru eastward) and meridional (y, positive north- the latter case. T, which was assumcd uniform

PERKINS AND SAUNDERS-Physi- ward) directions of the form across the mendional width of the ocean ba-

cal oceanographic observations in .- ROSSBY KELVIN------
the northwest tropical Atlantic

DERR. BEAN, HANSON AND
KRAUS-Preliminary repo" on
factors contributing to the mainte- Z
nace of the California stratus 3
clouds -6 -3 0 3 6 (103 Km) 9

MEETINGS X"9

NOTICE FIGURE I Lauj
The model Walker Circdation n the r: szonal- iertlr) plane ansing from a heat smrce locatzed at v 0
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wi USEL AOQ(.r > 0) actually opposes a similar initial de- Pacific is. however, more rapidly annihilated
crease in easterly wind there. This east-west in INT than in NINT because the enhanccd
asymmetry arising from the central Pacific easterly increases local upwclling. causing the
heating Qia'r > 0) may provide a clue to the thermocline to rise. As a result cit these inter-
observed continual easterly wind slackening in actions, a large pool of ssarm SSTA ior post-
the western and central Pacific during the five thermocline dcpth deviation, appears to

r* EL Moo course of ENSO and the lack of such observa- separate from (he eastern boundary and to per-
tion over the eastern Pacific. sist over the central Pacific. This is in good

In the NINT case, the reflected Rossby agreemenrt with recent observations (e gt..
wave from the eastern mcean boundary propa- Rasmusson and Carpenter. 1982). In NINT.
gates westward across the basin, reac hing the the model shows, only a weak tendency for
western boundary about eight months after the such an anomaly to develop in the central Pa-

Ionset. While in INT. the westward movement ctfic.
MARITIME DATELINE SOUTH

CONTINENT AMERICA of the Rossby wave appears to he arrested near
the central Pacific. with warm water confinu- References

FIGURE 2iLau) ally being drained away from the western Pa- Busalacchi. A. J. and J. J. O*Brient 11980) The
Schematic diagram showing the different tropical cilic due to the increased overlying westerlies. seasonal variability in a model of- the
armosphentc-ocean circulation regimes during isto The warm SSTA condition oiver the eastern tropical Pacific. iJournal f' Pincalun
extreme pihases oj ENSO. Ot-ciiiokrcphi. /0. 1 929-1 951.

sin, was obtained from the steady state zonal LOGTD 13knIGill. A. E. (19M)1) Some simple solutions for

wind distribution induced by the heatine func- 0 24 48 72 96 12.0 ha-nue rpclcruain ur
tion QfX.r..o-, defined in equation (2). Figure 3 0 H terl% Journal ofrite Roval.Weteorolo'ic al
shows the time-longitude sections of the ther- 1/,o I Siuiien-. /06. 447-462.
mocline depth at the e1ao orteNN ad 'o '''7'. Lau. K. St. (1991 Os.cilation in a simple

INT cases. Comparison ol' the mo cases equatorial climate system Journal cc) At-
shows that during the curl-, period of the %pin 200icoporlicric Sc teit e. .38. 246- 26 1.
down, the east-west thermocline Lradient isI-,H Lau. K. NI. and H. Lim i 1982) Thcrinall\
larver in INT than in NINT due to positive 30'drisen motions is. an equatorial fl-plane:
feedback from the enhanced Walker circula- Hacilc\ and Walker circulations durine
tion arising from convection concentrated near 4W %k inter monsoon. .tlcnthlv , c'citlir Re'-
the extreme western Pacific duning the spin up vieii. //. 3.16-353.
phase t~0.As a result, the intensity of the H. Lcra~ .P 92 oe ftoia
El Niflo measured by the rate oif thermocline ,/1,/b) I ocean- atmosphere interaction. .M ih
deepening at the eastern boundary follo%%ing 00 */tl1eathierReiet'i. submitted. (Also. Trot'-
the arrval of the oceanic Kelvin wave ss much wa //0<ic!Oeai-Airocisplicre Xe%%slcru'r. No
larger in INT than in NINT. For INT. by, about zoo-96-t
three months after the initial wsind relaxation. /Rasmuson. F. \M. and T. H. Carpcnter i 1 9X)1
the surface wind switches to the warm SST Variation in tropical sea ',urtace tempera-
frr>0i regimei. In this circulation regime. the tueadsrcewnfelssoiad
central Pacific convection produces increas- 2________________ %%th the Southern Osc:ation El Nifto.
ingly stronig surface westerly teasterlyi winds A'otY W1eair Revieii. I10. 35.4-384.
to the west ecast) of the forcing as the zonallyFIUE

aveaed.Th theoin depthas i h surac ins- Time-longitude sections of the variation (?(rte upper Ka-Ming Lau
creaes.Thus th deceas in he urfae est- laver thickness of the model ocean at the equator

erly wind in the western Pacific due to the ini- after an abrupt relataon of surface easteriv wind Goddard Lahorarir-t fcor
tially weakened Walker cell is further in the western Pacific wvith (a) a non-interracttce at- Atmospheric Sctence.%
enhanced. In contrast, over the eastern Pacific. mosphere tNNTi and (b) an Interactive atmosphere ,VASA,Goddoard Space Flight Center
dhe increase in surface easterly wind due to tINTi. Greenbelt. AID 201-71

Observations of Srface Wind Speed
in the Ocean Climate ta Set

Since 1861. the first year of the Ocean introduce ring the prolonged transitions modified in 1874 iGa bt. 19261 consequent
Climate Data Set (Fletcher et a/., 1982)1. three between the met Ita-b: .35 years. b-c: ;- 301 to the tnt on of double topsails about
overlapping methods of determining surface years). - . hen it was discovered ihat the sailing
winds have primarily been used: (a) the Beau- In 1806 Admiral Beauf ye a ship "dremomneter' indicated a higher force
fort Scale defined in terms of sailing ship per- scale for recording wind f sea b on when a ship was sailing against the wind as
formarice. tb) the Beaufort Scale redefined in the effect oftI on a full-rigged frigate, compared to sailing with the wind (Harding.
terms of local sea state. and (c)shipboard ane- s were determined by the speed the I ' oppen. 1885. 1897). As far as I can
moine"r. Before climatic anomalies i ship could travel with all sails set (force 2-41. discover. ustment% were ever made ito
lOS-year record can be identili it confi- the sails the ship could carry "in chase full and compensate (or t fference. which aver-
dence, we must first assess the effects of inac- by" (force 5-91. the ship being able to carry aged about half a Beaufort e division.
curacies in each method and of( discontinuities few or no sails (fore 10-12). The scale was Scott (18861 drew attention to another
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ABSTRACT

Day-to-day convective activity in the equatorial regions (10°N-10°S and 90-180°E) during December
1974 and January 1975 was estimated from NOAA satellite visible imageries using simple visual techniques.
The daily convective estimates were composited with respect to the phase of individual cold surge episodes
occurring during the two-month period. By decomposing the data into symmetric and anti-symmetric com-
oonents with respect to the equator, it was shown that eastward and westward propagating cloud clusters
had phase speeds -10 m s-' and -5 m s', respectively, and were generated near southwestern Borneo
following a cold surge onset. The strong equatorially trapped character of the eastward moving components
suggested the possibility of Kelvin wave responses. The eastward moving convective clusters interacted
strongly with westward moving disturbances which may be identified with low-order symmetric Rossby
waves originating from the western Pacific. The predominantly larger response amplitude of the symmetric
compared with that of the antisymmetric component. especially near the equator, suggested that the most
strongly trapped of these waves were likely generated from heat sources concentrated near the equator.

1. Introduction maritime continent and its large variability associated
The low-level monsoon cold air surge off the south- with strong interactions with wave features in the

east coast of China is known to have a strong influ- equatorial western Pacific, compounded with the lack
ence on the development of near-equatorial convec- of observational network in this part of the tropics.
tion over the maritime continent region of Malaysia, Information derived from satellite data has played
Borneo and Indonesia. Chang et al. (1979) showed a major role in observational studies of large-scale
that convection associated with transient westward tropical disturbances. Chang (1970) and Wallace and
propagating disturbances in the South China Sea and Chang (1972) used time-longitude sections of satel-
stationary disturbances over the western part of Bor- lite-observed brightness data to demonstrate west-
neo were significantly intensified following a cold ward propagation of tropical disturbances in the cen-
surge. Houze et al. (1981) and Johnson and Priegnitz tral and eastern Pacific. Murakami and Ho (1972),
(1981) observed that during Phase I of the Winter Gruber (1974) and Zangvil (1975) studied tropical
Monsoon Experiment (Winter-MONEX), I Decem- disturbances by applying spectral analyses to satellite
ber 1978 to 3 January 1979, convective activity over data. Recently, Murakami (1980ab) used empirical
Borneo increased during the occurrence of cold air orthogonal functions of the outgoing longwave ra-
surges. Often the influence of the monsoon surges can diative flux at the top of the atmosphere to ds the
be more far-reaching. It has been observed that the temporal variability of the large-scale winter circu-
penetrating low-level northeasterlies during a cold lation. While these studies provided valuable infor-
surge may lead to enhanced convection over the Java mation on the time and length scales of the most
Sea and may be linked to the Southern Hemisphere dominant tropical disturbances, they did not clarify
summer monsoon of Australia (Williams, 1979). the relationships of these disturbances with specific
However, the subsequent development of the en- changes in the large-scale circulation. This study is
hanced convective activity and possibly the genera- an attempt to identify from routinely available sat-
tion and propagation ofcloud clusters associated with ellite information, possible tropical wave disturbances
them still remain largely unknown. The identification associated with the northeasterly monsoon surges.
of such features will be an important step toward This work is a prelude to a more detailed study now
understanding the vagaries of the weather over the being undertaken by the author using a combination
maritime continent of monsoon Southeast Asia. Yet, of satellite and wind data from FGGE/MONEX to
to detect signals in tropical convection as a direct deduce the propagation properties as well as spatial
response to the monsoon surge is a difficult task due structure of equatorial disturbances during Winter-
to the complex nature of the convection over the MONEX.

s~3
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2. Data and analyses northern part of the South China Sea (I 5-20°N, 110-
120°E) and the pressure difference between a location

Numerical estimates of the strength of convective at 30°N, 11 5°E and Hong Kong (22°N, 116'E). Data
activity (a) associated with large-scale equatorial dis- required to construct the above time series were ob-
turbances were obtained from daily NOAA-3 mosaic tained from the Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Cen-
of visible brightness covering a two-month period ter (FNOC). Although the term "cold surge" is sug-
from I December 1974 to 31 January 1975. Attention gestive of the use of temperature as a criterion for
was focused on the area between 90-180°E and determining the occurrence of such an event, the use
10*N-10°S. Using a method similar to that of Payne of surface wind and pressure difference as a "surge
and McGarry (1977), the above area was divided into index" in this case is far better than the use of surface
2.5 x 2.50 grid squares and each was assigned a value temperature. This is because of the difficulty in trac-
for a of 1, 0, - I according to the following scheme. ing the effect of cold air advection over the open
A value of I was assigned to squares which appeared ocean as a result of air-mass modification by strong
over 80% white in the images, indicating organized air-sea interaction that takes place as soon as the cold
deep convection or the resulting cirrus canopy. continental air enters the South China Sea (Chang
Squares assigned a value of -l appeared very dark et al., 1979). Fig. I shows that there is generally a
in the imagery, indicating clear sky. For squares good correlation between the sudden increase in the
which appeared uniformly grey or which did not fit northerly wind component and the maxima in the
any of the two above categories a value of 0 was as- pressure difference between the two locations. In all,
signed. These numerical values can also be viewed there are seven distinct surge episodes occurring dur-
as a crude indicator of large-scale vertical motion with ing this period, as shown subjectively by the shaded
updraft in the organized deep convection (a = 1) and regions in Fig. 1. Each episode lasted from two to
subsidence in the clear areas (a = - 1). The cloud seven days. The time of onset, denoted by day 0 in
images we used were of sufficiently high quality for the subsequent discussion, was determined by a sud-
our purpose. Despite its subjectivity, the use of visual den increase in surface wind (10 kt in 1-2 days) cou-
techniques, which depends essentially on pattern rec- pled with a large drop in the surface pressure differ-
ognition, has been shown to be a useful tool for iden- ence between the two chosen locations. The end of
tifying convective disturbances in the tropics (Wallace each episode was marked by a recovery of the area-
and Chang, 1972). averaged surface wind to <80% of its maximum

Using the above scheme, daily values of a for each value.
grid square over the area of interest were obtained for Although there is generally large variability during
the two-month period. For the purpose of identifying the time in which individual northeasterly surges last,
disturbances that were related to the cold surges, we a feature that appears to be common to all surges is
composited the daily maps with respect to the phase .the rather abrupt increase in surface northerly wind
of each surge event. Here, the occurrence of a surge over a large part of the South China Sea within one
event was determined from time series of the area- to two days after the surge onset. Chang and Lau
averaged northerly surface wind component over the (1980) showed that convection near Borneo began to

S0
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FIG. I. Time slries of (top) ara-averaged northerly component of surface wind over
the northern part of the South China Sea (15-20N. 1 10-1200E) and (bottom) surface
presure diffirete between Hong Kong (220N. I 16E) and a location at 30"N. 11 5E.
Shaded moons denote "cold surge" periods as defined in the text.
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ION - the entire region indicates that the sky was, on the
average, cloudy everywhere during this period. Strong
convective activity is found over two broad regions:

IOS - one centered over Borneo and the Java Sea and the
9%E IME Is*E IE other covering New Guinea and the equatorial west-

FG. 2. Averaged convective estimates a over all the surge pe- ern Pacific up to 165°E, with two local maxima lo-
nods. In a scale from - I to I, a indicates conditions ranging from cated on opposite sides of the central New Guinea
clear Sky to highly organized convection. Contour intervals are mountain range. It is important to note that although
in units of 0.2. Areas where & exceeds 0.4 are shaded. two broad maxima appear on the mean maps, it is

not necessarily to be construed that they appeared
intensify typically within two days after the cold surge simultaneously at any given time. From inspection
onset. This suggests that the triggering of increased of the daily satellite pictures and the analyses shown
equatorial convection occurs shortly after the onset, later, it was found that the distribution of convective
perhaps associated with fast gravity wave-like re- activity within these preferred regions appeared to be
sponse to midlatitude forcing (Lim and Chang, 1981). inversely related.
What determines whether a surge will sustain, appears
to depend on the degree of subsequent feedback be- b. Cold surge response
tween the midlatitude wave disturbance that insti- Fig. 3 shows a composite map of the anomalous
gates the cold surge and the surge-induced tropical convection a' (=a - &) in a chronological sequence
convection. Such feedback process is, however, highly starting from Day 0. The main features of these maps
variable and is influenced strongly by the large-scale are:
circulation. As a result, the time for the northeasterly
wind over the South China Sea to attain its maximum 1N
and the time during which an individual surge lasts _ _ _ _ _

vary considerably from case to case. Because of these 0 DAY 0
variations, the use of the so-called superposed-epoch Ios ' . "m K - - a
method for compositing (where different phases of an
event are identified and the same phase averaged for ION
different cases) is not expected to yield the best results. 0 DAY 1

Here, we adopt the following simple procedure. A
composite picture of convective activity associated l
with the northeasterly surges was obtained by aver- _ON

aging the value of a for each grid square starting from 1ON
Day 0 to Day 6 for each event. When a surge did not 0 ( DAY 2
last over the specified day, the averaging was done l k
only for those which only lasted up to or longer than 1

the specified day. Thus all seven surges contributed ION

to the Day-0 average, but only three cases comprised
the Day-6 average. The data for each day period were 0 DAY 3

then spatially averaged by a Laplacian diffusive filter
to remove small-scale features due to isolated cloud lOs

fluctuations. Because the composite for the late stage i0N

of the surge is contributed to only by the prolonged
events and because of the generally weaker signal-to- 0 DAY 4

noise ratio during the late stage of the surge, the re- 0sc
liability of the results is expected to diminish as the
lag time increases (see Section 4).

3. Results DAY s

a. Mean conditions ict

Fig. 2 shows the mean level of convective activity l0N

(i) over all the surge periods (shaded region in Fig. C)
1). As is apparent in Fig. 1, cold surges occurred al- 0DAY 6

most continuously over the entire period so that the OsI '

distribution' shown in Fig. 2 was almost identical to 90E 120 150E IGOE

the two-month mean. In a scale from -1 to + I, & FIG. 3. Composite sequence of the anomalous convection a'
indicates conditions ranging from clear sky to highly (-=, - &) during a typical monsoon surge event. Contours are in
organized convection. The positive value of & over units of 0.1 with positive values shaded.

It7
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SYM.. z. itudes in the Northern and Southern Hemispheresji

equidistant from the equator. The effectiveness of
2- such decomposition for wind data in separating east-

* ~ward and westward traveling tropical disturbances
have been demonstrated by Yanai and Murakami

- -,(1970) and Zangvil and Yanai (1980). Since a can
6- be regarded as an indicator of the divergence/con-

m IE I,,E lam vergence associated with large-scale disturbances, it
was felt that the same procedure applied to our data

A. nI14MMR .awill also be useful for identifying tropical disturbances
o Qj ' I'.' - in terms of basic equatorial wave modes (Matsuno,

1966). Figs. 4a-d show the composite time-longitude
sections of the symmetric and antisymmetric com-
ponents for different latitude bands. The most prom-
inent feature that emerges is the existence, in the sym-

. _ _ _ metric component near the equator (Fig. 4a), of both
9M IZE IME IE eastward and westward propagating components

. aaway from the Borneo source region at Day I of the
aFG. 4a. Composte time-longitude section of the symmetric and surge. The average speed of the eastward movement
answmmemc components of a' for the latitude bend O-2"" is -0 m s- I and that of the westward component

1) Starting at Day I into the surge period, the level 5 m s'. It is also seen from Fig. 4a that the eastward

of convection in the area between 105-1400 E and propagating cloud clusters appear to intensify when
of N con enhaned in paricular, twe e c05- vecin they encounter westward moving disturbances from
5°S-5°N is enhanced; in particular, the convection the region near New Guinea and the equatorial west-
over Borneo shows strong development. em Pacific. Near the equator, the antisymmetric corn-

2) Contemporaneous with the increased Borneo ponent also shows an eastward movement with speed
convection at Day I, convection over northern New 8 ms-' but its amplitude, in contrast to the symmetric
Guinea appears to be much weakened; this situation mode, is much smaller. At the 2.5-5o latitude zone
is reversed on Days 2 and g. t (Fig. 4b), the symmetric mode tends to be somewhat

3) At later stages of the surge, the major onvective stationary, although some eastward moving compo-
activity appears to separate from the source region nent can be detected at later stages. Westward prop-
described in 1), becoming more developed in the vi- agation in the antisymmetric components at these
cinity and westward of peninsular Malaysia and in latitudes, though not very well defined, can also be
the eastern regions near the date line. discerned. However, the significance in this compo-

In general, as shown in Fig. 3, the variation in nent, as shown later, is very low. Further away from
convective activity which is associated with upward the equator (Figs. 4c, d) the westward propagating
motion and hence divergence/convergence of the tendencies of both the symmetric and antisymmetric
large scale flow, is rather complex. Individual cloud
clusters appear to amplify and decay as the centers SYMME'C 2S.-3?

of the convective pattern move away from the source 0- L. . ,. /
region between 105-1400E and 5OS-5*N. Conceiv-
ably, in the patterns shown, both eastward and west-
ward propagating components as well as temporal
vacillation of stationary components can be present.
However, it is not at once apparent without further .
analyses how each of these components contributes
to the overall pattern.

c. Symmetric and antsymmetric modes *AiSYMMETM zR -I

To assess the relative roles of the variouspoa- O.
gating components, we divided the above data into
a symmetric (a+) part and an antisymmetric (e-) part
with zeppect to the equator. 4f

a+ W a +a

r- t c, - a OD d t rIt d-
where the subscripts N and S date respectively 14t- Fo. 4. As in lF. 4a. e pt for th latitud ban 2.5-5 ° .

[k _ 6
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SYVAcT metric components contribute by far the major share
N to the amplitude of the observed convection. There

is a rather dramatic increase in the overall level of
convective activity within the entire region repre-

4 - sented by a near-doubling of total cloud brightness
during the surge period compared with that at the

__ start (Day 0). The variations within each latitude
9 IBM band appear more complex. For the equatorial band

0-2.5*, the most intense convection is reached at Day
_____________C V_..7.r 3, although the immediate response to the surge as

0 shown earlier is found at Day I near the longitude
of western Borneo. The delayed response is a result

2-2 of the re-intensification of the eastward moving cloud
4 cluster as it encounters westward moving distur-*- -,,f>- bances between 125 to 150 0 E (Fig. 4a). The maxima

for the 2.5-5* band and the first peak for the 5-7.5 °

band, both at Day 2, are related to westward prop-
1201 IS Msm agating Rossby-wave-type response directly induced

.. FIo. 4C. As in Fig, 4a, except for the latitud bmn 5-7.5". by the cold surge. The second peak for the 5-7.50
band at Day 4 and the delayed maximum at Day 5

modes are increasingly obvious. The speeds are es- for the 7.5-10 ° band is probably related to intensi-
timated at 8 m s-' for the symmetric and antisym-
metric modes, respectively. The westward propagat-
ing disturbances found at the higher latitude bands
appear to originate from the western Pacific as rather
periodic wave disturbances with periods of 4-5 days.
The convective activities associated with these dis-
turbances are also seen to be somewhat enhanced as 50 /RAE
they traverse the monsoon maritime continental re- AVERAGED
gions between 105 and 140*E. 

100S - lCPN

The contribution by the symmetric and antisym-
metric components to the overall level of convection X 0 -z.5
within a 100 latitude belt bounded by 90 and 1800E W 20
are shown in Fig. 5 together with the total area-av- L 0 Z5 -50
eragd contribution within the chosen region. A value A 5 43
of 100 in the brightness data shown will correspond S a 7.5-100
to a - I for all the grid squares within the latitude cc
band shown. It is not difficult to see that the sym-

SYMEUC7VP 10- 05

0- SYMMETRIC

-. P-

in ' 12 E s ANTI-SYMMETRIC
ANTSMMETN 7V - U

S- ' Fi. 5. Variation of total are-avealed cloud brighjtm within
the elon bounde by 10*N-10OS and 90- 80*E togther with[" nrbutioG by latitude ofd t metri and anwinetrc com-

e31 INE lam ponenti A numerical value of 100 in the brhneim sale shown
consponds to a - I in an d sqeuas within the latitude bond

Pta. 4& As in i. 4a, exceopt for the latitude band! 7.S-100. shown.
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FIG. 6. Averaged signal-to-noise ratio distribution over Days 0-7. Shaded areas
denote values of S ;P I. indicating more reliable composite values.

fication by the prolonged cold surges ofeasterly waves SN was obtained by averaging for N = 0 to 6. The
originating from the western Pacific as they traverse computed result for the mean signal-to-noise ratio is
the winter monsoon region. shown in Fig. 6, with areas exceeding I (shaded) in-

dicating more reliable composite values. It can be
4. Statistical sigflicance seen that there are considerable geographical varia-

Since the foregoing results are based on a small tions in the significance of the composites. In general,
sample of data, the statistical significance of our com- two broad areas, one over Borneo and Malaysia and
posites is not expected to be very high. To ensure that one over New Guinea show acceptable significance
these results are nevertheless meaningful, a number (S > 1). Whereas, eastward of 160°E over a large area
of tests were made to evaluate the reliability of our in the western Pacific and the oceanic area between
procedures. 120-140°E, the ratio falls below 1.

The significance of the composites was determined Fig. 7 shows the spatially averaged values of S over
by computing the signal-to-noise ratio (S) for each selected regions as a function of the category days N.
grid-point and each category Day N (N = 0-6) as Each region consists of a 100 X 10° square domain

centered over Borneo, New Guinea and the equato-

SN= a ) (3) rial western Pacific near the dateline. It is not difficult
0(0 - 'N) to observe that while the overall significance obtained

where by averaging all the grid points falls below the S
= I level by Day 4, those over Borneo and New

A. ( _ ),/2 Guinea remain above the significance level up to Dayofa - e') =  ('- v) (4) 6 and Day 5, respectively, and that over the western

Pacific is always below the S = I level. Thus, these
is the standard deviation of the Day-N anomalous regional variations in significance appear to depend
convection (a') with respect to the category mean on the distance away from the Borneo source region,
(06). Here, JN is the number of samples in the Day and are also a strong function of the local topography.
N composite. As an overall measure of the reliability The low signal-to-noise ratio eastward of 160°E also
of the composite over the entire period, the mean of suggests that any signal in the convection that is re-

lated to the cold surge is probably too weak or absent
over the western Pacific, where strong variability is
likely to be dominated by convective activity not nec-
essarily correlated with the cold surges over southeast

X overalla o re Asia. Interestingly, the inverse relationship betweenNe Gui..a the convection over Borneo and New Guinea as
1.4 es wtern PacifIc noted in the previous section is also evident in the

kC3 ow Ginea corresponding time series.
Another important feature exhibited by all four

SN 1.0 S=1 curves in Fig. 7 is the apparent decrease in the sig-
nificance of the composite as the category day in-
creases. At a first glance, this would not be surprising
because the direct influence, if any, of the northeast-

0.6 erly cold surge on equatorial convection is expected
to be strongest near the time of the local maximum
northeasterly wind intrusion during the onset stage

0.2 of the cold surge. As the lag time increases, transient
features not- related to the cold surge may become

0 2 4 , important and eventually wipe out the initial signal.
However, this interpretation may not be entirely sat-

DAYS -o factory because the significance of the composite
FI. 7. Aveaed igal-to-moise mado (SN) as &a hcto. of cat after Day 4 is also affected by the increased sampling

eM date aumbar ov actd geoaph error due to the smaller size of the sample used.
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* Similar procedures were applied to the symmetric
and antisymmetric component of the anomalous 1.8-
convection. Fig. 8 shows the decomposition of the

= signal-to-noise ratio by latitude for each component. SYMMETRIC
* The significance of the symmetric component is well 1.4-

above the acceptable level throughout the entire pe-
riod, while that of the antisymmetric component is
only marginal, with the largest relative signal (S 1.o S=1

1.2) occurring at the latitude bands 0-2.5 and
7.5-100 at Day 2-3. The modal decomposition there-
fore separates out the "signal" from the "noise" with X 0-2.5.

strong signal only in the symmetric mode. This result 02-.5-

is also consistent with the much larger amplitude in 1.4 c is-0.
the symmetric compared to antisymmetric compo-
nent as noted earlier. Our results should therefore be
emphasized on the symmetric components. In sum- 1.0 szl
mary, it can be concluded that the composites used
in this study are reasonably adequate for describing
the gross features of the response of low-latitude con- 0.6
vection to northeasterly cold surges, especially the ANTISYMMETRIC

meridionally symmetric component of the response.," 0.2 -

5. Interpretations I I

0 2 4 6
In a series of recent theoretical studies related to

this work, Lim and Chang (1981) and Lau and Lim DAYS-
(1982) showed that equatorial disturbances can be FIG. 8. As in Ftg. 7, except for the symmetric and antisymmetric
triggered by adjustments of the various wave modes modes averae over latitude bands.
to large initial imbalances produced by forcing re-
mote from the equator. Among the mixture of waves component, especially near the equator, where our
generated, only the gravest of the Rossby. Kelvin and significance tests showed the composites are reason-
mixed modes have significant amplitudes at the equa- ably reliable. Such dominance implies that the direct
tor. In view of their studies, we venture the following source of these disturbances must also be somewhat
rather speculative interpretation of our results. The symmetric with respect to the equator (Lau and Lim,
eastward-moving pattern confined between 0-2.50 1982). The analyses therefore suggest that these waves
observed in our convective estimates, suggests very are generated from enhanced heat sources concen-
strongly the presence of a Kelvin-type response. The trated near the equator. The mechanism(s) which lead
phase speed of 10 m s-' agrees well with the prelim- to the enhancement of equatorial convection by low-
inary findings of Williams (1979) using Winter- level monsoon surges are not very well understood.

MONEX data. The westward moving component Lau and Lim (1982) suggested that they may be re-
away from the Borneo source region is probably lated to the changes in low-level convergence/diver-
linked to the gravest symmetric Rossby wave (n = 1). gence during the initial adjustment of the large-scale
This wave moves much slower (5 m s-') than its east- wind field to the monsoon air burst off the southeast
ward counterpart. (Theoretically the inviscid large- China coast. The increased latent heat released then
scale n - I Rossby wave moves with a speed ap- sets off travelling waves away from the source region.
proximately one-third that of the Kelvin wave.) Away The Kelvin wave excited interacts strongly with east-
from the equator, the westward moving symmetric erly waves originating from the western Pacific, re-
components are likely to be related to higher-order suiting in an overall increase of convective activities
Romby modes which have their origis in the western in the equatorial belt between 110 and I 806E. While
Pacific. In the antisymmetric mode, only the eastward a strong equatorial heat source is implied by the pre-
propapting signal near the equator is statistically sig- dominantly symmetric response near the equator, the
nificant. They can likely be identified with mixed presence, on the other hand, at the equator of non-
Rouby-gravity (n - 0) wave types. Their slower prop- vanishing antisymmetric modes which have maxi-
agating speed of 8 m s-' compared with that of the mum convergence away from the equator cannot be
Kelvin wave (10 m s- ) is also consistent with that due to symmetric heat sources. This sugest two pos-
predicted by equatorial wave theory (Matsuno, 1966). sibilities: I) the antisymmetric modes arise locally
An interesting feature in the time-latitude sections from slightly asymmetric distribution of the heat
shown is the predominantly larger amplitude of the sources and 2) the mechanism of equatoria wave gen-
symmetric compared with that of the antisymmetric eration by remote lateral foming (Lim and Chang.
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tan e downstream. No large-scale circulation tion of SST anomalies documented by interaction as a propagator of equatorial
induced wind stress changes are included. Rasmusson and Carpenter (1982) may be asso- ocean surface temperature anomalies.

Recently. this analysis was ex ked to ciated with diabaticallv forced mixed layer Journal of Phvsical Oceanographs. 13,
include the effects of rotation via the emto- changes. and not only with thermocline oscil- in press.
ria beta-plane (Hanson. 1983). The two Co ,lations as implied by the firs mode models McCreary, J. P. 1981) A linear stratified
ponies of the upper ocean heat content. q. N which do not consider the SST explicitly. A ocean model of the Equatorial Undercur-
must be considered separately. The thermody- her result of the analysis is that the group rent. Ph sophical Transactions of the
namic equation must also be included in the s associated with energy propagation are Roya ocier" of London, A298. 603-
model because the sea-air heat flux depends on even enhanced. " 6
the SST. not on the heat content. The continu- This s it note is descriptive rather than M D. W. and S. G. H. Philander (1977)
ity and thermodynamic equations are coupled analytic: mathe ical details may be found in Modeling of the tropical oceanic circula-
by the entrainment rate. In the momentum Kraus and Hanson 83) and Hanson 1983). lion. In: The Sea. Ideas and Obsrnattons
equations. the pressure terms (-q, and l,.) de- Our purpose here is to ore the need fo on Progress in the Study of the Seas. 6.
pend on both the perturbation mixed layer measuring the upper oce mal struc E. D. Goldberg. I. N. McCave. J. J.
depth and the SST. Thus. the upper ocean heat which shows both SST and mi laye epth. O'Bnen and J. H. Steele. editors. Wiley-
content depends both on the surface layer in order to understand the evolutt tropical Interscience. New York. 319-361.
depd and the SST. Pacific SST anomalies. Rasmusson. E. M. and T. H. Carpenter (1982)

This problem can be formulated in terms Variations in tropical sea-surface temper-
of equatorial beta-plane theory. but only for a References ature and wind fields associated with the
single baroclinic mode. when the equivalent Busalacchi. A. J. and . O'Brien 11980) The Southern Oscillation/El Nifio. Monthly
depth is defined as a (complex) function of the seasonal van ity in a model of the WeatherReview. 110. 354-384.
feedback associated with the air-sea heat ex- tropical P ific. Journal of PhYsical Webst RP J. (1981) Mechanisms determin-
change. Two interesting results emerge. First. Oceano ah. 10. 1929-195 1. ing t atmospheric response to sea sur-
downwind (upwind) propagating wave speeds Hanson. . P. (1983) Equatorial waves in the face tem rature anomalies, Journal o
are enhanced irctarded) by the heat exchange p sence of sea-air heat exchange. Jour- the Atmospheric Sciences. 38. 554-571
mechanism described previously (Figure Ii. nal of Phi sical Oeanography. submit-
Second. the lowest order Rossby waves of the ted. Howard P. Hanson
third baroclinic mode associated with the Hoskins. B. J. and D. J. Karolv (1981) The Eric B. Kraus
mixed layer, when added to the mean surface steady linear response of a spherical at- Cooperative Institute for Research in
current speed. exhibit phase speeds which mosphere to thermal and orographic forc- Environmental Sciences
mimic the first baroclinic mode speeds of ing. Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences. Universi) of Colorado
about 0.8 m s '. This unexpected and gratify- 38. 1241-1259. Campus Box 449
ing result suggests that the westward propaga- Kraus. E. B. and H. P. Hanson (1983) Air-sea Boulder. CO 80309

A Model of Atmosphere-Ocean Coupling in El Nifio

It has been suggested that the El Nifto can the mechanisms which determine the atmo- V(U 4

be thought of as the normal mode response of spheric and oceanic aspects of El Nifio and F p,1 CV
the ocean basin to changes in the surface wind how they interact with each other. p0( H + ho)
stress associated with a sudden slackening of The model describes the first internal p,,V'%-
the trade wind field following a prolonged pe- mode of the atmosphere and ocean using the and F p11 H + h

rinod of anomalously strong trades (Wyrtki. shallow water equations. The equations are
1975). This concept has been verified to some linearized about a motionless basic state in the where h. is the ocean mixed layer depth a-
extent by observational and numerical studies ocean and a geostrophically balanced state of nomaly. H is the mean mixed layer depth. U is
(Barnett. 1977; Hurlburt et al.. 1976). In addi- solid zonal rotation in the atmosphere. The at- the mean zonal wind. and u, and v, are the
tion to its oceanic features, an El Nifio event mospheric equations are solved globally: the components of the atmospheric wind perturba-
has manifestations in the atmosphere. presum- oceanic equations are solved in a closed rec- tion at the surface. Pa is the air density. p,, is
ably due to the redistribution of ocean heat tangular basin extending from 150°E to 80*W the water density. V* is a typical low level
sources. The atmospheric response to El Nifio and from 15°S to 15°N. representing the equa- wind speed and Cn is the drag coefficient.,
includes a modification of the normal Walker tonal Pacific Ocean. The nature of the heating term. Q. is cen-
and Hadley circulations land hence the distn- The oceanic momentum equations in- tral to the operation of the model. It completes
bution of convective rainfall in the tropics) as elude terms which represent the surface wind the feedback loop and determines how the
well as possible teleconnections to middle lati- stress. The atmospheric continuity equation ocean dnves the atmosphere. Conceptually. Q
udes lRasmusson and Carpenter. 1982). includes. a source term which represents heat- may be thought of as a product of two pans.
Since vanations in the equatorial wind field ing in the atmosphere. These terms control the Q0, which depends on the state of the atmo-
can modify the ocean response. the system is interaction between the atmosphere and the sphere. and Q,,. which depends on the state of
tightly coupled. making causal relationships ocean. In this respect the coupling is conceptu- the ocean. Q. reflects the large scale stability
difficult to assess. This note describes a dy- ally the same as that employed by Lau (1981). and vertical motion field of the atmosphere. It
namically very simple. but fully coupled The specification and interpretation of the is undoubtedly important. but is treated as a
model of the atmosphere-ocean system. Some forcing terms is different. however, constant here for simplicity. Q,, depends
simple experiments we described, which use The wind stress terms are specified con- mostly on the sea surface temperature (SST)
the model to gain some physical insight into ventionally: which in turn is controlled by such physical
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mechanisms as horizontal advection. vertical sponse of the model, as characterized by t-,. is (S
advection (upwelling). mixing. air-sea ex- also unrepreentative of El Nifto observations.
change. and net radiation. At all irmes there is upward motion at about

The effect of upwelling on SST may he 170*W and more intense downward motion
(very roughly) parameterized in terms of h. near 900W The intensity ot this circulation
the mixed layer depth anomaly. so that Q, wanes as the system relaxes, but there is no -

alt,,. Thus. with a shallow mixed layer ih,,<Oi eastward shift of the axis of upward motion.
we expect upwelling from below the thermo- Thus it is apparent that a simple linear coo- i t -

cline and therefore low SST. Conversely. a piing between mixed layer depth and atmo- - ,&c4' -- E ._ .,, i
deep mixed layer corresponds to higher SST. spheric heating is not capable of producing an . -
This is the approach taken by Lau 11911. El Nibo-like response within the context of -
1982) and McCreary (1982) who used ocean this simple model.
models very similar to this. but prescribed the In order to generate an El Nitbo-like re-
state of the atmosphere (specifically. the sur- sponse. the assumption that SST is propor- -".
face wind stress) in terms of h,,. In the present tionai to h. was abandoned. Instead. the SST
model. the predicted distribution of It, is used was computed using a uimple advective equa- (C)

to force the atmosphere explicitly, rather than tzon
to choose between two predetermined atmo- .-.
spheric states. SST I STI I -

The modeling approach is similar to that '1 - ell EiSSTi .0-1
of several other El Nifio studies tHurlburt er .o0. .1 - ,'. '. go.

al.. 1976). The ocean was initialized at rest where rS(T)hox is a prescribed gradient of
and the atmosphere was initialized with solid SST across the ocean basin and u, is the per- Tune-h'nauide irois e 'ti ,,f at ,ated eujer
easterly zonal rotation with magnitude 0.5 m turbation zonal current in the mixed layer. depth an,,nal. , i SST a,,,natl and 1, 1 teri ,
s-I at the equator. (The value of 0.5 m s- (SST)/it.r was taken to be uniform. corre- m,,,n u anomaul (it fhe equilaor 11tlh a mmipheri
was chosen to be consistent with the magni- sponding to a IoCK temperature difference heating proporrional to SST anomahl
tude of the first empirical orthogonal function across the entire ccan basin. E is an exchange
of the interannual trade wind vanation deter- coefficient with a time scale E SO0 days.
mined by Barnett 11977)). The coupled system With this s% stem. the ocean currents are - appearance of a positive SST anomaly at the
achieved a quasi-steady state after about 200 mined by shallow water equation dnamics. eastern boundary ot the ocean.

days of integration. At day 240 the solid zonal These currents subsequently determine the r t ape a in t eaern a can
rotation was turned off and the model was al- SST distribution through rents appeared in the eastern Pacific Ocean.

lowed to relax. Figure I shows the time-longi- The results of this model are shown in signalling the end of increasing SST in that re-
rde series for the ocean mixed layer depth Figure 2. The model was spun up for 120 days gion. and a decrease in atmospheric convec-

tion. The SST at 80'N%' returned to normalanomaly. h,,. and vertical motions in the atmo- and then allowed to relax. Examination of the a tonThS ae the re arne o a
sphere. %;. As expected. the SST ipropor- results shows that during the spin up stage the a o ml t months aer.tionl toh,, fel inthe astrn Pcifc Ocanarm anomaly there. About 2-3 months later.
tional to h,, fell in the eastern Pacific Ocean h,, anomaly was positive in the western part of the SST in the central Pacific also returned to
during the spin up time and rose following the the ocean and negative in the east. as in the normal. The atmosphere responded to the re-
relaxation of the strong trades. However. this previous case. However, the equatorial cur- turn to normal forcing by relaxing toward a
event cannot qualify as an El Nifio became the rents associated with the oceanic Kelvin wave z "
SST anomaly remained negative everywhere during spin up produced a weak negative SST zero anomaly field itself.
east of 125W even as the system reestablished anomaly across the entire ocean basin. In the Baed on these results it would appear
a quasi-steady state about one year after the re- atmosphere there was a broad region of anom- the it es argely ot lldba
laxaion of the trades. The atmospheric re- alous descent over the ocean basin. This was progression of eastward propagating Kef'in

accompanied by enhanced surface easterlies so waves throughadvecton The SST field deter-

that the SST-driven atmospheric circulation
to) - tended to reinforce the surface wind stress mined in this way acts as a heat source to the

Swhich generated the SST anomaly in the first atmosphere. The resultin atmospherc ctrcu-
8-------------, "Z: place. Conditions at day 120 roughly cors- a the oceancforiing thesu.

1" "- pond to the pre-EI Nifo conditions by the surface wind stress.
Rasmusson and c nitinsr eor g To determine the importance of this feed-

istAo the Carpenter (1982). Following back. the model was run with
the relaxation of the zonal wind forcing, the P .DV . U

_ _ __ equatorial ocean current and therefore SST ad- F = - and F = 0
b) vection changed sign in the eastern part of the p0 (H + h 0)

jiii',- +ocean. resulting in a region of positive SST Thus. dui ng the pin up. the oca w0t soli

,This positive SST anomaly led to enhancd taion of the atmoisphere. A day 120 the olidl) /I ,convection over the ocean accompanied by a- zonal rotation was removed and thereafter the
]00 186q nomalous surface westerlies from 125W state of the ocean was determined by internal-- o , O' 'o G , - ' m. ', across the dateline to 1259E and anom alous dynam ics alone. There was no external fore-

FIGURE I tRenntckl surface easterlies elsewhere. This weakened ing. Companison with the fully interactive case
Timel-ongiUnade cross sections o (a) MI.Ted laver Walker circulation is consistent with observa- shows that the results are qualitatively similar
depth~ dalvntilv and il vertical mifoti onal ali~ f h
the equaor with andosp hec hearing proi"oihinal tions of the atmosphere during El Nino events. but with two important differences. The mag-
to marev laver anoinal-. Negative antianwl.afs ar" The peak of the model El Nido was reached at nitudes of the anomaly fields are greater and
dashed. Units are arbiirarv. about day 300. or about 5 months after the first the time scales are about 109- longer in the
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fully interactive case. This is consistent with table shortcoming of the model as its lailure to mospheric Scences. 3t. 24X-261
the sense of the feedback. The induced atmo- reproduce the exact structure of the SST a- Lau. K. M (19821 A simple model of atmo-
spheric circulation reintorces the easterly wind nomaly pattern and its evolution with tame, sphere-ocean interaction durini El Nino
stress during the spin up. intensifying the Kel- Neither the initial positive anomaly near the Southern Oscillation. Tropical Ocean-At-
vin wave. During the relaxation phase. the in- dateline nor the local maximum anomaly near mosphere Newtsletter. No. 13. 1-2.
duced atmospheric anomaly over most of the the South American coast during the peak pe- McCreary. J. P. ( 1982) A linear model of
ocean is westerly, again providing positive riod of the event is present in the model re- tropical ocean-atmosphere coupling.
feedback to the ocean currents. strengthening suits. However. it is speculated that further re- Tropical Ocean-Atmosphere Newsletter.
them and prolonging the time during which finement of the SST equationiand inclusion of No. 9.6-7
they can act on the mean SST gradient to pro- Q,) may lead to better simulation of these fea- Rasmusson. E. M. and T. M. Carpenter
duce the atmospheric forcing. tures while at the same time contributing to (1982) Variations an tropical sea surface

While the model results clearly do not re- our understanding of the physical mechanisms temperature and surface wind fields asso-
produce the entire scenario of an El Nino which produce them. ciated with the Southern OscillationiEl
event, they do provide a convenient frame- Niflo. Monthly Weather Review. /10.
work for a mechanistic understanding of the References 354-384.
phenomenon. The westward progression of Barnett. T. P. t1977) An attempt to venfy Wyrtki. K. 1 975) El Nifio-the dynamic re-
the warm SST anomaly from the coast of some theories of El Nifio. Journal ,4 sponse of the equatorial Pacifc Ocean to
South America to the central Pacific is repro- Physical Oceanography. 7. 633-647. atmospheric forcing. Journal ql Phixsical
duced. as is the general response of the Walker Hurlburt. H. E.. J. C. Kindle and J. J. Oceanoeraphy. 5.572-584.
circulation. It should be noted that the model O'Brien (1976) A numerical simulation
does not have a natural internal oscillation of the onset of El Nifho. Journal ot Physt- Mary Alice Rennick
time scale. The event is triggered by an exter- cal OceanographA. 6. 621-631. Department of'Meteorolog
nal relaxation of the trades (presumably Lau. K. M. (1981) Oscillations in a simple Nat'al Posteraduate School
caused by mid-latitude events). The most n6- equatorial climate system. Journal of At- Aonerer. C.A 9394

The Reflection of Equatorial Waves from Oceanic Boundaries

Over the last several years. theoretically poleward propagating Kelvin waves) for the to for the eastward current velocity as the
predicted equatorial wave motions have been ran 0I -(1 I _I 2 < W 11 ( I<\,2) stward current velocity for the incoming
observed (e.g.. Wunsch and Gill. 1976). De- where westward group velocity equatorial Kelvin wave. The result
pending on frequency and wave type. the en- waves exi As uw decreases from I - I,
ergy of equatorial waves can travel eastward V2) toward ro, more westward propa lim Rita) = I
or westward. Eventually the waves strike gating quaronaI lanetary waves beco c ,0
oceanic boundaries and reflect. Recently re- available for reflectio d the reflectivity o-
ported results along the coasts of North and notonically increases. The onotonic i rease indicated in Figure I is due to the absence of
South America (e.g.. Smith. 1978: Enfield is sharpest when low-numbere d e atonal poleward propagating Kelvin waves on a
and Allen. 1980: Chelton. 1980) and in the planetary wave modes (1. . me avail- plane at the low frequency limit.
Gulf of Guinea (Picaut. 1982) suggest that able for reflection. This is not su st since When w < (I - I,\X2). Figure I
much of the oceanic variability along these these wave modes have the s e sym shows that Rtwl also increases monotonically
eastern oceanic boundaries is of equatorial or- and similar scales north and s th of the equa- with w. a sharp increase occumng at w = (I
gin. + I/V 2) when the first meridional mode

Despite the importance of equatorial '-.0 2 eq torial inertia gravity wave becomes avail-
wave reflection, fundamental questions remain o.. *'- able f flection. In fact. Figure I shows that
unanswered. For example. when an equatorial 3. , 00. almost tot flection is possible with just this
wave of frequency w and eastward group ye- . / m =mode. result

locity strikes an eastern oceanic boundary. 02

how much of the energy of the incoming wave I. .. R I.. .... lirR =I
is transmitted poleward along the boundary as W
coastal Kelvin waves? FIGURE I iClarke

Detailed descriptions of various equato- The snerg f reffion ( o a e suggested by the curves in Figur .is due to
nal waves striking meridional eastern and rial Ket, ware reflecting frpm an eaiern mrridio- the physical fact that at high freque es. the
western boundaries are given elsewhere nal bo nar The graphs intersect the w ari. at w incoming wave is negligibly affected by ta-
lClarle. 19821. As an example. energy flux = V - I \'2 and w = it - I \2;. the tion and is totally reflected as an intern
reflection coefficients for an equatorial Kelvin frewuencies correspondti, to the heghest frequenc gravity wave. This internal gravity wave is ac-
wave striking an eastern mendional boundary fr equatorial planetar% iate mode and the lowest tually the m = I mode. since at large w the m
are presented as a function of frequency tFig- frequency for inertia grain wave modes. for if - = I mode has the same eastward current ve-
we 1). The frequency has been. non-dimen- I/'It 2c w<l +I % 2i. no waoet with t locaty structure as the incoming equatorial
sionalized by V... where c is the Ion ward group velocity awa% from the boundary exist Kelvin wave.

and Ritu - 0. For ease of plontng. the up arts is
wave phase speed associated with the nth ver- broken between ew 0.3 and w - 1.7 The arrows In addition to energy flux reflection esti-
tical mode and 0 is the northward gradient of and associated numbert point r, the frequenc when mates, analytic theory can be used to estimate
the Coriolis parameer. Note the general trend that number mode eplanetarm or inertia grat'tI be- currents and pressure fields near ion-merndio-
of lugh reflectlivty at very low and high fre- comes aralable for reflection #u , fim -+ 1)12) - nal eastern oceanic boundaries. If there is ef-
quenacies and zero reflectivity total absorption im,.21 or (m - 1i2r * ,m,2i' . respeclv,. fectively no wind forcing near the boundary.
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ABSTRACr

Satellite-inferred short-ram climate variability and atmospheric telconnections arm studied usingsen
yw (1974-81) of Outgoing Lonawave Radiation (OLR) dama frmn NOAA polar orbiters. This study utilizes
composite. partmton-of-variance: and multiple correlation techniques to investigate the simultaneous relationshaip
in OLR fluctuation hi-ween remotely separated regions of the globe.

Results show that two dominant modes of variation are present io the monthly anomalous OLR time series
fluctuation in the troics They are 1) variations of 2-3 month time scae associated with quasi-stationary
fluctuation in the Walker Circulation and 2) an abrupt shift in the mean level of fluctuation related to the
Southern Oscillation. The distribution of diabstic beat sources and sinks appears to exhibit a dipole-like
oscillation that alternates between dry and wet periods over the equatorial central Pacific region and the
maritime continent of Indonesia. The wet period is characteiized by strong convection over the equatorial
central Pacific, an eatwardl migration of the South Pacific convergence zone and an equatorial migration of
the rTCZ over the central and eastern Pacific. resulting in considerable shrinkage of the eastern Pacific dry
zone The dry period corrsponds to intense convection over the maritme continent and an extensive eastern
Pacific dry zone. Whileone major transition from dry to wet conditions is believed to occur from March 1976
to December 1977 associated with the 1975-76 El Niflo. minor transitions between the two periods also occur
frequently in the time scale of 2-3 months.

The major significant teleconnections using the equatorial central Pacific OLR fluctuation as reference ame
(identified! by key graphical areas, with the sneof the correlation denoted by the signs in parentheses):

(4-) H-

Tropics: equatorial central Pacific martiune continent
East Afica. Australia

northeas BraZil
Exirsiapaca western North Atlantic Hawaii

Siberia South Pacific dry
zone

It is sugsted that the &ry period over the equatorial central Patfic corresponds dynamically to auger
sonal teleconneions by equalouiallytrappd 'Kelvin and low-avder Rosaby-type responie, and the wet periods.
to suonser dowetream meridional UIscomnection characieristic of ederma[ higher-atier Rosby-wave tvwoae
to tropical diabestic forcing.

1. Introduedo. nett, 1981). Teleconnections in geopotential height
fields between the tropical and the midlatitude at-

Numerous recent studies have suggeste the un- mospbere, which appears to be most pronounced dur-
poranc of the tropics in determining, at least in part ing certain phases of the SO, has been demonstrated
the severity of the northern winter in midkatides (eg., both empirically (Hored and Wallace, 198 1) and theo-
van Loon and Madden, 198 1: van Loon and Rogers, retically (Webster, 1982; Hoskins and Karoly, 198 1).
1981; and others). In particular, the unusually severe While individual "abnormal weather" (e.g., severe
winter of 1976-77 over the east coast of the United storms, blocking. intense cold polar outbreaks, etc.)
States was found to coincide with an extreme phase occurs in the time scale of days to weeks, the variability
of the Southern Oscillation (SO) (Namiss, 1978; Bar- in their fiequency of occunence. prefred locations
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and tendency to interact with tropical systems appear type described here is the limitation on the number
to depend strongly on the prevailing planetary-scale of independent events due to the short length of the
circulation. These observations lead to the interesting record compared to the climatic time scale in question.
hypothesis that quasi-stationary atmospheric anomalies Therefore, we highlight only features which are con-
such as those associated with teleconnections, would sistent with our present knowledge of the dynamics of
interact and thus cause changes in the statistics of the the system. We also explore features which may not
high-frequency fluctuation associated with weather meet rigorous statistical significance tests, but yet are
over different parts of the globe. The study of the low- either expected a prori from independent observations
frequency variability associated with atmospheric or predicted from dynamical theories.
teleconnections is therefore an important attribute to Sections 2 and 3 describe respectively, the data and
the understanding of long-range weather predictions. the general approach used in this study. The relevance

The use of only geopotential fluctuation to describe of selected OLR indices to other climate indices is
teleconnection patterns often suffers from the relatively discussed in Section 4. Sections 5-8 are devoted strictly
small signal in its response near the source region in to description of observations using the various meth-
the tropics for a given tropical diabatic forcing. This ods. The dynamical interpretation and inference of
feature, coupled with the generally less reliable quality the results appear in Section 9. Conclusions and some
of geopotential analysis in the tropics, makes the use considerations on short-term climate predictability are
of satellite data both an attractive alternative and a presented in the last section.
complementary means to study climate teleconnec-
tions involving both the tropics and the midlatitudes. 2. Data
Furthermore, the sensitivity of the Outgoing Longwave
Radiation (OLR) at the top of the atmosphere to small The data used in this study are OLR from NOAA
changes in convective cloudiness provides a good s- polar orbiting satellites digitized on a global grid of

timate of relative changes in the distribution of heat 2.50 X 2.50 during an approximately seven-year period

sources and sinks in the tropical atmosphere. (June 1974-May 1981) with a gap often months from

Satellite-derived earth radiation budgets have been March to December 1978. Details concerning this data

used to study large-scale circulation changes in the set were described in Gruber and Winston (1978). The

tropical atmosphere. For example, Winston and Krue- equatorial crossing time for the sun-synchronous or-

ger (1977) used satellite radiance data to study tropical biter during different periods are summarized in the

radiative heat source and sink distributions during the following:
summer monsoon. Murakami (1980ab) inferred
changes in the winter monsoon circulation from anal- Equatorial
ysis of OLR. More recently, the availability of satellite Periods Satellite crossing time
data of extended periods over several years offers, for
the first time, opportunities to study interannual vari- June 1974-February 1978 NOAA-4 0900-2100
ability of the tropical circulation via satellite obser- January 1979-February 1980 TIROS-N 0300-1500
vations. Heddinghaus and Krueger (1981) showed that February 1980-May 1981 NOAA-6 0730-1930
annual and interannual changes in OLR is related to
the variation of the same time scale in the large-scale The effect of the different equatorial crossing times
tropical circulation. Liebmann and Hartmann (1982) shows up in large shifts in the individual nighttime
demonstrated that the evolution of OLR anomalies is and daytime observations during the above periods.
closely tied to sea surface temperature anomalies This undesirable effect is somewhat allayed by the use
(SSTA) associated with SO. of daily averaged data which effectively filter the diurnal

In this series of papers, we focus our attention on variation. Since we concentrate on only the monthly
the low-frequency variability of OLR fluctuations, their and yearly time scales, the above sampling problem
possible correlations over different parts of the globe is not expected to seriously affect our results.
and their relationships with teleconnections obtained For this study, monthly mean OLR are used. The
from other meteorological parameters, e.g., geopoten- monthly climatology of OLR is obtained for each cal-
tial and temperatures fields. In Part I, simultaneous endar month by averaging the corresponding daily val-
relationships with respect to the SO signal and the ues over the seven-year period. Monthly deviations at
reference OLR fluctuation over the equatorial central each grid point are then obtained by subtracting the
Pacific are invesigated. The relative importance of the monthly climatology. These deviations form the basis
SO signal over preferred regions will be emphasized, of our analyses. Hereafter, unless otherwise specified,
In Pirt U,.using lag cross-correlation statistics, possible all data referred to are for the monthly deviation field.
laged relationships between the tropics and midlati- Possible trends due to instrument bias, which might
tudes and their relationships with SO will be studied. affect an analysis, are tested by computing the global
A major problem encountered in an analysis of the annual average values for individual years and are
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found to be negligible compared to the variability of by the above two techniques. A simple test is then
the monthly anomalies, devised to focus on only statistically significant cor-

relations, taking into account the autocorrelation in
3. Anlysis techmique each time series.

a. Composite methods 4. Regional climate indices
In this method, an index relating to the fluctuation

of OLR over a selected region or in the time variation A number of recent studies (Horel and Wallace,
for a particular pattern (for example, principal con- 1981; Liebmann and Hartmann, 1982) suggested that
ponents of selected eigenvector from empirical or- convection over the equatorial central Pacific bears a
thogonal function analysis) will be chosen to form a close relationship with SSTA over the tropical Pacific
base time series. OLR values and a derived rainfall during SO and provides a crucial link between local
index (see Section 5) at all grid points are then coin- and remote atmospheric response to SSTA. In this
posited according to the so-called "superposed-epoch section, we shall briefly explore and review such re-
method", where data during the same epochs deter- lationships using the OLR data and other related cli-
mined -from the base time series are averaged to form mate indices.
a mean for that epoch. In the present study, due to Figures Ia and Ib show the area-averaged OLR time
the relatively small size of our data with respect to the variation over two key regions, one over the equatorial
interannual variations, we decided to group the data
into only two epochs corresponding to the months - ,. oi O.W
when the base time series attains its local maxima and 8 euaoiPific ,
minima. An anomaly pattern is obtained by taking eIP
the differences at each grid point between the means E 0 -.- -48

of the two epochs. This procedure tends to yield and -4 -4

maximize the amplitude of the contemporaneous tele- -8- . OLF1 over

connections with the base fluctuation.

b. Partition of variance 4-

The presence ofa 1-month gap in the OLR data E 41
precludes the use of conventional spectral analysis to
determine the time scale of the fluctuations. Neverthe-
less, as shown in the next section, the time series at
some grid points are found to exhibit two distinct4 prncipao* o"_t

modes of variation--one related to a 2-3 month os- 2- tropical Pacific SST
cillation in tropical cloudiness and one related to the 0- cce o do
SO. A temporal variation relating to the latter is con- -2
structed at each grid point from the data. The relative I
variance contributed by the two modes can then be - h
evaluated. The spatial pattern of the variance distri- 1 (S.month running meen)
bution yields valuable information on the preferred ."
region of each mode of the fluctuation. The partition E 0 d
of variance into seasonal contributions, e.g., winter
and summer, also sheds light on the relative amplitude
of the SO signal in the two seasons. The method is
akin to the poor man's spectral analysis methods (LAor- I
enz, 1979) but is much simpler to apply and appears
to be most appropriate when used in the present con- E 0 .
text. -1 .uLutj ~uJhfu wu.w
c. M ultiple correlation -2 .................. i.......

JAN8 5 JAN 76 JAN JAN78 JAN 9 JAN 0 JAN5 1

Multiple-correlation statistics based on reference la. 1. Regionalme iadmm Iensed by am-avemed OLR
time series at selected stations or grid points have been over(a) the equatorial central Paic (10N-20"S, 150"E-t50*W)
used (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981) to study atmospheric (b) the maitime ccntinent (S"N-10S. I0-120E); (c) pnnciptl
teleconnections. In this paper, one-point multiple-cor- COMtPOi of empinit O orttOgODJ e*puvector fkr troal SSTA
relation patterns are constructed by choosing as ref- adoPted frm Weane in at. 1976; (d) 5-manth ranning mean of

dation waface pruae difference between Darwin and Tahiti; and
erence, the average OLR over several grid points taken (e) 5-mouth running mean of sion sureaoe mean premnue between
at a nodal point of the teleconnection patterns revealed Rap and earner Ilad
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central Pacific (10°N-20°S, 1500E-1500W) and one examine the spatial distribution and possible telecon-
over the maritime continent of Borneo and Indonesia nection associated with the extremes of the index dur-
(5-10*S, 100-1200 E). Over the central Pacific, the time ing different seasons, we define our winter season as
series show both strong fluctuation in the 2-3 month from October to the following March and the summer
time scale and a clear interannual variation represented season as from April to September. Within each season
by a sudden shift from a predominantly positive to a the data are grouped into two categories according to
negative level of fluctuation starting from the spring whether the base index shows an extreme positive or
of 1976. The direction of the shift indicates a change negative deviation. The selection of extreme events is
from a less convective (dry) condition to a more con- based on the following objective criterion.
vective (wet) condition associated with deep cumulus From the area-averaged daily fluctuations over the
cloud types. A similar shift also occurs in early 1976 equatorial central Pacific, a theoretical noise level is
in OLR over the maritime continent but with opposite calculated according to the formula (Madden, 1976)
sign to that over the central Pacific. Here, the relative
amplitude of the interannual variation is also consid- Td rT-, T)-
erably smaller than that over the equatorial central aT I = a l' + 2: l - RJ. (l)

Pacific when compared with their respective monthly T- 0

variability. The inverse relationship between the two
time series in the monthly oscillation is a remarkable where rd2 is the variance of the daily data and R, the
indication of a strong Walker-type circulation con- autocorrelation of the daily data at the jth-day lag.
necting the two regions. The expected variance u2 of the time-average of length

Three indices associated with the SO are also in- T (-30 days), which is due solely to the finite size of
cluded for comparison in Fig. 1. These indices are the sample, is a measure of the natural variability or
principal component of the first eigenvector of SSTA noise inherent in the time series of monthly means.
over the tropical Pacific adopted from the Weare et Months are considered to be extreme only if the
al. (1976), 5-month averages of station pressure dif- corresponding peaks in the base index exceed the 2ar
ference between Darwin and Tahiti and mean pressure value calculated from (1). The same criterion is applied
at Easter Islands and Rapa. The pressure indices (Figs. to the winter and summer periods with the corre-
Id and le) show the same large change at the latter sponding variances and autocorrelations. Thus. four
part of 1975, 2-3 months prior to the major shift in patterns denoted respectively by DW (dry winter), WW
OLR over the central Pacific and the maritime con- (wet winter), DS (dry summer) and WS (wet summer)
tinent. An interesting observation as seen from these obtained by averaging the monthly data at each grid
time series is that the OLR indices indicate a sudden point within each category, emerge from the above
change to anomalous dry (wet) conditions over the procedure. The months which comprise the two cat-
central Pacific (maritime continent) during January egories for winter and summer are shown in Table 1.
1975-January 1976 about 9-12 months before the Anomaly patterns obtained by taking the difference of
SSTA and the pressure indices attain their respective the dry and the wet categories will be shown.
maxima. This precursory signal for El Nifio, indicated The significance of the difference of the mean of
by the antecedent OLR variation suggests the presence the two categories is estimated by the following simple
of an enhanced Pacific Walker circulation most likely statistical test. Based on the null hypothesis that the
related to a pre-El Nifio increase in surface easterlies two means are equal, the ratio
over the western Pacific (Wyrtki, 1975).

From the above analysis, we can argue that the sud-
den shift in the level of fluctuations in the OLR time TABLE 1. Tabulrtion showing months ofextreme events that corn-
series over specific regions in the tropics possesses an prise the different composite categories. See text for explanation of

interannual signal associated with the SO. Because this smbo
variation occurs in specific areas and with different Winter Summer
modes of change and, moreover, because the occur-
rence of the shift is not concurrent with the time when DW October 1974 DS June, August 1974
NOAA switched satellites, we feel that it is probably January. February.
safe to assume that the SO signal in the OLR indices March, December May. June. July,1975 August 19-15

is real and significant over and above any inherent March 1976
bia in the data due to differences in instrumentation. February 1977

January 1980

5. C poote flews WW December 1976 WS July. August 1477

SAaysi r r March, December 1977 June 1979a F February (978 June. August 1980

In this section, we use the central Pacific time series Februay. October 1979

(Fig. la) as the basis of our composite analysis. To February. March 1931

tr
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91- (2) respectively, in Fig. 2b. The most outstanding signif-

4 N, S,.A
2 + MS2 

2  (2 icant features in the composites are as follows:

L N,+ N 2 -2 GN1  2  9 A huge area of positive anomaly (enhanced con-
s dvection during WW) is found over the central equa-

us distributed as a t-distribution (Panofsky and Brier, torial Pacific extending southeastward into the South-
1968) where Nj is the number of independent obser- ern Hemisphere midlatitudes. A large area with neg-
vation of the jth category, X, and S, are the respective ative OLR anomaly (reduced convection during WW)
observed mean and variance within each category and is also found with centers over the maritime continent
are given by and southeast Australia. This dipole-like pattern im-

.t -plies a strong reverse Walker circulation in the anom-
j = X,, alous sense, with rising motion over the central Pacific

and subsidence over the negative anomaly centers.
If 
/2 * Alternate positive and negative centers emanate

7(X, - )' from the central Pacific convective source region, over
SJL - j , (3) Hawaii, across central America and the southeast

I United States to the Atlantic seaboard. This pattern
where n is the actual number of cases comprising the is reminiscent of the wave train description of the Pa-
jth category. cific-North American teleconnection in geopotential

We use for the two seasons (j = 1, 2): described by Wallace and Gutzler (1981), except that
the global OLR depicts more clearly the pattern in the

winter N, = 6, N2 = 7l tropics. The teleconnections within the extratropics
summer- N, = 2, N2 = 31. can be seen more clearly when the normalized vari-

The numbers are chosen on the crude assumptions ations are considered (see Section 7).
that events separated by more than 6 months are con- 0 The satellite inferred convective activity over Bra-
sidered independent, zil extending across the Atlantic into East Africa also

appears to vary inversely with that over the equatorial

b. Winter patterns central Pacific. This negative anomaly over the equa-
torial Atlantic coupled with two regions of positive

Figure 2a shows the global pattern of the difference anomalies on both sides of the equator indicate that
DW - WW. Grid points in which the difference of the Atlantic [TCZ is suppressed during WW while
the means exceeds the 90 and 95% confidence limits flanked on both sides by enhanced convection. The
according to (2) are marked by numerals I and 2, influence of this enhanced convection appears also to

WINTER_

40

a 30E O0E 90E 120E 150E 180E 150W 120W 90W 60W 30W

Mb. 2a. Telbonnection pAem ofthe difilenao of tbe compnitem for the dry and wet periods during
winte (DW - WW a didned in the text) using the OLR variation over equatorial centra Pacic, n
rinens Contour intrval is 5 W m-3. Positive values in excem of 5 W m-3 m suppled dark. Negative
values I.. than -5 W rn-' am s tppled liht.
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FIG. 2b. Statistical sagnificace: of the compoite in Fig. 2a. Numerals I and 2 mark grid points in which
the dillerence of the means exceeds the 90 and 95% confidence limits. respectively. Blanks represent regions
where the significance is below the 90% level.

extend downstream into western Europe and the west- (HCC). The rationale for such an exercise is twofold.
em South Atlantic. First, we wish to obtain an empirical relationship be-

s Elsewhere, significant teleconnection patterns are tween OLR or its derived statistics and the rainfall
found over the Arabian Sea, the Himalayas and Siberia. rate. Because the frequency of HCC is associated with

only a portion of the spectrum of clouds contributing
c. Summer patterns to the total OLR, it will be interesting to compare the

spatial distribution of this quantity ih light of the tele-
Figures 3a and 3b show the pattern of DS - WS connection discussed earlier where the entire spectrum

and the associated significant levels. The following fea- of cloud is included. Second, because it is often difficult
tures are noteworthy: to distinguish changes due to high cloud from those

* The local influence of the central Pacific convec- due to low cloud or the surface, the frequency statistics
tion remains rather extensive although the amplitude will isolate the effect of only deep cumulus clouds,
is weaker than its counterpart, thus enabling a better delineation of changes in features

e The downstream influence over North America such as the ITCZ and the areal extent of convective
and the southeast Pacific is greatly diminished. cloud clusters during the wet and dry epochs.

* Strong negative anomalies are found over the East To obtain the frequency distribution of HCC, we
China Sea and India suggesting reduced convection follow Kilonsky and Ramage (1976). The daily data
or a weaker summer monsoon during the wet seasons are used to keep count of the total number of days
of the equatorial central Pacific. However, due to the within a given month at each grid point in which the
small number of independent cases comprising the daily-averaged OLR value falls below a threshold value.
composite, this feature does not meet the 90% signif- The threshold criterion is interpreted to mean that the
icance test. cloud associated with deep convection has reached a

certain fixed height in the upper troposphere. This
Overall, the summer teleconnection is much less procedure yields, for each month over the seven-year

organized than that of the winter, suggesting a possible period, a frequency count N, in number of days per
reduced teleconnectivity of the atmosphere in the month. Different values of the threshold are tried and
summer and therefore weaker remote response with the results are not very sensitive to the exact value of
respect to the central Pacific heat source variation, the threshold used, provided it is within the 230-250
Also, the small degree of freedom in the sample could W m -2 range. In the results that follow, the threshold
have contributed to uncertainties in the results. used is set at 240 W m-2 . An empirical relationship

between N,, and the rainfall rate over the open ocean
6. Sateflie-derived rainfall is derived in the Appendix where the frequency count

method used here is shown to agree fairly well with
In this section, we derive a new statistic regarding other more sophisticated methods for rainfall esti-

the frequency of occurrence of highly convective clouds mation from space (e.g., Rao e al.. 1976). Henceforth,
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FIG. 3L As in Fg. 2a but for the rummer pattern DS - WS, as defined in the texL

the term rainfall and the N, distribution will be con- alyzed rainfall maps over the tropics (Rao e at., 1976).
sidered synonymous. Important features in these maps are as follows:

Using the same procedure as in the preceding section,
we arrive at composite rainfall patterns for the different * There is an eastward shift of the major rain area
categories. In order to better delineate the actual rainfall from southern Indonesia and New Guinea in DW to
pattern, we include the mean seasonal field in the fig- the equatorial central Pacific in WW.
ures shown in the following. Due to the possible am- * During WW, there is a shrinkage of the eastern
biguity in interpretation of N, at high latitudes and Pacific dry zone (roughly demarked by the N, = 3
over continental land masses, only the global band contour) accompanied by the eastward shift of a rain-
between 30°N and 30*S is shown. band extending from the central Pacific southeastward

Figs. 4a and 4b shows the N, distribution during toward the midlatitudes of the Southern Hemisphere.
DW and WW, respectively. A striking feature in these * The northeastward extension of a rainband from
distributions is the clear demarcation between the wet the central Pacific towards Central America is obvious
and the dry zones. This compares well with other an- during WW. A major difference between the rainfall
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FIG. 4. Sateffite-derived rui&U distiibution over the mupies durng (a) DW and (b) WW with the major
preciptation centm shaded. Units in number of days. For explanation and converion to rainfall rtes,
see text and Appendix.

and the OLR distribution is the absence of any rainfall is over the local grid points where Nc > N, (=15), i.e.,
activity in the dry zones showing that HCC is rarely only over grid points in which at least half of the total
found in this area during both periods. It also implies number of days in a given month are covered by deep
that the OLR variation in the dry zones in the previous convection. While interpreting convective activity in
composites is likely to be due to low cloud fluctuations terms of 1,, it should be borne in mind that the in-
or SST variations. terpretation is most uncertain for the convective heat

source over Tibet where signals from deep convection
The following features are obvious in the summer are contaminated with those from the snow-covered

rainfall patterns (Fig. 5ab): land surface. Table 2 shows the index I, over the dif-

SThe minbnd associated with the South ferent source regions during different periods including
Pacific Theree r ncu rs eas wated ad nhorth the percentage changes going from the dry to the wet

Pacific Conveence Zone curves eastward and north- periods, Evident from Table 2 are the large changes
ward. with enhanced rainfall over New Guinea dur- of the opposite sign in the heat sources adjacent to the
ing WS. equatorial central Pacific, indicating fluctuations in

* Rainfall over the east Pacific ITCZ is strongly the Walker-type circulation from the dry to the wet
reduced during WS. periods. Most important is the - 12% reduction (shown

* There appeas to be a reduction of precipitation in the last column of the table) of overall convective
over western India and Tibet associated with a weak- activity going from the dry to the wet periods in both
ening of the summer monsoon during WS. These re- winter and summer. This suggests that the enhanced
suits are consistent with those obtained from Sec- convection over the central Pacific during the wet pe-
tion 5c. riods is a result ofthe redistribution of total convection

To. show the overall change in convective activity in the tropics. The total convective activities over all
during the dikrent periods, an index of convective the convective centers may be even stronger in the dry
activity (141 for each major beat source is defined by than in the wet period.

1. - I N(x y). (4) 7. Paiionof vrism

Nt-No In the preceding analyses, we alluded that the SO
For each diabatic heat source region, the summation signal is present in the OLR times series to various

q1
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for DS and WS.

degrees depending on the geographical location. It is f Xir" , <1
therefore desirable to separate this signal from the Xttdt .<I
"noise" due to other scales (e.g., the monthly scales) C

0Mr 5
and that due to natural variability. With only one SO IsQ
occurrence during our data period, the question that f J 't'(t, I > t,-.
is most relevant to ask is: Does the OLR reflect any T- e t

real changes in global climate before and after the SO? Strictly speaking, the choice of 1, should be a function
The statistical significance of such changes however, of the geographic location. However, since the SO phe-
cannot be established until mome SO events are con- nomenon is global in extent and we are concerned
s&deed With satellite data this is impossible at present. only with simultaneous teleconnections in this pan of

Consider a typical OLR time series XWt with ob- the study, the use of a uniform t, everywhere will not
served variance Vax(X. Suppose at zt> t,, there is a cause any serious problems. In the following results,
ridden shift to adifferent level of fluctuation. We can teis set to be July 1976. Of course, one could have
define an SO signal by the function X9o(t) (see Fig. 6) constructed a somewhat different, perhaps moreprcs
as functional form diflerent from (5) to represent the

TA=l 2. Convadctio ativity (1,) of the majo hea sous in the tropcs durngs WW, DW. WS and DS and the pemtq dham
4 jing from the dry to we periods in winter and mummer. Only the relative tnsgntude of 1, as meaningfl.

Msritilne Equatoria Northuw
MUMte South Afrcat Tibe-Indi 00061111nt cetra Paciic South America Total

I. I(WW) 169 162 112 263 175 U1I
1. (DW) 176 171 234 164 232 - 997
All M -4 -5 -52 60 -30 -12

-Equatorial East PwA&i
Summer* Centul Affica India-Indochina cenua Pacile rr(2 TOWa

I, (WS) 109 334 140 68 651
. (EIS) 103 440 69 131 743

AlM6 -24 102 -48 -j2
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the SO-contributed variance and the blank regons de-
noting relative variance less than 10%. The strongest

X (t), SO signal can be seen to appear over the equatorial
NOA cenltral Pacific, providing further justification for ourDATA> sot choice of reference for the composite. The most pro-XSOM nounced feature is an area of high SOS extending from

the equatorial central Pacific in a fork-shaped pattern
into the southern United States, Mexico and Southt =te time America. The resemblance of the SO signal to the
wintertime teleconnection pattern shown earlier is
striking, but much less so with the summertime com-
posite. This implies that the SO-related teleconnection

X Mt XS0 (t) is likely to be more active during winter. The strong
teleconnection regions appear to coincide with the ex-

DAAO tent of the cliinatological subtropical westerly Jet
ete * DAT it e,* streams eastward and poleward of the tropical heat

* * *source region suggesting some downstream propagting
* * effect from the source region in the tropics.

Next, we use the above method to estimate the rel-
t =tc time - ~ ative amplitude of the SO-contributed variance in the

base time series for the composites shown in SectionFIG3. 6. Scbetiio ticin th wniwo wi th SdO . Here, the SO signal consists of a step function havingnmvins the *Southern Oxillitton Sipna (SOS) rrom tkoiia a pre-EI Nifio (t < t,) value of +6 W M-2 and a value
OLR tuftof -3 W i- afterward. The difference of -9 units is

statistically significant at the 95% level using (2). Table
Southern Oscillation variation. But, bearing in mind 3 shows the breakdown of the contributed variance
that only one El Nifio occurred during the data period, for the various categories including the percentage of
the results on this part can be considered as only a the total explained variance.
case study, at best. We therefore choose the simplest It can be seen that the combined DW and WW
possible form, as in (5). Having defined the SO signal, variance explains -45% and that the combined DS
the remaining variance Var (X - Xso), after the SO and WS -26% of the total variance with the remaining
sina has been subtacted, can be calculated. The ratio 29% accounted for by other signals not simultaneously
SOS (Southern Oscillation Signal) is defined by correlated with the equatorial central Pacific fluctua-

SOS -I - Xso (6) tions, including those associated with "natural van-012(X Xso)abiit". With the SO signal removed, the varianceo2(X)- (6 drops to 16% for the winter and 3% for the summer.
The variance contributed by SO is obtained by sub-

andgivesthe relative contribution of the total variance tracting the second column from the first and is dis-
by the SO. played in the third coluxnn-29% and 23%, respec-

Figure 7 shows the distribution of SOS, with the tively, for the winter and the summer. These contri-
numeral denoting in tenths the relative amount of butions, when compared with the percentage variance

its II I II ao I

a Ia st II II II I
fill 1 11~ 111 4 4 11.1 111

I S IS

li li ii t
fi lI I

a 11 211 11 1 1 f et t

it8 I3 3 III IS I Is 2111

0 WE 120E 180 120W W 0
Fla. 7. Sp" al diatiu of the Souther Oodilltion igna (SOS). Numets denot in tent the

relatmv amount of the SO-conubuted relatve vatiance with bliak region denoting SOS 1m than 0. 1.
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TAKE 3. Parition of variance for the base time seri in Fs Ia individual time series, which yield nonzero correlation
by the four categores in the compote. VAX). Vaw(X - Xso) and coefficients even if the time series are completely in-
Vaz(X) denote the conuibuted varae with and without the So d This is especially serious when the time
sinal and that due to SO resectvely. The number in dependent.
shom the perenqe of total variance a excpuied by the compostim series involved possess widely different autocorrelation
Units an in (w m-. time scales. A combined autocorrelation time must be

established because for an event to be independent,
VaI() VaX - Xso) va$xso) the sampling time must be longer than the combined

DW" 427 (24) 157 (9) 270(15) autocorrelation time scale. Although the problem can
WW 369(21) 123(7) 245 (14) easily be solved in general by cross-spectrum analysis,
DS, 334(19) 17(1) 317(18) the presence of a large data gap and the short length
WS 126 (7) 34(2) 92 (5) of the record forbid such an approach. Therefore, an

Total 1256 (71) 331 (19) 924 (52) alternative method has to be used to estimate the sta-
tistical significance of the correlation coefficients. A
theoretical standard deviation for the correlation coef-

explained by the respective monthly variations, imply ficient can be computed by using the more general
that during the northern winter, the OLR fluctuation formula by Jenkins and Watt (1968) to yield the fol
over the central Pacific possesses a strong SO character lowing approximate expression for the standard de-
as well as substantial variation in the 2-3 month time viation of the covariance for two independent first
scale. Whereas, in the summer, the variation appears order Markov processes (see Part II, Appendix):
to be most predominant in the SO scale. Yet, the ( 2 )/2
teleconnections shown appear to be more significant SD(cxy) = r expf-( + Xy)] (8)
in the winter than the summer in spite of the relatively NJ I
large local signal over the central Pacific. This would where N is the total number of observations, iro the
mean that the teleconnectivity of the northern summer observed standard deviation from the OLR monthly
hemisphere must be strongly reduced from that in time series and Xx-', X - the e-folding time in months
winter. This point will be further discussed in Sec- of the autocorrelation functions for the two time series
tion 9. determined by fitting a first order Markov process to

the estimated autocorrelation function (see also Part
8. Zero-lag correlations 11). In the following, the correlation is considered sig-

The foregoing methods of analysis involve samplings ficant provided lrxv, > 2SD(cxr)/ffa, which corre-
from a preselected data subset and, in the case of the sponds approximately to the 95% significance level.

In this paper, only the results for zero-lag correlationspartition-of-variance method, require some prior in- are presented. The lagged relationships, together with
formation concerning the phenomenon that we intend further analyses, will be discussed in Pa t 1 of this
to study. An alternative approach which does not re- fter
quire preselection is the use of correlation coefficients Fig 8 sho the significant correlation of the OLrx between two time series X., Y, computed by the time series at all grid points with respect to the area-
standard formula

iNt
- (X. - XX) Y., -1F) ZERO-LAG CORRELATION

Nl *- I N-I LL

Because the entire time series is now used, the addi- 30
tional information concerning, for example, the sea-
sonality of the relationship, is lost in such a method. 0
Yet, the increase in the effective number of indepen-
dent observations and, therefore, the reduced sampling
error, is a distinct advantage over and a complement .. .
to the other methods. Further, because the correlations
are computed using normalized time series, the un-
desirable effect of the large difference in variance be- 0 GOE 120E 180E 120W WoW 0

tween the tropics and the higher latitudes in contam- Fjo. S. Zmo-la corelation of OLR time sen with resect to
inating teleconnection signals between the two regions the area-averaged OLR fluctuation over the equatorial mal Padfac
is taken into account by effectively providing a signal- (as in F. 1). Contour intervals me in units of 0.3. The lowesabsolute value of the contou shown is 0.3. which is 4nificant at
to-none estimate of any such relationship the 95% evhe. Positive and nepuve values are denoted by crm-

A problem that arises in the use of the correlation hatching and ipplingP rpeively. Dosed lines show the geopo.
coefficient is the presence of autocorrelations for each tentii anomaly adopted from Horel and Wallace (1991).
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averaged OLR fluctuation centered over the equatorial tropical heat source regions the vast land mass of Euro-
central Pacific shown in Fig. Ia. There is a remarkable Asia and the midlatitude storm tracks of the Pacific
similarity between the zeo-lag correlation pattern with and Atlantic. These results are not too surprising be-
the DW - WW composite, especially in the tropics cause the larger daily variability of OLR in these me-
(F'tg 2). Again, this shows that the teleconnection pat- teorologically more "active" regions is expected to yield
terns are strongest during the northern winter. The higher monthly variability compared with that due to
position of the extremes in the Pacific-North American SO. In contrast, over the vast oceanic regions of the
branch of the correlation pattern compares well with central Pacific, away from the major land masses, the
the geopotential wave train description (dashed lines influence of SSTA is more strongly felt so that statistical
in Fig. 8) of a imila pattern by Hotel and Wallace probability of the formation of strong convection tends
(1981). The overall pattern suggests that the Pacific- to vary with the time scale pertaining to the much
North American teleconnection is just a branch of an longer oceanic or SO time scale.
even wider global teleconnection complex involving While we have established the significance of the
the tropics and the midlatitudes of the two hemispheres. SO signal in the OLR data, the importance of the
In the tropics, connecting with the Pacific-North oscillations in the 2-3 month time scale should not
America pattern is the positive and negative centers be overlooked as they also contribute to the telecon-
which can be taken as the fluctuation in the rising and nection pattern shown. Here, we note several past in-
the descending branches of the Walker circulation. In vestigations which also provided evidences for oscil-
the Southern Hemisphere, a similar but less distinct lations of similar time scales in the tropical large-scale
wave train can also be discerned from the equatorial circulation. Madden and Julian (1971, 1972) found a
central Pacific across the southeast Pacific and central 40-50 day oscillation in the zonal wind over the central
South America to the southwest Atlantic. Pacific. Using cloud motion vectors from geostationary

A broad area over northern Asia and Europe is also satellites, Maruyama (1981) noted the presence of a
found to be significantly correlated with the central standing wave oscillation of a 2-3 month period in
Pacific variation. Coupled with the negative correlation the zonal wind component over the western and central
over the maritime continent, this pattern suggests a Pacific. Since there have not been any similar obser-
linkage between the northern Euro-Asian region and vations in the meridional component of the wind, such
the maritime continent by some kind of large-scale oscillations are likely to be associated with the low-
thermally direct meridional circulation. frequency fluctuations in the Walker circulation. The

It is interesting to note that the zero-lag pattern (Fig. study of Maruyama (1981), in particular, supports our
8) and the wintertime composite (Fig. 2) both bear a finding regarding the inverse phase relationship be-
strong resemblance to the nonseasonal eigenvector of tween the convection over the equatorial central Pacific
Heddinghaus and Krueger (1981) using only the first and that over the maritime continent.
four years (1974-77) ofthe same data set. The principal 2) As inferred from the OLR fluctuations and the
component of their eigenvector also shows monthly derived rainfall patterns, there are strong atmospheric
and interannual variations similar to those of the ref. teleconnections both within and between the tropics
erence time series in F4g. Ia. These observations suggest and the middle latitudes.
that the source of this global teleconnection pattern is The OLR teleconnections discussed above reveal an
mot likely in the convection over the equatorial central oscillation of the tropical planetary-scale circulation
Pacific. between two extreme climate states. The two states

correspond to abnormally dry and wet periods, re-
g. S....eay aM l ftlse spectively, over the equatorial central Pacific. A switch

from the dry to wet state occurred in the spring of
In this section, we summarize the significant results 1976. The phase of the event indicates that the shift

obtained from this study and highlight those which is associated with the appearance of strong SSTA over
require more detailed discussion and interpretations: the central Pacific. To a lesser extent, the central Pacific

convection also appears to flip-flop between the two
1) The OLR data show two basic modes offluctu- states in the 2-3 month time scale. During WW over

atiom i.e., a short-term oscillation with a 2-3 month equatorial central Pacific, the tropical atmosphere is
time scale and an abrupt shift of the level of oscillation characterized by reduced precipitation over the main
associated with the Southern Oscillatio" the relative tropical heat source areas, implying a weakened Walker
importance ofeach depends strongly on the geographic circulation (see Table 3). The same period sees en-
location. hanced precipitation over preferred locations down-

The partition-of-variance method illustrates clearly stream and poleward of the source region.
the inherent spatial filtering effect of the atmosphere Viewed in terms of the dynamical response of the
in exhibiting the SO signature in the OLR variation atmosphere to tropical forcing, the WW period cor-
over only preferred regions. It is interesting to note responds to (i) reduced equatorially trapped response
that the regions of low SO amplitude (denoted by associated with the Kelvin and the gravest Rossby
blanks in Fig. 7) correspond to the three climatological modes and (ii) enhanced meridional propagating re-

rq5
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sponse associated with higher order global Rossby two reasons. Frst, so far we have concentrated on only
modes. We shall refer to the equatorially trapped and atmospheric response to anomalous tropical forcings.
the global Rossby modes as the nonradiating and ra- During summer, the actual convection over the central
diating modes, respectively, in terms of their dynamical Pacific is much reduced, as most of the diabatic heating
characteristics. The difference in characteristics is not is concentrated over Indochina and the Tibetan Pla-
unexpected in view of the recent theories on Rossby teau. As a result, the atmosphere over the central Pacific
wave propagation on the sphere (e.g., Hoskins and is inherently less unstable due to the reduced low-level
Karoly, 1981; Webster, 1982). During WW, when the moisture convergence. The ability of a SSTA to induce
major anomalous convection (departure from the strong atmospheric response is greatly hampered.
monthly mean) is over the equatorial central Pacific, Therefore, the lack of teleconnection in summer may
pert of the forcing falls under the influence of the be due locally to the reduced efficiency of the atmo-
upper-level westerlies over the tropical eastern Pacific. sphere to produce a strong heat source from a given
The strong subtropical jet streams poleward and SSTA. Second, even if a heat source is generated, there
downstream of the forcing region will, according to is a lack of efficient mechanism for meridional prop-
the thory, provide strong ducting of low-latitude agation because the subtropical westerlies are located
anomalies into the extratropics. Whereas, during DW, much further poleward and often the tropical eastern
the main heat source is over the maritime continent Pacific is affected by upper level easterlies during sum-
which is permanently capped by weak upper-level mer (Sadler, 1975).
easteries. Such configuration inhibits meridional A schematic summarizing the above discussions and
propagation but favors equatorially trapped response shing theeabovendisvssions and
associated with the Walker circulation (Lau and Lim, showing different convective patterns and the most
1982). probable upper-level zonal wind distribution is shown

A more recent study by Lau and Lim (1984) shows in Fig 9.
that for transient response, radiating modes can also
be excited from easterly regime in the presence of west- 1 Conclusions
erly shear and that nonlinear effect can modify an This study utilizes composite, partition-of-variance
initially easterly regime to allow for radiating response, and multiple-correlation techniques to infer short-term
Thus the conditions described above for nonradiating climate fluctuation and atmospheric teleconnections
modes is strictly for steady-state linear response. from seven years of OLR data. A new statistic derived

3) The teleconnectivity of the atmosphere depends from the OLR data is also used to infer monthly rainfall
strongly on the season. distribution over the tropical oceans. The most im-

As we have shown in Section 5, the summer tele- portant findings of this study are as follows:
connection patterns are much weaker and tess orga- 1) During the period 1974-81, two dominant modes
nized than the winter patterns. This may be true for of oscillation are exhibited by the OLR fluctuation

DW DS
STRONG WINTER MONSOON STRONG SUMMER MONSOON

INCREASE DOWNSTREAM
WW TELECONNECTION WS MOORATE DOWNSTREAM

MARITIME DATEIJNE SOUTH MARITIME DATEUNE SOUTH
CONTINENT AMERICA CONTINENT AMERICA

Flo. 9. Sdemida mam uia the difmt anomalous onvective psem and mom promble uper.
leva sendl winid dlibtioa. 'fle dotted lOnes for the WW wnd WS periods denote relatively week Walke
dmution ompmed with the DW and DS periods remevety. The deree oftrpioa-midleniude wpling
is proportionia to the eoent of the clod bads extending fum the tip4c to midlatiudeL

r,6 LI.
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over many regions in the tropics. They are interpreted 5) The major significant teleconnection patterns
here as the 2-3 month quasi-stationary fluctuation in identified by geographic regions are:
the Walker circulation and a rather abrupt global
change related to SO. The relative magnitude of the (+)
two modes of oscillation varies strongly but coherently Tropics: equatorial central maritime
over different areas. Pacific continent

2) The variation of diabatic heat sources and sinks East Africa Australia
over the tropical Pacific exhibits a spatially dipole-like northeast Brazil
vacillation between dry and wet conditions over the Extra- western North Hawaii
equatorial central Pacific. This vacillation is simila to tropics: Atlantic South Pacific
the transition between two stable climatic states in the Siberia dry zone
2-7 year time scale of El Nifio/Southern Oscillation
suggested by Wyrtki (1982). Our results show that the
transition between the two states can also occur in a The teleconnection pattern is also represented sche-
time scale of 2-3 months, independent of the SO. The matically in Fig. 10 with the positive (negative) sign
dry periods correspond to stronger zonal teleconnec- denoting variations having the same (opposite) sense
tions and the wet periods, stronger downstream me- to that over the equatorial central Pacific.
ridional teleconnectioush

3) During the wet periods, anomalously dry con- There also appears to be significant correlation of
ditions prevail over the maritime continent. The South OLR variation at high latitudes over Eurasia with that
Pacific convergence zone migrates eastward and the over the equatorial central Pacific. However due to
ITCZ over the central and eastern Pacific moves closer the uncertainty in the interpretation of OLR fluctuation
to the equator resulting in a shrinkage of the extent and the lack of a priori notion of the expected tele-
of the eastern Pacific dry zone. In the dry periods, the connection patterns at these latitudes, the existence of
major convection is found over the maritme continent such high-latitude teleconnections and its physical in-
and the east Pacific dry zone is extensive with its west- terpretation will have to be substantiated by further
ern edge extending westward of the dateline. These studies.
results are consistent with the findings of earlier studies It should be noted that the teleconnections discussed
(e.g., Liebmann and Hartmann, 1982; Rasmusson and in this paper are all with respect to the equatorial central
Carpenter, 1982). Pacific OLR variations. It is likely that other patterns

4) The SO signature as identified by the OLR would also arise using similar techniques but based
teleconnections is most pronounced during winter and on a different reference location. By far, the telecon-
over specific geographic locations. The extratropical nections discussed in this paper is the most extensive
portion of the teleconnection pattern arising from the compared with several others using different reference
tropical source region may be related to the extent of areas (see Part 1I).
the northern winter subtropical jet streams downstream An important implication that emerges from this
and poleward of the source region. study is the relevance of atmospheric teleconnections

0 WE 120E lelE 12OW do 0

FPt. 10. Sdcmac showin e ftkey naons in the &loW elu cemucion paotern
amai fomm OLR lucftiom n he equatoea centra Pacik The rfdat ze ad
orWiena upmem nts the approxinuae mnistude wa stia disribution dft load
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using satellite-observed radiation parameters in long- Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) and pre-
range predictions. As we have seen, the OLR variation cipitation rate (Wilheit et al., 1976). It should be
in the tropics is closely related to cloud and precipi- pointed out that the relationship derived below is not
tation. In the extratropical oceans, signatures of wave aimed at a new technique for rainfall estimation from
disturbances are clearly imprinted in OLR visible ra- space, but only at demonstrating that a physical mean-
diations. Over continental regions OLR-inferred ing can be attached to the frequency statistics N, as
cloudiness is related to meteorological quantities such has been assumed in the text.
as surface temperature, relative humidity and wind To obtain approximately independent estimates of
(Fromm et al.. 1982; Short and Wallace, 1980). Thus rainfall rate over the overlapping periods of the Rao
a wide range of climate parameters, relating to both et a. rainfall chart and the OLR data (May 1974-
the dynamical and thermodynamical properties of the February 1975), we calculate the area-averaged rates
atmosphere and the ocean, can be deduced from sat- over a 20 ° X 20 ° grid over the tropical oceans. Extra
ellite-derived radiation measurements. caution has been taken to avoid regions where ques-

In this paper, we have shown that convection over tionable data are known to be present in the compiled
the equatorial central Pacific and the associated tele- charts. Because the linear scale of the averaging area
connections tend to vary with a 2-3 month time scale is larger than twice the estimated autocorrelation of
as well as with the interannual time scale. Therefore, daily OLR fluctuation (Cahalan et a.. 1982), each
the spatial and temporal distributions of these tele- estimate can be considered approximately indepen-
connection patterns enable the seasonal or interannual dent. A total of 320 "independent" pair of estimates
prediction of time-averaged atmospheric conditions are made of N, and the Rao et a. rainfall rates over
over areas far removed from the source region by the tropical Pacific, Atlantic and Indian Oceans for
closely monitoring variations over the source region, the overlapping data period. The two estimates are
More interestingly, this study shows that the predict- plotted on a scattered diagram (Fig. Al). A regression
ability, for example, of extratropical rainfall, will be a relationship between the rainfall rate R and No,
function of both the geographic location and the season.
To actually assess the potential of long-term prediction R 0.5 + 66.7N, (Al)
using satellite observations, the knowledge of the lagged is constructed.
relationships between teleconnections and the reference An analysis of variance table for testing the signf-
variation is essential. This research has been conducted icance of the slope of the regression is set up. The Fand is reported in acompanion paper (Lau and Chart, test of the relationship in (Al1) is found to be highly
1983). significant. The 99% limit for I and 318 degrees offreedom is 6.76 (see Panofsky and Brier, 1968) corn-
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APPENDIX

Empirical Reladonship between N, *.

and Tropical Rainfall Rate . "

The frequency count N, of the total number of days ' . * "' "
" in a given month in which the grid-point daily OLR

value falls below a given threshold provides a new
statistic which can be related to the rainfall rate over
the open tropical oceans. Since there are no compatible • .*

rainfall records over the whole tropical ocean for the 0 .05 0.1 .15 0.2 .25 0.3
entire data period, we use the satellite derived rainfall RAINFALL RATE IN mm/HR
rates by Rao et al. (1976) as a basis for our estimate. Fla. A I. S=W diW= and ,m line Ibr the Ndnflnbuu
These rainfall rates were derived for all the tropical (we text for explamtio) and the rainfall rte derived from Rao f,
oceans besid on the relationship between Electrical aL (1976).

18i
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pared with the observed F of 37.20. The large amount Madden, R. A., 1976: Estimate of natural variability of time-averaged
of scate in the result may be due partly to the different sea-level pressume Mon. Wea. Rev., 104. 942-952.
sampling times for the two satellite estimates. The resunt P. R. Julian, 1971: Detection of a 40-50 day oscillationresult in the zonal wind in the tropical Pacilic. J. Atmos. Scs.. 28,
shows that the raill estimates used here are at least 7278
compatible with the more sophisticated methods which -, -, 1972: Description of global-scale circulation cells in the
Pao er al. used. However, the method is of questionable tropics with a 40-50 day period. J.A.tmos. Scu. 29, 1109-1123.

applcablit whe usd oer aconinetal egin ~ Maruyama, T., 19831: Upper troposphere zonal wind oscillation withapplcablitywhe use ovr a ontnentl rgionbe- a 30-50 day period over the equatorial western Pacifc observedcause of the relatively large OLR fluctuation due to, in cloud movement vectors. J. Meteor. Soc. Japan, 60, 172-
for example, moisture and surface temperature changes 181.
not correlated with convective cloudiness fluctuation. Murakami T., 19W&- Temporal variations of satellite-observed out-
Therefore, although we use the term rainfal rates and 301113 Ioigwave radiation over the winter monsoon region. Part

distibuton nterhaneabl intue ext exteme 1: Long period (15-30) oscillations. Mon. We=. Rev., 106, 408-N, itiuinitrhnebyi h et xrm 426.
caution has to be exercised when extending the above -, 1980b. Temporal variations of sateite-obsre outgoing
interpretation to over continental regions. losgwave radiation over the winter monsoon region. Part il:

Short period (4-6 day) oscillations. Mon. Wee.. Rev.. l1S& 427-
444.
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ABSTRACT
As a sequel to Part I of this study, Laged relationships in atmospheric teleconnections associated with

outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) are investigated using ILad Cross Correlations (LCC). The feasibility of
extratropical seasonak-o-interannual Predictions using satelite-derived observation is also quantitativey asnd
It is found that the global influence of teleconnectivity of the atmosphere is strongest for diabetic forcing
located near the equatorial central Pacific, but much reduced i for ocinp over the maritime continent and to
the et of the dateline. The LCC patterns show that at zero-Wag the OLR fluctuation over the equatorial
cential Pacifc is associated with simultaneous excitation of quasi-sationary waves in the troics These tropics-
tropics teleconnections eventually (in about 5 months) transform into tropics-midlatitude and midlatitude-
midlatitude teleconnections associated with possible excitation of extiutropical quasi-statonary waves in both
bemispheses

Analysis of the LCC pattern with the Southern Oscillation (SO) sual removed shows that during 1974-
8 1, both the SO signal and the variability in the 2-3 month time scale contribute substantially to the observed
LCC patterns. The preence of a convective heat source in the equatorial central Pacific is found to be important
in forcing the tropics-midlatitude and the midlatitude-midlatitude teleconnections. which appear also to be
phase4ocked with the normal seasonal cycle. A nmechanisn is g -ogp1s1edto explain the observed lagged relationship.
This mechanism is consistent with both internal atmospheric dynamics relsted to the seasonal cycle and with
external influences such swe surftce temperature anomalies associated with the El Niub/Southern Oscillation.

Initial assessment of the predictability of regional climate using satelite-derived atmospheric teleconnectron
shows that about 30-40 of the winitertime OLR variance over the southeastern United States is accounted
for by a 5-month antecedent OLR variation over the equatorial central Pacific. Because of the close retation
between OLR variation and synoptic disturbances. the utellite-derived telleconriections described in Panl I and
Part 13 of this study can be used to identified reglons with potentially highe sasonal-tonteznaruall predictability.

I. Inffoduclon climate parameters The large spatial scale and the
long time scales (monthly and longer) in the variation

In Part I of this paper (L~a and Chan, 1983, heefe of these teleconnections suggest the possibility of pre-
referred to as Part 1), it was shown that simultaneous diction of time-averaged atmospheric conditions over
relationships exist in the variation of monthly anom- a given region from events in a remote but correlated
alous Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) between region.
the equatorial central Pacific and different regions of Before any attempt to utilize satellite-derived tele-
the globe. These relationships or teleconnections were~ connection for long-range forecasting, coherent phase
shown to possess preferred temporal and spatial di5- relationships, if any, of the OLR variation over the
tributions. Specifically, the equatorial central Pacific, key regons have to be known. For practical foreasting
the martim continent and vicinity, the Amiazons, purposes using atmospheric teleconnection, the target
the Hawaiian b-lands, the southeast United States and region (predictant) must be given first, then a source
the southeast Pacific appear to occupy the key positions region (predictor) identified, and finally the lag time
of one gigantic global teleconnection complex. Since oe hc h eainhpi togs utb e

4 OL isa god masur ofclodines wich eflcts termined. A method often used in this regard is theatmospheric conditions ranging firom tropical cotivec- so-called Lged-Cross Correlation (LCC) analysis
tion to extratropical wave disturbances and sufc Statistical relationships using LCC on various me-
temperature fluctuations, the teleconnections in OLR teorological parameters have been studied by a number
thus can be translated into teleconnections in ths of investigators, Namia (1978, 1980), Barnett (198 1)

* 1933 American Meteorological Society
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and Barnett and Preisendorfer (1978) used several on studies of atmospheric response to imposed forcing
tropical and North Pacific parameters including sea using general circulation models (GCM) and on sea-
surface temperature to predict surface temperature over sonal and interannual predictions will be discussed.
the continental United States. Chiu and Lo (1979)
demonstrated statistically significant relationships be- 2. Data and analysis technique
tween the tropical Pacific sea surface temperature and
Northern Hemisphere large-scale atmospheric circu- The data used are monthly OLR from NOAA polar-
lation. Harnack (1979) used a set of predictors in- orbiting satellite on a 2.50 X 2.5° global grid. Details
cluding a fall Southern Oscillation (SO) index to make concerning this data set were described in Part 1. For
a seasonal forecast of winter temperature over the con- two given discrete time series X., Y', the LCC for lag
tinental United States. Douglas and Englehart (1981) r is computed from the standard formula
showed that there is significant success in forecasting cxr(r)
winter rainfall over the southeast United States by using rxAr) = ((1)
equatorial central Pacific rainfall during autumn. In O)cM()]l2

addition, Harnack and Broccoli (1979) showed that where
oceanic variables other than sea surface temperature 1 V-I
can be used to forecast atmospheric changes on the cxy = ( -1-Y=2
seasonal time scale.N

In spite of the numerous studies cited above, there I *

has not been much systematic study using satellite- "=12.X and ?=N2: Y. (3)
derived information to investigate global statistical and N ".-
dynamical relationships in relation to long-range fore- Because of the generally non-zero and often widely
casting. This is the second in a series of papers to different autocorrelations in the OLR time series be-
address the above problem. In this paper, we focus on tween the tropics and higher latitudes and between the
the lagged relationships as revealed by the OLR oceans and continents, large spurious LCC can arise
monthly time series over different parts of the globe, even if the time series in question are not correlated.
The emphasis of this work, however, is not on devel- This often poses serious problems when using LCC to
oping specific techniques or statistical prediction mod- detect statistical relationships between two or more
els but rather on establishing significant lagged tele- variables. A method is described in the Appendix to
connection between various remotely separated re- take into account the effect of autocorrelation on the
gions, thus identifying the more potentially predictable statistical significance of LCC. The standard deviation
regions for long-range forecasting. The observed lagged (SD) of the lagged correlation coefficients between two
correlation from satellite-derived OLR will be com- independent first order Markov processes is estimated
pared with other observed statistical relationships to in the Appendix, where the following expression is
check for any physical connections. An interpretation derived;
of the observed lagged correlation patterns will also
be-attempted in light of our a priori knowledge on the SDtrxy(r)] = 2 ]1f
dynamics of climate teleconnections (e.g., Webster, [(N - jrT){ I - exp[-(AX. + Xy)J "
1981, 1982; Branstator, 1983; Lau and Lim, 1982, (4)
1984). In view of the potential of satellite observations
for long-range predictions, it is believed that such a Symbols used are defined in the Appendix. In all the

* combined statistical and dynamical approach is a log- results described in this paper, the LCC is considered
ical step in the quest to advance our understanding of significant provided lrx(r)l > 2SD[rX-r()], which is
climate predictability and to improve our skill in long- approximately the 95% confidence level (c.l.). Since
range prediction. the LCC is calculated for only the data found outside

Two aspects of the predictability problem will be the data gap, the effective number of data pairs is
addressed in this paper. Frst, we shall introduce the reduced as the lag increases because of the data gap.
concept of the teleconnectivity of the atmosphere and This has been taken into account in calculating the
show, by way of examples of LCC patterns based on statistical significance.
different reference or source locations, its usefulness
in providing guidance for potential source regions (or 3. Autocorrelation time scale
predictors) for long-range forecasting. In particular, In order to use (4) to test the statistical significance
the lagged teleconnections with respect to the equatorial of the LCC beween the OLR time series at different
central Pacific will be analyzed in detail to examine if grid points, the total number of independent events
they are consistent with the theoretical interpretation and therefore, the characteristic time between inde-
given in Part I. Second, the contribution from the pendent events has to be determined. The theoretical
Southern Oscillation and other time scales to the lagged autocorrelation function of a first order Markov process
relationships will be determined. Their implications is given by
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A(,r) = e- 1 . (5) For this presentation, it suffices to state only the
The e-folding time scales ro - -' of the monthly OLR following observations. From Part I of this study and
T -dntime seriesateac e gridpoi-nt- is t e ontby OR other related work (e.g., Heddinghaus and Krueger,
time series at each grid point is determined by using 1981), it is likely that the extensive area of large char-
(5) to give a best fit to the autocorrelation rx(,r) ob- acteristic time scales in OLR over the tropical Pacific
tained from (1)-(3). Fig. I shows the discrete auto- is related to local SSTA. Whereas, over the middle
correlation coefficient and the best-fit autocorrelation
function from a first order Markov process over dif- latitudes, we note that area with small ch c

times are more or less coincident with wintertime storm
ferentlocations. It can be seen that a first order Markov tracks of both hemispheres (Lau, 1979; Trenberth,
process is a fairly good approximation of the OLR 1981) and that areas with large characteristic times are
time series. The spatial distribution of the characteristic associated with regions of frequent observed blocking
time scale (r0 ) is shown in Fig. 2. Areas with time events over the eastern North Pacific and northern
scales greater than or equal to 2 months include: the Eurasia. The longer characteristic time over specific
equatorial central, eastern and southeastern Pacific; regions in midlatitudes may therefore reflect the in-
the equatorial Atlantic off the coast of Brazil; the east- trinsic higher autocorrelation in the daily variation
ern North Pacific, the southeastern U.S.; western Africa associated with persistent atmospheric anomalies overand Eurasia. Broadly speaking, two physical factors these regions. However, the above explanation does
could have contributed to the above distribution. First, not exclude the possibility of forced response to slow
there is the time scale related to the slow changes in chan in remote and/or local surface boundary con-
the surface boundary conditions such as those due to ditions in also partially contributing to the observed
sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTA). Second, longer autocorrelation time scale. For example, over
part of the observed monthly variability could also the Tibetan region, the long time scale may reflect
arise from the non-zero autocorrelation in the daily locally the persistently snow-covered land surface.
data. The latter, which is independent of changes in
external conditions in the monthly time scales, is often 4. Telecoflctdvity
referred to in the literature by such names as "intrinsic
variability", "climate noise" and "sampling fluctua- In Part I, we showed that for a given reference OLR
tions" (Madden, 1976; Madden and Shea, 1978). The variation, the teleconnection pattern of the atmosphere
analysis of the separation of "signal" versus "noise" depends strongly on the seasonL Because long-term
using both the daily and the monthly data will be the signals in OLR tend to be found only over preferred
subject of another study. areas (see Part I), it is likely that the degree of remote

Equaton ntral Pacific Southeast Pacific Maritime Continent
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, 
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Flo. 1. Autocomration oeff int of OLR time tenes at selected locations. Also shown in
dahed lines are the autooorrelation function of the best-t Ant-order Markov ;roorF The e-
folding time scale r is in units of monts..
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30S

60E 120E 180 120N 60W 0

Mo. 2. Distribution of characteristic time scales in the monthly anomalous (monthly mean removed) OLR data. Contour
interval is 2 months. Blank area represent time scales <2 months and heavily shaded area, time scales over 4 months.

influence on the atmosphere as a whole (or telecon- with 'xy(r) 
= 2SD(rx,(T)), where X and Y denote the

nectivity) by a given physical process is not only a reference and the correlated time series, respectively;
function of the process itself, but also of the ambient H(a) is the Heaviside step function and N(X, r), the
state of the atmosphere. Therefore, when put in dif- total number of grid points between 60°N-60°S in
ferent large-scale environments, the same forcing could which 1rxy(r)I Fx>,(r).
produce quite different local and remote responses. Figure 3 shows Te of the atmosphere for reference

To determine quantitatively the teleconnectivity of variations based on a 9-point average on a 50 x 50
the atmosphere, we define for a given reference fluc- grid of the monthly OLR values centered at 300 Ion-
tuation X and lag time r, teleconnectivity (Te) as gitude intervals between 300 W and 60°E along the

equator for lags T = -5, 0 and 5 months. The large
zonal asymmetry in Te is striking. The largest value

Te(X, 7) - H (jrxy(T) - IA-y(T)j)jrxy(), of Te for all lags is found for reference area near the
N(X, ) ~dateline with much reduced Te away from it. At all

(6) locations, the teleconnectivity at nonzero lags is smaller

' I ' I ' I '

10

x/ \ •\ -

/ ~p.Te I T=5)
Idle, (T..--T 5)

-
I , I , " I , I

W0E 120E 180 120W 80W
LONGITUDE

FIG. 3. Teleonnectivity (Te) as a ftaction of the longtudinal location of the
efe OLR time senies at Us r - -5, 0 and 5 month, respectively.

83

.. . . . . ." - -" r " " " . . kA.
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than that at zero lag. A secondary maximum is found changes in large-scale atmospheric conditions (to be
for Te(r = 0) at 90*E over the equatorial Indian Ocean. identified in Section 5b). The diabatic heat source over
Intuitively, the higher teleconnectivity due to OLR the maritime continent is, however, much less effective
fluctuation over the equatorial central Pacific and the in either influencing or being influenced by planetary-
lower values east of the dateline are expected because scale remote changes. These features agree with the
the former corresponds to a heat source region, while dynamical interpretations of radiating (for heat sources
the latter corresponds to the equatorial dry zone where in the central Pacific) and non-radiating (for heat source
deep convection rarely occurs and the atmosphere is in the maritime continent) modes of atmospheric re-
therefore, much less active energetically. The local sponse to equatorial forcing discussed in Part I. The
minimum at 120°E, which corresponds to the strong spatial distributions of the lagged teleconnection for
convection over the maritime continent comes as a 180°E and 90°E, including more detailed analyses,
surprise as does the enhanced Te at 0°, 90°E which are presented in the next two sections.
is not a convective heat source region. The implications
of these zonally asymmetric features will be discussed 5. LCC patterns
later.

Figure 4 shows the teleconnectivity as a function of
the lag time for three chosen reference locations, I 80 0E, a. Central Pacific teleconnections
120°E and 90°E. The largest Te is found at 7 = 0 for Figure 5 shows the LCC pattern using the 9-point
all three locations. The most important difference be- OLR average centered at (00, 180 ° ) as reference for
tween Te (1800E) and Te (900E) is the oppositely lag - -5, 0, +5 months. Only patterns which are
skewed distribution about the corresponding Teat zero- significant above the 95% confidence limit, as defined
lag. At 180 0 E, predominantly higher Te is found at in Section 2, are shown. The zero-lag pattern which
positive las with a secondary maximum at 4-5 lags, has been shown in Part I in smoothed contour is in-
while at 90°E, the secondary maximum is found at cluded here for completeness. The most important fea-
lag -2 and decreases rapidly at positive lags. At 120°E, ture to note in these maps is the asymmetry in the +5
Te is considerably lower than the other two at all lags. and -5 lag patterns with respect to the zero-lag pattern.
Viewed in terms of cause and effect, it would appear By comparing the patterns at different lags, it can be
that the equatorial central Pacific is a potential source seen that a rather persistent pattern consisting of pos-
region producing remote atmospheric response else- itive correlations extending from the source southeast
where. On the other hand, the OLR variation over the toward the southern tip of South America is present
equatorial Indian Ocean is likely a response to remote at all lags.

8-
/ I

~6 -

/ le ',A N (0, 90 E)

I I I I I

-6 -3 0 +3 +6
LAG (MONTHS)

FiG. 4. Tekoonnwcivity (Tr) a a function of lap for thr diJeut
uefernee OL fluctuations loated at 00, 1I0E, 0*, 900E and 0, 1200E.
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While the trOlpic-tropics teleconnections are stron- subtropicl portion of the Pacific-North America
Iu t zero lag the +5 month lIg patterns are dom- (PNA) palttern is strongly enhancec. The amplitude of

atdby tropics-midatitude coupling. Notably, the the anomaly over Hawaii and those off the east coast
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of the United States are stronger at +5 month lag than -6s -0
those found at zero-lag. A large area of positive cor-
relation appears over the central North Pacific, East
Asia and Europe at +5 month lag in consonance with
the strongest correlation found over the Atlantic sea- -3D
board, suggesting some kind of planetary-scale wave

(wavenumber 2-3) is being excited over the northern-
subtropics. In the Southern Hemisphere, a similar but
weaker planetary wavenumber 2 structure is also no- 0
ticeable at approximately 45*S. In contrast, at -5 0
month lag, the area of organized pattern, except near
the reference location, is greatly diminished. ,

The notion of planetary wave response to equatorial 3
forcing is further examined by decomposing the com-
puted LCC into Fourier components in different lat-
itude bands. Figs. 6a-6c shows the amplitudes of the \
LCC coefficients as a function of the lag time and 28
wavenumber for three 10*-wide bands between 15*S 2 4 6

and 30*N. The build-up of the tropical teleconnection 0- 15N
is depicted clearly in the 15S-O* and the 0-15N -6
bands by the gradual increase in the amplitude of
wavenumber 2 from negative lags reaching maximum
amplitude at zero lag over the two tropical bands. The
wavenumber 2 distribution in the tropics corresponds
to two strong heat sources, one over the equatorial
central Pacific and one over eastern Africa. The am-
plitude of the strongest tropics-tropics teleconnection
(Fig. 6a) appears to skew toward slightly smaller scales
(larger wavenumber) and faster decay in the positive
lag periods. Most interesting is the spatial-scale changes
observed at the 15-30°N band (Fig. 6c). Here, the
amplitude of the wavenumber 2-3 maximum at +(5-
6) month lag is found after the tropics-tropics tele-
connection has been greatly reduced (Fig. 6a). At lag
+5, the teleconnection is dominated by high correlation + b
over the western North Atlantic region extending into 2 4 6
western Europe and East Asia and a secondary max- 15 -30N

i ,u over the central North Pacific (see Fig. 5). -
The planetary wave feature in the LCC at +5 lag

at 35°N is reconstructed by summing over the first six
wavenumbers and its phase is compared with the cli-
matological 500 mb January stationary geopotential -3
wave at 40"N (cf Reiter and Westoff, 1981) in Fig. 7a. -

It can be seen that the regions of high correlation are
located to the east of the 500 mb stationary trough
and coincide with the winter storm tracks over the
northern midlatitudes. In the Southern Hemisphere,
a similar correspondence between the climatological 5
500 mb geopotential height field at 40"S with the LCC
at 40S is also naed (Fig. 7b).

The evolution of the teleconnection pattern suggests
that, initially, the fluctuation of the OLR over the
equatorial central Pacific is associated with simulta- (_ -___ ,_,___ ,
neous excitation of planetary waves in the tropics. The 2 4 6
tropics-tropics teleconnection eventually (in about 4- WAVENUMuJ"
6 months) transforms into tropics-midlatitude and Flo. 6. Amplitudes of LCC eed on equatorial cetu'l Pacif
midlatitude-midlatitude teleconnections asociated OLR aiation a Nancrioflag and avenumbe- (a) 15'S-O',
with possible "resonant" excitation of the wintertime (b) O- 1N and (c) 15-30"N. Units aun arbuary.
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120 0.5 etary-scale feature resembling a wavenumber 3 plan-
etary wave can be seen at about 30*N. Over the South-

40 ern Hemisphere tropics, high correlations are found
.0 0 clustered around the Indian Ocean and eastern Africa,

€_9 _40 - the central Pacific and central South America. A ten-
dency for a stronger tropical teleconnection linking

-120 S-4 i-S----4 -0.5 the reference region and the Carribean Sea and vicin-I" I10 I- --s--- I .-'-" ities is evident at zero-lag, when the strongest corre-
0t 90 180 90w 0. lation near the reference region spreads over a large

A P :C W - -ft1X part of Australia. At +2 lag, the LCC is greatly di-
EURAtSIA PACIC NORf" Th tT

AMECA minished except near the source region. Some lingering
remote correlations can still be discerned over the mid-
die East.

The planetary feature formed by the LCC at 30°N
So , . . 0.5 at -2 lag is reconstructed as described in Section 5a

O "and compared with the large-scale thickness between
\ 0 850 and 300 mb at 30°N for the northern summer
- - (cf White, 1982) in Fig. 9.The areas of high correlation

- - - ----------0.5 generally agree with the two areas of large thickness,8 , 0. one over the Tibetan Plateau and one over the southern
__________________ o United States. The large correlation over Tibet at -2

... AUSTRA SOTH SOUTH -SOUTH lag suggests that the summer monsoon over India may
OCEA PAcIFCAR.CAATLAIIMC have a strong lagged influence on the convective ac-

FIG. 7. Longitudinaldistribution of northern winter qusi-ss- tivities over the equatorial Indian Ocean.
tionary 500 mb sopotential (solid line) and wavenumber 1-6 re-
coammtion of correlation pattern at +5 month lag (dashed line) 6. SO contributions to LCC patterns
at (a) 35ON and (b) 400S. Letter S denotes approximate location of
storm tracks at the same latitudes. The variation of the LCC patterns as a function of

lag time suggests that the crucial link between the trop-

extratropical quasi-stationary planetary waves in both ics and the Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes lies in
the so-called PNA pattern which is now known to behemispheres. Equivalently, the lagged relationships related at least partially to the SO (Horel and Wallace,

suggest that diabatic heat energy originally confined 1981; also see Part I of this study). In this section, a
within the tropics is transported to the extratropics more detailed analysis of the PNA and associated LCC
through planetary-scale wave interactions. Further- patterns with respect to the SO is presented.
more, the similarity of the LCC to the wintertime tele- It was shown in Part I that the OLR time series over
connection found in Part I and other related work the equatorial central Pacific exhibits an abrupt shift
Suggests that the downstream influence of the equa- in the mean level of fluctuation beginning about the
torial central Pacific convection on the extratropics spring of 1976 (Fig. 12a and also Fig. la of Part 1).
must be phase-locked with the seasonal cycle and the Because this shift agrees with almost all other con-
lagged response at midlatitudes may involve the ad. ventional indices defining the El Nifio/Southern Os-
justment of the entire tropical and midlattude ocean- cillation phenomena, it has been taken as a signal for
atmosphere system to tropical forcings (e.g. Namais, the SO in this series of studies. Although one event
1978, 1980). (i.e., the El Nifio of 1975-76) usually does not con-

stitute very much statistical significance, it can still be
b. Indian Ocean teleconnections used as a case study to provide important information.

As in Part I, we define the SO variation as
The secondary maximnum in teleconnectivity for

rerence OLR variation over the equatorial Indian J OLR(x, y, t),d, 0 < t < t'
Ocean (00, 900E) shown in Section 4 suggests some
interesting features with regard to the spatial distr- SO(x, y, t) -(7)
bution of the corresponding LCC patterns. Because T . tOLR(x, y, t)dt,
the OLR teleconnection basd at 00, 900E for lap Ts I
beyond +4 months is small and not very well ora- t<
nized, only maps at lags -2, 0 and +2 are shown (Fig.
8). At -2 lag, a broad region of strong positive cor- where T is the total length of the data and 1, is taken
relation is found over subtropical Asia and the Middle to be the time corresponding to June 1976. The original
East with a center over the Tibetan plateau. A plan- monthly time series is then "detrended" by removing

87
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80- 0.5 tropical teleconnection becomes insignificant. Al-
though, much less extensive, the midlatitude-midla-
titude teleconnection remains noticeable over the

E 10 western North Atlantic and East Asia suggesting that
CL 0 0 both the SO and the monthly fluctuation must have

contributed significantly to the total maximum lagged
correlation at +5 months.

-0.5 The removal of the SO signal for the Indian Ocean
,___,8_ _,____ teleconnection (Figs. I Ia and I Ib) also causes reduc-

90E 180 90W tion in teleconnection (compare with Fig. 8). The basic
IEP I O- I A I TIC patterns remain unchanged. At zero lag, a tropical

EURASIA PAcIAC NORTH ATLANTIC dipole pattern similar to the one observed for the cen-
AMERICA tral Pacific (Fig. 10a) reappears, again showing that

FIG. 9. Lonitudinal disribution of thicknes between 850 and the dipole oscillation seems to be more prominent in
300 mbat 30ON forthe northems .mm(soid line)andwavenumber the shorter time scales.
1-6 reconstruction of LCC at -2 month lag at 30"N (dashed line). Focusing on the lagged relationships in the PNA

pattern, we have constructed area-averaged time series
cially at 1800 where the most dramatic reductions are based on an approximately 9-grid point mean over the
observed. In the following, we focus on the changes key regions of the equatorial central Pacific, Hawaii
in the teleconnection pattern based at 180* due to the and the western North Atlantic in Fig. 12. The time
removal of the SO signal. The LCC at selected times series of the latter two has been shifted backward in
for reference point at 900 E, based on the extended time by 5 months and that over Hawaii has been in-
time series, is also included for comparison. verted to allow easier comparison. A large shift from

Figures 10a and 10b show the significant LCC (>95% a predominantly positive to a negative level of fluc-
confidence limit) for zero and +5 month lags for tuation occurs at approximately t = t, for all three
basepoint at 180 ° . Compared with Figs. 5b and 5c, it time series. The close alignment of the time of major
can be seen that the area of significant correlations is shift, after the central Hawaii and the Atlantic time
greatly reduced with the SO signal removed. At zero- series have been shifted, is consistent with the obser-
lag, a large part of the fork-shaped extension from the vations that a substantial part of the covariance at +5
source region towards North America and South month lag (with respect to the equatorial central Pacific)
America vanishes, although some significant correla- is due to the 5 month lag in the SO signal over these
tion can still be detected off the coast of Baja California. regions. The somewhat similar temporal and spatial
This feature shows that much of the downstream si- distributions with respect to the key regions of the
multaneous correlation is due to the SO, in agreement Northern Hemisphere midlatitude-midlatitude LCC
with the conclusion reached in Part I using composite patterns, with and without the SO signal, suggests that
and partition-of-variance methods. Interestingly, the similar underlying physics are likely to cause the ob-
tropical east-west dipole pattern becomes stronger served teleconnections. This point will be further dis-
without the SO contribution. At +5 month lag, all the cussed in Section 8.
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FIG. 10b. As in Fi. c, but with the SO signal rmoved.

7. Predtoabity via OLR telaconecion ,() rxy0) rNxY1 - exp(-(XX + Xy)Jj}1'/2

In this section, we present results of an analysis to - r-O) L Nyl - exp(-2,\)] j (9)

assess the feasibility of monthly and seasonal predic- By definition, the predictability of a time series by
tions using one example of satellite-derived atmo- itself at zero lag is then 1 (prefect prediction). It should
spheric teleconnection, i.e., the PNA pattern. be noted that the above definition of predictability

The ratio (axy) of the observed LCC at lag r to the crudely takes into account the effect of statistical sam-
standard deviation which would be expected from two pling fluctuations due to the finite size of the data
independent first-order Markov processes is given by record.

The statistical significance of (9) can be estimated
a =y(,r) r.yAry ~ (8) if we know the effective number of degree of freedom

F 2 1(NDOF) in the data. Using Davis' (1976) method of
Lwxy{ 1 - exp[-(Xx + Xy)]} estimating NDOF, we have Nxy

is a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio of the time NDOF =O (10)

series X(1) as explained by Y(t). In (8), Nxy is the total 2 rxx(k)ryy(k)
number of data point pairs between the two series at k-W %

lag r. Other symbols are the same as used in (1). The where Nxy is the number of pairs of observations and
predictability Pxy(r) of X(t) at lag time 7 using Y(t) is rxx, ryr are the discrete autocorrelation coefficients of
then defined as the normalized value of(8), i.e., X(t) and Y(t).
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In the following, we shall focus on the three time as ECP (equatorial central Pacific), HA (Hawaii) and
series (shown in Fig. 12) over the key regions of the WNA (western North Atlantic). Table I shows the
PNA pattern. Hereafter, the time series are referred to predictability of HA and WNA using ECP as pre-

dictor at 5-month lag and the zero-lag predictability
of HA and WNA. The predictability of 0.49 at WNA
(+5) by ECP (0) means that -25% ofthe total variance

20 EQUATORIAL at WNA is explained by the variation of ECP 5 months
is CENTRAL - earlier. After the SO signal has been removed, the pre-

10- ACIC - dictability of HA(+5) and WNA(+S) using I3CP(0)
5 falls below the significance level to 0.18 and 0.25, re-

0 . A h spectively. The zerlag relationship between HA(+ 5)
V" and WNA(+S) is also reduced from 0.39 to 0.21 in-

dicating that the latter relationship is also stronger in
-10[- the presence of SO.

-Aspointed out in Part 1, with the seasonal cycles
0AN 75 7 7 78 79 81) 81 removed, the tropical atmosphere appears to exhibit

HAWAIIa largeaplitude dipole-like oscillation betw woONVERTED) - states: one corresponding to the major convective beat
0 soure over the maritime continent with dry conditions

over the equatorial central Pacific and one to the heat
0 source over the equator near the dateline with dry

conditions over the maritime continent. The wet and
dry conditions are referred to only in a relative sense.
Because the dynamical response of the atmosphere

4 -1 8depends on the position of the tropical heat soure
2. .N .7576 77 78 79 90 81 with respect to the large-scale mean circulation, we

15 WESTERN15 -NORTH ATLANTIC
10
5 TALE I. Predictabilft a detned in text over key reions of the

Pac " North Amem(PNA) teleconnection pattm. ECP, HA and
0WNA denote, respectively, the OLR time meme ovea the equatorial

- -cental Pacifc, Hawaii and the western North Alantic, Number w
parenhesm denotes the I"g in months. Numbers with assernab deem

-10 Predictability after SO spal has been removed. Values which am
I I I I I sgifiant at the 95% level are underlined.

JUNM 715 70 77 7 79 80 81 ,

Mta. 12. Time wi of monthly anomadous OLR over (a) the ECP(O) HA(+5) WNA(+S)
eqINual mtal Pacf, (b) Hawaii (inverted) and (c) western North
Adanc. Slhd~ amm denote the te oar w~an n mI.._I ECP(O) I 0.34 0,49•t- d dm mo • HA(+S) 0.18 Iwith SO. Time erin sn (b) and (c) have been shifted backward by -A(+5) 0.25" 021
Smauth0
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might expect some differences in the predictability over TABE 3. As in Table I, except Predictability estimate is for northern
the same regions before and after the 1975-76 El Nifio. winter (without asterisks) and northern summer (with asterisks).

This feature is best seen in the general increase in
predictability from the pre- to the post-El Nifio period ECP(I) HA(+S) WNA(+5)
(Table 2) indicating that a stronger, or more frequently ECP(O) 1 0.58 0.64
occurring, diabatic heat source over the equatorial HA(+5) 0.19" 1 0.51
central Pacific can lead to stronger influence on at- WNA(+5) 0.20 0.0" 1
mospheric conditions over Hawaii and the western
North Atlantic. However, in Table 2, the simultaneous
relationship between HA and WNA remains strong in modes with large equivalent depths which have large
the two periods. If we were to assume that the SO phase speeds. Responses by these modes are expected
signal is caused by external changes such as SSTA, the to be established within a matter of days after the
relationship between HA and WNA, in addition to forcing sets in. Therefore, while our observed strong
being influenced by the SO, must also arise from dy- tropics-tropics teleconnection at zero-lag can be ex-
namics internal to the atmospheric system, e.g., block- plained in terms of the nonradiating modes and the
ing and multiple equilibria (Charney and DeVore, tropics-midlatitude teleconnections in terms of the ra-
1979). diating modes, the time (-2 seasons) in which these

Finally, the key time series are stratified into winter patterns are established in relation to the equatorial
and summer seasons according to the actual calendar central Pacific convection is vastly different from that
months (October-March for winter and April-Sep- predicted from the above theories.
tember for summer) for HA and WNA (Table 3). The The clue to this apparent discrepancy is likely to lie
5-month lag brings the late summer or fall variation in the observation that the tropics-midlatitude tele-
of ECP to correlate with that for the winter months connections are only prominent during the northern
of HA and WNA. The dramatic increase in the win- winter, thus suggesting that these quasi-stationary
tertime predictability suggests that the remote lagged anomalies are phase-locked with, and perhaps represent
relationship in the PNA is prominent only in the winter merely the amplifications of, the seasonal cycle. In this
half of the year. The null relationship between HA view, the tropics-midlatitude link is only manifested
and WNA in summer is a result of the shift of the as part of a global-scale adjustment to the tropical
seasonal planetary-scale waves showing that Hawaii forcing which is strongly tied in with the seasonal mi-
and the western North Atlantic no longer occupy key gration of the upper-level easterly and westerly wind
positions in the northern summer stationary wave belt. The downstream meridional propagating tropical
pattern, anomalies and eventually the "resonant" excitation of

planetary stationary waves are favored by the upper-
8. Dynuamical interpretations and discussions level westerly flow with strong westerly wind shear

From the point of view of atmospheric dynamics, over the tropical eastern Pacific during northern winter
the results ofthe foregoing analyses regarding the lagged (Lau and Lim, 1984). Namias (1978, 1980) pointed
relationship are intriguing. From other related work out that several planetary-scale anomalous features.
(e.g., Horel and Wallace, 1981; Wallace and Gutzler, such as the equatorward migration of the jet stream
1981), teleconnection patterns such as the PNA are and the deepening of the Aleutian low and blocking
known to possess a near-barotropic structure. Dynam- ridge over the central North Pacific, all occurred in
ical theories (e.g., Lim and Chang, 1983) suggested the fall season preceding severe winter conditions over
that these barotropic structures are likely to be forced North America. He also hypothesized that the phase
by diabatic hieat sources in the tropics. Depending on relationship has to do with some subtle air-sea inter-
the mean flow, the response consists of 1) laterally action mechanisms involving the interaction between
propagating Rosby-type radiating modes for forcings the blocking ridge and the SSTA over the North Pacific.
embedded or partially embedded in westerly mean The lagged relationship revealed by the OLR telecon-
winds whose speed is within the range of the free Rossby nection here appears to be consistent with the above
wave phase speed and 2) Kelvin-Rossby nonradiating hypotheses.
modes for forcings in other mean winds. However, all It is important to note that our results show that
the responses involve either external or internal wave the PNA and as&-ociated teleconnection pattern can

occur also in the 2-3 month time scale predominantly
during winter, independent of long-term anomalies

TABE 2. As in Table I exrept prediciability estimate is for post- such as the SO. The SO, on the other hand, merely
E Nia(vith utaerilas)and for ixa EIfN1io(with "tb) PlOd. enhances the filtensity and possibly alters the mean

ECP(0) HA(+5) WNA(+S) positions of the major anomaly centers. This suggests
that the same underlying physical processes are likely

ECP(O) 1 0.24 0.29 to be responsible for the observed patterns in both the
HM+5) 0.160 1 monthly and the SO time scales. We suggest that the
WNA(+S) 0.200 2* I migration of the winter convective heat source from

q2..
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the maritime continent to the central Pacific, may have of the atmospheric circulation independent of external
played at least a partial role in forcing the observed forcings such as SST anomalies. Our results on the
PNA and other associated teleconnection patterns. On simultaneous and lagged relationship support such a
a seasonal time scale, the monsoon heat source migrates view. Here we have further identified a forcing mech-
from northern India in the summer to the maritime anism, i.e., the eastward migration of the winter mon-
continent in October. The winter monsoon heat source soon diabatic heat source, which is consistent both
subsequently moves to the vicinity of the dateline dur- with internal dynamics relating to the seasonal cycle,
ing late winter when convection over Africa and Brazil and the external influence of SSTA associated with
is also strongest, forming an intense wavenumber 3 the El Nifio/Southem Oscillation.
heating pattern in the tropics (Fig. 13). The winter
following an El Nifio, anomalous strong convection 9. Conclusions and remarks
is found over the Pacific (Horel and Wallace, 1981), Based on seven years of global OLR data, lagged
thus stretching the seasonal extent of the winter con- relationships and the role of the El Nifio/Southern
vection to east of the dateline. Both the normal late Oscillation in satellite-derived atmosphere telecon-
wintertime and the post-El Nifo conditions correspond nections are investigated using multiple correlations.
to the wet winter (WW) condition (Part I), in which Adownstream meridional propagating response is fa- Aplausible mechanism leading to the observed lagged
vored. Because the normal winter convection dis fa- relationships in the teleconnection pattern is proposed.tend close to the region of upper-level westerly flow The feasibility of extratropical long-range predictionoterdtheoeasternhearefio(Fof.13), the effectery ofow- using tropical parameters derived from satellites is also
over the eastern Pacific (Fig. 13), the effect of down- quantitatively assessed. The most important findings
stream propagation, albeit weaker when compared with arasflo:
that due to SO, is also felt over North America. This ate as follows
probably accounts for the non-vanishing significant 1) The degree of remote influence or teleconnec-
correlation even after the SO signal has been removed. tivity of the atmosphere by a given forcing depends
The above interpretations are also consistent with the strongly on the geographical location of the source
recent theory of Webster and Holton (1982), who used region. Along the equatorial band, teleconnectivity is
the distribution of upper-level zonal winds to explain highest for convection near the dateline but much re-
interhemispheric interactions. duced for convection over the maritime continent and

At this juncture, it is interesting to bring to attention to the east of the dateline. A secondary maximum in
the study of Lau (198 1). who showed that the PNA teleconnectivity is found for sources near 0', 90°E.
pattern is present in the results of a 15-year GCM These observations are compatible with theoretical
experiment with prescribed annual SST variation. He predictions of remote versus local response of the at-
pointed out that the PNA may be an intrinsic mode mosphere to tropical heating.

WN

0• 120E 18OE 2 W 2

Moa. 13. Semonal mipation of the monsoon diabetic heat sources during the latter half of the year (July-
February, denoted by atching numerals). The extent of the diabetic beat sours is determined from the
aes with OLR values <2251 m-' from the mondly OLR climatology, and is approximately protuol
to the sm and orientation of the schematic dmwin. Climatological 200 mb zonal wind during notheni
winter is also included. Easerly wind region is shaded ad wesern maximum ae denoted by letter W.
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2) The LCC pattern based on dateline convection (e.g., Rowntree, 1972; Julian and Chervin. 1978,
indicates at zero-lag a strong tropics-tropics telecon- Shukla, 1975; and others). The results on the variation
nection complex linking the equatorial central Pacific of atmospheric teleconnectivity as functions of the lo-
(+), the maritime continent (-), Australia (-), the cation of the source region and the time of the year
Amazon Basin (-), South Africa (+), Hawaii (-) and suggest that such experiments should be performed
the southeastern United States (+), with the sign de- systematically with imposed SSTA at different locations
noting the sign of the correlation. As the positive lag with respect to the large-scale circulation and in dif-
increases, the tropics-tropics teleconnection gives way ferent seasons. Further, the highly significant inverse
to stronger tropics-midlatitude and midlatitude-mid- relationship between convection over the maritime
latitude teleconnections. As a -+5 month lag, central continent and the equatorial central Pacific suggests
Pacific leading, the teleconnection consists of the fol- that a diabatic heat sink over the maritime continent
lowing key regions: Hawaii (-), western North Atlantic would perhaps generate similar dowmstream effects as
(-), central North Pacific (+), East Asia (+) and western a heat source over the equatorial central Pacific. This
Europe (+). view is supported by the recent GCM experiments

3) The midlatitude LCC pattern bears coherent (e.g., Shukla and Wallace, 1983). Thus, depending on
phase with climatological quasi-stationary waves. For the sign of the forcing, the maritime continent can
the central Pacific teleconnections, the high-correlation also be a potential source region. This nonlinear re-
areas coincide with storm tracks during northern win- lationship between the forcing and the response has
ter. A similar planetary-scale correspondence is also been demonstrated in a recent study by Simmons et
found in the southern midlatitudes. These features al. (1983) and Lau and Lim (1984).
suggest possible excitation and amplification of mid- Studies of sensitivity of the atmosphere to imposed
latitude stationary waves by diabatic heating near the diabatic heating have, so far, concentrated on the
equatorial central Pacific. steady-state response. In most cases, the near-barotro-

4) Lagged relationships between convection over pic remote response to tropical forcing, except for
the Indian Ocean (0° , 90°E) and those over Tibet and transients, becomes established in time scales of days.
the areas near the Caribbean Sea reveal a maximum In order to study the possible lag time in the tropical-
correlation at 2-month lag (Indian Ocean lagging), midlatitude teleconnection, our results suggest that the
suggesting that a substantial portion of the convective GCMs have first to reproduce "realistic" stationary
activities over the equatorial Indian Ocean is likely to waves and that anomaly experiments would be run
be a response to planetary wave forcing set up by the with full annual cycles. Because the effect of the ocean
summer monsoon, is likely to be involved in such low-frequency vari-

5) Analysis of the LCC pattern with the SO removed ability, the simulation and full understanding of the
showed that both the SO and 2-3 month time scales lagged relationship in teleconnection must await the
contribute to similar lagged correlations in the PNA successes of ocean-atmosphere coupled models.
and associated teleconnections. It was argued that the Finally, our initial assessment of the predictability
presence of strong convective activity over the equa- of regional climate fluctuation using satellite-observed
torial central Pacific due to I) the seasonal migration teleconnection is encouraging. Although only -30-
of the winter monsoon convective heat source from 40% of the wintertime variance over the southeastern
the maritime continent to the vicinity of the dateline United States is accounted for by the variation over
and 2) the occurrence of positive SSTA over the central the equatorial central Pacific, it is likely that increased
Pacific during El Nifio, is responsible for the observed predictability can be expected for other carefully chosen
similar tropics-midlatitude teleconnections but with target regions using one or more potential predictors.
different time scales. The large cross correlation at lag The satellite-observed teleconnections identified by this
times of up to 2 seasons between the tropical forcing series have provided guidelines for the choice of target
and extratropical response is probably associated with regions with potentially higher seasonal or interannual
the seasonal adjustment time of the entire ocean-at- predictability. The need now is for the development
mosphere system in concert with the time scale of the of statistical-dynamical prediction models which
tropical forcing. would optimize regional predictability using satellite-

6) Predictability of OLR fluctuation over the south- derived information in conjunction with other con-
eastern United States is higher during the post-El Nifio ventional approaches.
(1977-81) than the pre-El Nifio period (1974-76).
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APPENDIX -2xa .[ (A7)
N - 171 1 - exp,.-(Xx + (A7)

Covariance of Sample Cross-Covariance
Function (SCCF) The standard deviation of the cross correlation at lag

An estimator (or SCCF) of the cross covariance of between two uncorrelated Markov process is given by

two discrete processes X(t), Y(t) at time lag T is given rCov[c.,r), CXr(,{)11,/ 2

by SD[rx,(r)] = . ' . .L U.-,i J
N-lIt 1/2cx':") = N-[-'--- Z (Xk - e X Yk, - f), (A 1) 2l

k( = [(N - irt){ I - exp[-(Xx + Xy)]}

where (A8)

- Z X, (A2)
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Anomalous Diabatic Heating n ag-cl iclto
in the Tropics During the 1976-77 and 1982-83 ENSOs

The El Nifto Southern Oscillation than during the 1976-77 event. This is by far sphere system. The ENSO events are large-
(ENSO) phenomenon is closely related to the most extrem eastward position ever amplitude realizations of one of these states.
large anomalous changes in Iropical convec- reached by the ECPC. compared to tOse de- We are now hypothesizing that instability in-
tion over the Pacific. In this note we compare duce fron the low level wind convergence in herent in the large scale ocean-atmosphere
and contrast the temporal and spatial changes the composite of Rasmusson and Carpenter seasonally varying mean condition (e.g.. trade
of diabiatic heating patterns in relation to the (1982) for past ENSOs since 1950. wind. sea surface temperature. tc.). together
large scale circulation during the ENSOs of The different polarity of the dipole fluctu- with some short-term stochastic forcings. pro-
1976.77 and 1982-83. Figure I shows the ation shown in the OLR pattern has been sug- vide both the setup and triggering mecha-
time-longitude section along the equator 6f gested by Lau and Chan (1983 a. b) as repre- nism(s) to produce ENSO-like ~aatohc
anomalous monthly outgoing longwavc radia- senting oscillations between two stable events.
non (OLRi between 5*S and 50N. 60'E and climatic states in the tropical ocean-atmo - To compare the changes in the tropical
W(W. from May 1974 to May 1983. With scale circulation during the 1976-77 andl 1982-
larg negaive (positive)I anomalies reflecting M - 83 events, the wintertime anomalies of 200 nib
increase (decrease) in convective cloudiness .velocity potential and streamnfunction were
and diabatic heating, it can be seen tha before \-. computed for each period, respectively. Fig-
the ENSO of 1976-77 the equatorial central 7"ures 2 A. B. and C show the seasonal anomaly
Pacific convection (ECPC) had been strongly £ ) of the stream function before. during, and
suppressed for at least a two-year period prior after the 1976-77 ENSO. with the anomalous
to December 1975. Coupled with the en- OLR pattern superimposed. Not shown, but
hanced convection over the Indonesian marl- noted here, is that changes in the velocity po-
time continent, the diabatic heating formed a tential field over the equatorial central Pacific
dipole-like pattern whose sign would imply an ~ ~- ~and the maritime continent ame in accord with
increase in surface easterlies over the western ::the reversal of the dipole-like anomalous heat-
Pacific during what appeared to be a precur- , zing during this period. Changes in the velocity
sory buildup phase before the 1976-77 ENSO ., ... potential also reflect large fluctuation of the
It is interesting to note that this dipole-like pat- - "Walker-type circulation all the way around the
tern continued to recur with alternating polari- globe. In the streamfunictiona maps. the Pacific
ties a much shorter time interval (order of 2-3 ... North American fPNAj Pattern was most no-
monts) throughout the entire period. The ticeable during 1976-77. A deep low over the
short-period fluctuation is most noticeable dur- -eastern coast of the United States, which cor-
ing 1976. For the 1976-77 episode. the entire -- responds to the easseflmmost node of the PNA.
syssewit did not settle down to the enhanced di- .. ....- was found both in 1976-77 and 1977-78. with
pole pesern cha* ceisi of ENSO until the il-1 dite formeri more intenisely developed. How-
winter of 1977-78 (no dataam availabl from is ac--- ever, the ECPC did not become fully de-
March to December 1978). The period IM79- veloped until 1977-78. The tropical anoimal-
82 saw the frequent alternation of the polarity i es. i.e.. upper anticyclonic (cyclonic)
of this dipole oscillation. The prsec of a - .. 4 *circulations forced by heat source (sink), were
buildup phase in the 1982-83 event was. how - well developed during the 1975-76 wiinter.
ever, not apparent. Following a brief reversal ZZ1 with the flow corresponding to a heat sink or
nam the end of 198 1 the ECPC exploded into reduction in condensational heating over the
an extensive deep convective systm with or- '. equatorial Pacific. This patn is in agreement
responding reduction in convective activity with that predicted by simple theory of heat in-
over the maritime continent during the winter - ~ 4 - Jduced motion near the equator I LAu and Li.m,
of 1962-83. (flue blank data awV during De- 83 1.. 982;Lim and Chang. 1983,1. During anid after
comber-Febaary of 1962-83 is due to a bad...................the 1976-77 ENSO. this characteristic tropical
tap we received ft the National Clmast weqo009 signature was also observed but to a much
Ceaw. Ther was also a distinctive eastwvard FIGURE I t Lma il lesser extent. The sane sequence of map
migraion of the dipole anoimaly towards the Toimmiiidr mamae of .Oin"*$ 00miliv 61 w- (Figures 2 D. E. and F) show a distinctly if-
swise Pacific. tis migrtin wa Was obvi. Mang Imaauwew ri item po 1974 to lffJ. Net.- ferm temporal evolution of events for the

aun durin the 1976-77 ENSO5. The ECPC low ~ womr 9 " ' oo ' Coou 10111111i 1982-83 ENSO. The reversal of the dipole-
mhea 7W. 4w"03 ih bwn f*km ~

daring 1962-83 was Ioae imuch furnther as w w r hw like pattern in the velou" potenitial i nt
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,wg ea. so~w sa. . tay scale .unosphenc phenomena asso-
ciated with the Southerit Oscillahion.

L Monthiv Weather Review, 109. 813-829.
a- 0.Lasu. K. M.and P. H. Chan 1198320 Short-

________________ term climate variability and atmnospheric
____________________teleconnection from satellite observed

'WI ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s Q*a. sw~ o _______________ outgoing Iongwave radiation. 1: Simul-
-. taneous relationships. Joura/ of ike At-

Iln v 1*a 0 1.9 14a. iza.0 Go. 0* mospheric Sciences, in press.
-- Lau. K. M.andP.H. Chan (983b) Shot-
C=:1 term climate variability and atmospheric

a. teICconiiectiofl from satellite observed
L' outgoing longwave radiation. UI: Lagged

__________________ ~correlations. Journal of the Atmospheric
42" IIa. IWaW W,10t is 2.V Sciences, in press.

_________________ ___________________ Laus. K. M. and H. Lim 119921 Thermally
itI 4 2 r 0 W9 Iea. 12-W o- a drivent motions in an equatorial "-lane:

CC) 5?? ' '-....~ (F)~m ... ~ ))~Hadley and Walker circulation during dhe
winter monsoon. Monthly Weather Re-

a. view, 110. 336-353.
*.~ Laus. K. M. and H. Lim (1983) On the dynam-

'we ea. 'Wv RG~ ~ v~'ics of equatorial forcing of climate
ism__ 14W_______________ 1 teleconnections. Journal of the Atmo-

FIUE2(Lamertal.) spheric Sciences, in press.
kAIN"arlailh2W),bsWrUncrOfor keiuser Deembr. Janw. Feua lfAI97-76. ) Lim. H. and C. P. Chang (1983) Dynamics of
1976-77. (C0 1977-78. (D) 196041. (E) 1981482. anid (F) 198243. CUow imeml.W is5 x 106 ail s -. teleconnection and Walker circultion
Seawnl aaomlv of outaodg lonrwav radiation with absolute drvid.. greater thai 10 W. m- is shwn by O

st~id dasedilins owepouingto edcedtanancdi oeecue auviy. ose~wintrva as10forced by equatorial heating. Journal o
he" fd lad hoscreso~gt eie ehae)cneo ciit.Cwrhe la1 W the Atmospheric Sciences. 40. 1897-
M-2

1915.
shown) and in the heating held occurred sods, it is likely that such forcings became Rasmusson. E. M. and T. H. Carpenter C 1982)
within a one-year period. with not much dominant, so that the PNA signature was not Variations in tropical sea surface temper-
buildup during die 1980 winter. The PNA pat- paticularly well observed. Our study also sug- ature and surface wind field associated
trn was nor very well defined. but the anticyc- gemt that while there ane certain basic charac- with the El Nifso Southern Oscillation.
loots on both sides of the equator caused by terics shared by all ENSOs. e.g.. sea sur- Monthly Weather Review. 110, 354-384.
the low-latitude heat source were very well de- face temperature anomalies, dipole-like Simmons. A. J.. J. M. Wallace. and G. W.
veloped during 1982-83 compared with that diabatic heawing anomaly in the tropics. Branstator (1983) Barotropic wave prop-
during 1976-77. Walker circulation changes. etc..* each indi- agation and instability and atmospheric

While the study of Hotel and Wallace vidual ENSO is quite different, especially in teleconnection patterns. Journal of the
(1911) suggested a close relationship between terms of teleconnection with the midlatitudes. Atmospheric Sciences. 40. 1363-1392.
die PNA and tropical heating. the above re- The temporal and spatia variation of the di-
stilts indicate that in individual events. the two abatic heating for the two ENSOs discussed Ka-Ming Laus
phostomen may not be in phase nor necessar- here appeared to deviate substantially from the Goddard Laboratory
ily related by the simple relationship assug- composite picture presented by Rasmusson for Atmospheric Sciences
ged. The phase relidonship described and Carpenter 0 1982). A unified view (if there NASAIGoddard Space Flight Center
above suggests; that atmospheric relectonec- is any) of ENSO calls for a more profound Greenbelt. MD 20771
don between the tropics and die middle lati- understanding of the phenomenon beyond
inda may also be stongly iluenced by other what can be gained from case-by-case studies. James S. Boyle
processs such a nomal mode instability Chih-Pei Chang
(Snusmn o t. 1983). nonlinear interactions Department of Meteorology
(Lais and Lim. 1963) and factors not directly References Nava Postgrodaater School
relatd I*othe ECPC. During tOn 1962-I jep Hotel, J. D. andiJ. M. Wallace (1981) Plane- Mon"e. CA 939Q
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